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It's easy to be wise after the event—and it is poor satisfaction for the man who has ruined a sheet of ebonite costing 5/- to find out that when the Set does not work, the fault lies in the circuit.

Many circuits are published to-day which can only give good service in the hands of the expert; therefore, the beginner often finds it difficult to make a choice.

Further, many beginners are quite unable to read a circuit diagram and are thus quite at sea when they commence building up a set.

To those—and also to many more experienced wireless enthusiasts—the new Book, "Pictorial Wireless Circuits," by Oswald J. Rankin, will particularly appeal. Not only is each circuit shown clearly and free from unnecessary complication, and in actual picture form (with every component actually illustrated), but every one of the scores of circuits shown can honestly be recommended as the best possible arrangement.

Already this Book has run through one large edition and as soon as it gets a little more widely known there will hardly be a home constructor in the country who hasn't a copy handy on his bookshelf.

Remember, it contains complete details for all types of Circuits from simple Crystal Circuits to those suitable for multi-Valve Sets; and you'll save its cost the very first time you use it.

Eighteenpence invested now may save you hours of wasted labour.

From all Booksellers, or 1s. 6d. post free direct from Publishers:

Radio Press Ltd., Devereux Court, Strand, W.C.2.

Pictorial Wireless Circuits

Radio Press Ltd., Devereux Court, Strand, W.C.2.
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A Handsome Cabinet Set.

Full particulars of how to make this three-valve receiver are given on pages 415 et seq.
THERE is no need to tell our readers that this is a special double number; the fact is apparent on the first glance at the magazine. We trust, however, that not only quantity but quality will be found in this issue, for no pains have been spared to make it by far the best we have produced.

In our endeavours to provide the finest possible radio magazine we shall be greatly helped in future by the magnificent response to our invitation to send in criticisms on the forms provided with last month's MODERN WIRELESS. So far we have only been able to analyse a portion of the huge response to this request, and it will be some time before we are able to complete our study of them. Meanwhile, we wish to tender our heartiest thanks for the kind expressions of confidence, and, not the least welcome, criticism.

This month we present for the first time a feature which is perhaps one of the most important innovations in the history of wireless journalism. We refer to the series of full-page photographs depicting the construction of a receiver. With these large and detailed photographs before him the home constructor is almost in the position of a man who is able to borrow the actual instrument, for every angle is shown and the minutest detail of construction becomes clearly visible. This feature, together with the improvement in the quality of the paper on which the magazine is printed, will still further facilitate the home building of good, sound and well-designed sets.

One-, two- and three-valve sets have frequently been described in our pages, so that the reader who keeps his copies has only to look back through issues of the last twelve months to find a wide variety of choice. In this issue we present by way of a change a constructional article dealing with the building of a ten-valve super heterodyne receiver. Whilst comparatively few home constructors will feel inclined to venture upon such an undertaking, we feel sure that a very large number will be interested in the practical description of a receiver on which the author is able to receive American amateurs and broadcasting—even the 100-metre wave from KDKA (Pittsburg) using a comparatively small frame aerial. The Armstrong super heterodyne is perhaps the most efficient of all short wave receivers, and contrary to the common belief is relatively simple to handle.

Mr. Kenneth Alford, the designer and builder of this set, is well known among the amateur transmitters, his station 2 DX being frequently heard after broadcasting hours.

Another feature which we think will have a wider field is the comprehensive article on the Reinartz circuit with full constructional details for a building of a three-valve Reinartz receiver. The reader who is interested in dual amplification circuits will find in this number welcome information including practical details for the building of two different sets, together with the beginning of a comprehensive survey of the whole field of dual amplification. At the other end of the scale the crystal user is well catered for with two sets of different design, each incorporating simple and well-tried methods of tuning.

We would like to draw the attention of new readers to the section "Tested by Ourselves," which, we are glad to see from the answers to our questions, is widely appreciated by our readers. This section is made up of reports on apparatus submitted to us by the manufacturers. Each piece of apparatus is carefully tested without any regard to the manufacturers' claims, so that whether the article examined is a simple crystal holder or an elaborate multi-valve set the reports can be relied upon as perfectly independent testimony.

Apparatus can be submitted to this section of the magazine by any manufacturer whether he advertises in our columns or not and the reports are published without fear or favour.
A Totally Enclosed Cabinet Receiver

By HERBERT K. SIMPSON

This receiver is designed especially for those readers who desire to possess an instrument which is quite dustproof.

The following description of a handsome three-valve set should be of interest to those who like to have a compact yet attractive-looking set, but who at the same time like to have some latitude for experiment.

In this set provision is made for two note magnifiers, which may be used after a rectifying valve or after a H.F. valve with crystal rectification. Thus the set will give good loud-speaker results from a local broadcasting station, while the more distant stations may be brought in by using a high-frequency amplifier, crystal, and the two low-frequency valves.

A view of the finished set with the doors and lid open is given in the frontispiece, and it is seen that the panel is mounted vertically in the cabinet. Looking at the top of the panel, a switch is seen which controls the filaments; immediately beneath this are seen three sets of holes, which permit the valves to be seen, and the degree of brilliance may be judged. Next we see the three filament resistance knobs, crystal detector, variable grid leak, aerial tuning and anode condensers, and the two-coil holder. The terminals on the left, from the top, are aerial, LT+, LT-, and grid bias, and earth. On the right we have HT+, HT-, and telephone terminals. The reaction leads may be reversed by means of the flexible leads, terminating in spade terminals, which are connected to the two terminals close to the coil-holder. The terminals in the bottom row, numbered 1 to 7, are for the purpose of changing the circuits, and are linked up by rubber-covered flex, the ends of which may be soldered to spade terminals.

Figs. 3 and 4 show the back of the panel, and it will be seen that the valves are mounted on a shelf above the condensers. This shelf may conveniently be of wood, with a hole cut in it to receive the ebonite strip upon which the valve holders are mounted. This shelf is fastened to the ebonite panel by wood screws, and thus the necessity for drilling and tapping ebonite, which would be essential if the shelf were of ebonite, is obviated.

Above the shelf are the three filament resistances, which are of a very efficient type made by T.C. Ball. These are obtainable in a suitable form for either bright or dull emitter valves, and care should be taken to purchase the correct type for the valves to be used. The type designed for dull emitters may be used for ordinary valves, but as they would have to be set to the position of maximum current, no adjustment would be available.

Between the detector (whether valve or crystal) and the first note magnifier is a Pye No. 1 transformer, while the second transformer is a Silvertown. The circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 2, and it will be seen that by disconnecting all the terminals 1 to 7, and joining (4-7), we obtain a valve rectifier, with reaction, and two stages of note magnification, while the circuit using one high-frequency valve, crystal rectification, and two note magnifiers is obtained by joining terminals (1-2), (3, 4, 5)---(6-7).

The ebonite panel measures \(14\frac{1}{4}\) in. \(\times \) 10 in. \(\times \frac{1}{4}\) in., and should have the surface, or "skin," removed by rubbing with fine emery-cloth. The holes for terminals may be drilled, and the positions of the condensers, transformers, crystal detector, etc., marked. The positions of these components are seen in Fig. 5, which is to scale. The shelf should now be placed in position, and the supports fixed to the panel with wood screws, so as
Fig. 3.—The disposition of the valve shelf, condensers, transformers, etc., will be gathered from this photograph.
Fig. 4,—The panel from another angle, revealing connections of the lower terminals.
Fig. 5.—A scale drawing of the front of the panel

The Watmei variable grid leak is mounted below the shelf, in between the condensers. The shelf itself measures $\frac{8}{3}$ in. x $\frac{2}{3}$ in. x $\frac{1}{3}$ in., and has a hole $\frac{2}{3}$ in. x $\frac{1}{3}$ in. cut in it for the ebonite strip which carries the valve legs. This ebonite strip measures $\frac{8}{3}$ in. x $\frac{1}{2}$ in. x $\frac{1}{3}$ in., and, after the holes for the valve legs are drilled, is fastened to the wooden shelf by means of wood-screws, the shelf being then secured in the same manner to the supports.

The coil-holder is made from a piece of 2 B.A. screwed rod, two flat coil plugs, and an ebonite knob. A piece of $\frac{1}{2}$ in. wood, the same size as the coil plug, is screwed to the ebonite panel, and a hole drilled through wood and panel for the 2 B.A. rod. The two coil plugs now have the same size hole drilled through their centres. The piece of 2 B.A. rod is passed through the panel and secured on the under side by a spring washer and two lock-nuts. One of the coil plugs has two small holes drilled in it, by means of which it is secured with two wood-screws to the block of wood previously secured to the panel. Distance pieces are now put on the spindle, and these may conveniently consist of two or three brass condenser bushes, such as are sold by most dealers who supply parts for building variable condensers. The second coil plug is now put on the spindle, and finally a 2 B.A. screwed ebonite knob is fitted, so that by turning the knob the top coil plug is rotated. The length of rod projecting through the top plug is adjusted so that the knob may be screwed hard on to the top plug. A small hole is drilled at each side of the fixed plug for the connecting wires, those from the moving coil being flexible and going to the two terminals provided. The construction of the coil holder is shown in the sectional view, Fig. 6. The plug nearest the panel is for the A.T.I. while the moving one holds the anode tuning coil L1. The filament switch may now be mounted at the top of the panel, and wiring commenced. No. 16 tinned-copper wire may be used, or if preferred square-section tinned-copper may be employed. The latter gives a very neat appearance, but requires considerable care in bending to the exact size to fit between terminals.

A number is given to each terminal, also to every point to which connection has to be made, so that the wiring is much simplified. Fig. 7 shows the back of the panel, from which the wiring can be followed.

**List of Parts, Numbered**

Circuit changing terminals (bottom row) 1 to 7 (right to left).

- Telephone terminals 8, 9.
- H.T. + 11.
- Tel. condenser (.002) 12, 13.
- Aerial 14.
- L.T. + 15.
- L.T. 16.
- G.B. + 16.
- G.B. 17.
- Earth 18.
- Fixed aerial condenser (.0001) 19-20.
- V3, G. 31, P. 32, Filaments 33-34.
- First transformer (Pye) I.P. 35, O.P. 36, I.S. 37, O.S. 38.
- Second transformer (Silvertown) I.P. 39, O.P. 40, I.S. 41, O.S. 42.
- A.T.I. 43-44.
- Anode tuning coil 45-46.
Fig. 7.—A diagram from which the actual wiring can be carried out
Anode tuning condenser 47-48.
Grid condenser (.0003) 49-50.
Variable grid leak 51-52.
Crystal detector 53-54.
Filament resistances R, 55-56.
R, 57-58.
R, 59-60.
Filament switch 61-62.
Transformer condenser 63-64.

The numbered points to be joined are enclosed in brackets:
- (1-44-20-21-51-50), (2-52-23-49),
- (3-49, 4-45, 5-39-8-11-12-63-35), (6-54), (7-64-36), (9-13-52),
- (30-57), (31-42), (34-59), (56, 58, 60, 61).

The cabinet is seen in the photograph (Fig. 1), while full dimensions are given in Fig. 8.

The following pieces of wood will be required:
1. Top 10½ in. x 10½ in. x 1 in.
2. Base 12 in. x 11½ in. x 1 in.
3. Sides 14½ in. x 9½ in. x 1 in.
4. Back 10½ in. x 10½ in. x 1 in.
5. Doors 14½ in. x 5½ in. x 1 in.

These should be planed up smooth, finishing with fine sandpaper, then stained and polished. The top and base may be shaped as shown before polishing.

Inside the cabinet, at a distance of 2½ in. from the front, are fastened two strips of wood on each side, ½ in. apart, between which the ebonite panel is held.

Each door is secured to the cabinet by means of two brass hinges, as is also the lid. For fastening the doors small bolts may be used, or 'ball and socket' fasteners, in which the ball is fixed to the underside of the door, and is depressed as the latter is swung to, until it becomes lodged in the socket screwed to the base of the cabinet. A small lacquered brass handle is secured to one of the doors to facilitate opening the latter, and a strip of beading may be fastened to one to conceal the division between them. If desired, holes may be drilled in the sides of the cabinet for battery leads, etc., to pass through to the two vertical rows of terminals.

Results.
The set will give excellent loud-speaker results from either circuit up to about 30 miles from a broadcasting station, while good phone signals are obtainable from the circuit using a high-frequency valve on distant stations.

The "All-Concert" Set

To the Editor of Modern Wireless
Sir,—I feel I must tell you how pleased I am with your "All Concert" set. I made it with a few alterations of my own which were more convenient to me; for instance, I put the fourth valve all in the same cabinet, instead of in a panel by itself. I have a D.P.D.T. switch, to cut it (the last valve) in or out, reversed the positions of aerial and earth, L.T. and H.T. (in my case it suits me better this way) and I have brought the 'phone terminals all along the front of the cabinet ½ doz. pairs all in parallel.

It is tip top, and with the four valves, works a loud speaker beautifully. The only fault is that I cannot hear London when Cardiff is going, the latter refuses to be cut out; however, a variometer in place of A.T.I. and condenser may cure it, I shall try it.

Yours truly,
V. Tugwell.

Trelawney House,
Kilkhampton,
Cornwall.

Editor's Note.—We do not agree that a variometer would increase the selectivity. A wave trap would be best.
In passing

For Millionaires.

SOMETHING, I have always felt, is lacking in the long list of wireless circuits and wireless sets that have so far made their appearance. We have designed sets for the young, sets for the old folk, sets for my lady's boudoir, sets for the flat, sets for the country house, sets for the beginner and sets that would finish anyone. Our manufacturers, keenly alive to the needs of the moment, have placed upon the market midget sets in matchboxes, giant sets in grand pianos, and medium sets in almost anything you like. But so far, even in our wireless dreams, we have considered the needs only of those of more or less moderate means. No attention has been paid to the requirements of the plutocracy, amongst whom we may number such worthy citizens as the pro-fiteers, the ides rich and the Poplar dustmen. It is quite impossible for these people to do themselves justice in the matter of wireless, for though you have your set mounted in a Chinese lacquer cabinet and fitted with solid gold terminals you can hardly spend more than a paltry thousand upon it.

And even this will not give the plutocrat a set that is really worthy of his position. What he wants is valves, valves and yet more valves, for, no matter how imposing its outer shell may be, no set is really impressive if it contains but four or five glowing bulbs. Hitherto the difficulty of adding to their number has been well-nigh insuperable owing to the nasty little habits inherent in high-frequency amplifiers, which seem to take as their motto “Two's company, three's a crowd.” So much do they resent the presence of a third that a pair which has previously been perfectly well behaved will, upon the increase in their number being made, give the worst possible exhibition of tantrums. They will squeak, scream, howl, oscillate and back-fire, telling you in the plainest of language to remove the offender.

The Problem Solved.

For this reason it has so far been impossible to produce a set really worthy of such stately old English homes as those of Sir Bluffingham (né Sir Aaron Goldsucker) or Lord Bounderstreet, the eminent paper manufacturer who won his spurs so nobly during the cataclysm of a few years ago by introducing the Daily Quintuplicate Nil Return System for all units. Their needs cry aloud to the heavens. It is essential that some means should be found whereby they may be able to employ the number of valves to which their exalted position obviously entitles them. For this reason I have for some months past devoted my entire energies to the production of a really worthy multi-valve set so stable that it will positively eat out of its owner's hand and so imposing that 'it cannot fail to win him instant repute as a prince among wireless men.

The whole secret of the new circuit lies in the wonderful system of paradio-frequency valves which give such perfect control of the set, though there is no limit to the number which may be used before the rectifier. In the diagram a mere quintet of paradio-frequency valves (Vr to V5) is shown. This is simply because the pages of Modern Wireless are limited in size and the Editor flatly refused to allow the circuit to be continued overleaf. Drawings of the circuit in gold, silver and red upon silk scrolls measuring six feet by three feet will shortly be available at fifty guineas apiece. It is intended that one of these should be hung in the hall next to the family tree and, if possible, close to the portrait (obtainable in Tottenham Court Road) of that ancestor who came over with William the Conqueror.

The combination will undoubtedly ensure immediate entry into the best society, and there will be no question about the owner's becoming permanent chairman of the local wireless club. The set itself should be mounted in a genuine Louis Seize cabinet, one of the marquetry panels being cut away in order to accommodate the horn of the loud-speaker. In this way even the most useless piece of antique furniture can be made to work for its living.

An Acknowledgment.

Though one likes to lay claim for originality for even the simplest wireless circuit, it must usually be admitted that the child of one's brain owes its origin to an inspiration received from someone else's products. In this case I must acknowledge my indebtedness to Captain B. B. Chuckersley, the gifted designer of the seventeen-valve set which was recently used.
March, 1924

by him with such marked success for the reception of Transatlantic atmospherics. But for his fine example I might well have lost heart when, after countless experiments, light refused to dawn. But as it is, my unremitting labours have produced a set containing even more valves, and capable of receiving still more ear-splitting atmospherics, especially if the Silent Perfecto high-tension battery made by Messrs. Crackle and Fizz is fitted. The valves should preferably be of the most expensive type of dull emitter, and it is well to have the receipt for them framed and hung upon the wall in close proximity to the cabinet itself.

**MODERN WIRELESS**

**The Millionaire's Own. The Corona Curondel Paradio Frequency Circuit**

The Circuit.
A glance at the diagram will serve to show the beautiful simplicity of the circuit which I have named the Corona Curondel. It is claimed that no existing circuit diagram rises to such heights as R 13, L 8 and C 17, and it is doubtful if any set so far produced can show such an imposing array of knobs, handles and other accessories essential for the proper overawing of visitors. The secret of the ease with which it can be handled is to be found in the presence of the paralysing condenser C 9 which effectually stops any nonsense on the part of the paradio-frequency amplifiers, no matter what may be their number or what voltage is delivered by the high-tension battery. Another feature is to be found in the free-action coil L 3, which, though of the largest size and tuned by the variable condenser C 3, is yet guaranteed to be incapable of causing the set to energise even the closest of neighbouring aerials. As will be seen the coupling used between the paradio-frequency valves is an ingenious modification of the well-known tuned anode method; the variable condensers C 5 to C 8 are placed in series with the inductances L 5 to L 8 instead of in parallel in the old-fashioned way. It is surprising that this simple transposition should not have occurred to the fertile brain of any other inventor, for it has the most extraordinary soothing effect upon even the wildest high-frequency valves.

**Methods of Operation.**
The set is not intended for long range work, quality of reception and stateliness of design having been aimed at rather than the power to bring in "mushy" noises from great distances. It is at its best when used in a London drawing-room for the reception of 2 LO. Its operation, though delightfully simple, requires to be carried out with a little care, as otherwise the set may fail to make the condenser C 3 and those of the condensers C 5, C 6, C 7 and C 8. As these are adjusted individually the left hand should make slight variations in the setting of the condenser C 2 or the coupling between L 1 and L 2; but the greatest care should be taken not to bring signals up to their full strength until every knob has received at least one twiddle backwards and forwards.

On no account should one's friends ever be allowed to work the set. Such a calamity can always be avoided by the explanation that the circuit is of the most delicate nature and that if it were allowed even for one
A further addition.

During my preliminary experiments with the Corona Corudel set I had intended to make use, if possible, of the duohypermac- tareflexo-regenerative principle which was fully explained in last month's MODERN WIRELESS. For this reason I provided the two terminals X and Y for the attachment of the felix. Possibly there was a breakdown in the insulation of the felix employed, for upon my making contact it gave vent to an audio-frequency choke and left me hurriedly despite the fact that I had buttered its feet and provided it with a fully-charged stabilising sauce. As I was unable to induce any other felix to take the post which it had resigned in this abrupt manner, it has not been possible so far to test out the effect of adding the system referred to. I feel, however, that good results would be produced if a Manx felix were employed, since in this case there would certainly be a complete absence of the severe brushing which manifested itself during the few moments available for the experiment with a felix of the common or garden type.

The Professor again.

I hardly liked to trespass yet again upon the kindness of Professor A. M. Blow, but as I was sure that no account of such an epoch-making invention as the Corona Corudel circuit would be complete without an opinion from him I put aside my better feelings and dispatched the set to him to be tested. The very next morning I received a telegram: "Heartiest congratulations; could not have done better myself." His letter followed by a later post. "Your last invention," he writes, "effectively solved the problem of wireless for the million, now with equal skill you have solved the problem of wireless for the millionaire. You will yield me, I hope, if I suggest yet another use for your wonderful paraudio-frequency circuit. I sent the set this morning to my friend Sir Everard Bumplesby of Harley Street, who has several severe cases, of oscillator's twitch under his care. One of these he is treating by means of the Corona Corudel. He has just telephoned me to say that this patient, who was previously distraught and at times inclined to violence, is now sitting happily before your set incessantly twiddling the knobs C 3, C 5, C 6, C 7 and C 8 with a smile of complete beatitude upon his face. Sir Everard has had those of C 1 and C 2 specially boxed in so that the patient cannot reach them. He can thus, as the eminent doctor wisely remarks, tune his plates and wangle his reaction until he turns pink without doing the slightest harm to anyone. Both Sir Everard and I are of the opinion that from a medico-psycho-therapeutic point of view the Corona Corudel has a great future before it. He has recommended its adoption at the Half-]ack Mental Hospital, which deals, as you are doubtless aware, exclusively with cases of ingrowing radiomania. Hitherto these cases have been regarded as quite hopeless, but Sir Everard now ventures to prophesy that a cure is in sight."

To the editor of MODERN WIRELESS.

Sir,—With reference to your article on " A Simple Reflex Set " it may interest you to hear of my experience with a similar set. My set was made up from that shown in Z.W.Y. of May 23 last, but with aerial reaction added. On November 19 I heard quotations and market prices being given, and at 11.15 p.m. the call read as W.Z.Y. (?) and very distinctly " Schenectady, New York " (this, of course, before relaying started).

I have read many disparaging remarks in various quarters as to Reflex circuits, but I am convinced that it is a most economical and efficient circuit.

I think that the writer of " What is the range of your set? " very much under-estimates the range of a set, and I entirely disagree. I can get all British stations with clear speech on phones at any time, including Aberdeen—500 miles, the latter being, unfortunately, poisoned with tuning valves and generally disturbed by undue fading. Glasgow and Newcastle are exceptionally strong, and often strong enough to be distinctly audible on a loud speaker. I also get Brussels and Paris.
The Reinartz Circuit and Some Modifications
By PERCY W. HARRIS, Assistant Editor.

The Reinartz Circuit, which is characterised by great simplicity of manipulation, has not yet received the attention it deserves in this country. Mr. Harris is a recognised authority on the Reinartz Circuit and was the first to introduce it into England. In this article he not only explains recent modifications of the original circuit, but also gives practical details of how a simple and efficient three-valve Reinartz receiver may be built up.

---

In June 1921, the American Magazine, "QST," published a short article from the pen of John L. Reinartz, of Connecticut, describing a new tuner he had invented. This proved very simple to handle when receiving continuous waves on the short wavelengths around 200 metres. In March 1922, a further article from the pen of the same author showed a number of improvements in the circuit, together with sufficient constructional details to enable the average experimenter to build a set. I was greatly taken by the idea and immediately built one, modifying the design somewhat, for whereas the Reinartz used a basket coil, in my model I worked out the number of turns and general disposition of parts so that the conventional cylindrical inductance could be used. A description of my receiver was published in this country in May of that year, and a number of experimenters built it up and reported favourably upon it. The Reinartz circuit used in my first article is given in Fig. 1. Several peculiarities in the circuit will be noticed. First of all it will be seen that the aerial coil is simply part of one coil which serves for both grid and aerial circuits. Actually the aerial coil has very few turns on it and is practically aperiodic. In this circuit there are tappings for each turn of an aerial coil up to 10. The grid circuit is tapped at 24, 30 and 36 turns (the former used was about 3½ in. in diameter.)

A variable condenser of .0005 µF was shunted across the grid coil. The usual gridleak and condenser was used, and it will be noticed that the positive low-tension is earthed. The telephones are connected between the plate and the high-tension battery in the normal fashion, and on the same former as the grid and aerial coil, but separated from it electrically is another coil of 30 turns, the turns being wound in the same direction as the grid and aerial coil. This coil was connected between the plate and a variable condenser of .0005 µF, which in turn was connected to the aerial. Three additional terminals were provided marked respectively A, F, and G. These were to enable an external loading coil to be added when it was desired to tune the set for longer wavelengths. By placing the aerial switch on "out" and the grid switch on "out" and by connecting an external coil to the terminals marked A, F, and G, (the coil being so arranged that about a third of it was between A and F and two thirds between F and G,) the circuit became as Fig. 2. Without the loading coil the wavelength range of this set was up to about 400 metres, and of course the wavelength with external coils depended upon the size of these coils. I tried the set quite effectively up to 2,600 metres in this way.

---

John L. Reinartz himself with one of his tuners.
A three-value Reinartz receiver. The construction of this set is described in the article.

A point of great interest in the Reinartz receiver is the method of obtaining reaction. The reaction effect is a combination of inductive and capacitative coupling and is controlled in the original design by setting the switch on the reaction coil and by varying the reaction condenser. In operation the set proved extremely simple to handle, for once one had set the grid tapping switch at the wavelength range required, and the reaction switch at about the right position, the sole controls were the tuning by means of the grid condenser and the reaction by means of the reaction condenser. The aerial switch was generally set once and for all to suit the particular aerial. The reaction control had a special charm, for the building up of oscillations was so gradual that one could adjust the set to be on the brink of oscillation so delicately that a strong signal would send the set into oscillation which would immediately stop on cessation of the signal. Such an adjustment is very difficult with the ordinary form of reaction. Furthermore, when using the set for C.W. autodyne reception, the adjustment of the beat note was extremely simple. It was a comparatively simple matter to pick up a C.W. station on 200 metres or even lower, and stop on the particular heterodyne note one desired without any difficulty whatever.

In this form the Reinartz receiver was particularly efficient for C.W. reception, but unfortunately suffered in sensitivity on damped signals, such as spark and telephony. As a general rule it could be stated that a Reinartz so made was only about two-thirds as sensitive as a
single valve used with the ordinary reaction circuit. Against this however, must be set the simplicity of handling and the very fine control of reaction. A month or two later Mr. G. G. Blake published a modification of the circuit incorporating one stage of high frequency in front of the valve.

Mr. Blake’s circuit is given in Fig. 3. It will be seen that this is simply a tuned anode high-frequency coupling with the reaction taken from the second plate. Mr. Blake wound the plate inductance as a coil, which could slide in and out of the grid coil using 40 turns for it. I have tested out this circuit very thoroughly and could not obtain very satisfactory results with Mr. Blake’s make-up, but on winding the 40 turns as two layers of 20 on the same former as the other coil, and increasing the aerial turns to 20 and not 10, and, furthermore, by making a different number of turns in the anode circuit with a smaller condenser, satisfactory high-frequency amplification was obtained. The receiver embodying this circuit is published in my book “Twelve Tested Wireless Sets.”

Before long a number of experimenters found that as the aerial coil adjustment was usually fixed after a very little experiment, and as, furthermore, one variable condenser on the inductance without tappings would cover the broadcast wavelengths quite comfortably, and as it was very seldom that one varied the plate inductance, it was possible to dispense with grid plate and aerial tappings. In passing, it should be mentioned that the usual shunting condenser across the telephones or primary of the transformer must not be included in a Reinartz receiver, as the telephones or transformer must act as a radio-frequency choke, or the high-frequency energy will take the wrong path.

The next step forward was the discovery that if fairly thick wire was used (No. 22 gauge or larger), the plate coil could be abandoned, provided the number of turns in the other coils were suitably adjusted. On longer waves than broadcasting it had previously been found that the plate coil could be dispensed with, for if you examine the figure 2 you will see that exterior coil connections are so made that no plate coil is included. It was sometimes found an advantage to wind the grid inductance in bank formation, better signals being obtained in this way. Then Reinartz himself published the modification shown in Fig. 4, wherein the grid tuning was effected by a variometer which was tapped at one end in the manner shown. It will be noticed that No. 18 S.W.G. wire was used. Not content with using radio-frequency reaction, Reinartz also used audio-frequency reaction from the plate of the audio-frequency valve to the aerial. It will be noticed here that the lower end of the secondary of the intervalve transformer was left open and a blocking condenser inserted between the OS. terminal and the grid. I have tried this arrangement and obtained low-frequency reaction results, but the effect does not seem to be very reliable and, of course, differs with different transformers. It will be noticed that a radio-frequency choke is included in this case, and can always be included with advantage when the intervalve transformer used has a high self-capacity in its windings. The choke can quite well consist of a 200 turns multilayer coil of any of the good makes.

All of the Reinartz sets so far described (with the exception of that with a high-frequency stage in front of it) suffer somewhat in comparison with the ordinary straight circuits when sensitivity in the reception of damp signals is sought. Another big step forward was taken when Dr. E. H.
Chapman introduced the Chapman-Reinartz method of winding coils. This consists in winding the aerial and grid turns simultaneously and then continuing the grid turns until a coil of the right size is made. The Chapman-Reinartz coil is a reversion to the original basket type and owing to the simultaneous windings has the advantage that signals obtainable with it are at least as strong as with any other single-valve reaction set that I have tried. Good results are obtainable in this way with quite fine wire, but it is always an advantage to use thick wire in a Reinartz receiver.

Basket coils are rather tedious to wind, and usually need some material, such as shellac or wax, to support them. The Reinartz receiver is particularly susceptible to resistance and capacity losses, and I have found a considerable improvement in winding the coil in a simple ebonite former consisting of two pieces of ebonite or wood, slotted and pressed together in the familiar egg box fashion. These strips of ebonite are given saw cuts for a depth of an inch or two, and the coils can be wound straight into the slots and will support themselves without any wax, shellac or other substance. A minimum of solid dielectric is included in the field, and if the coil is wound in the Chapman-Reinartz fashion a very efficient tuning arrangement is possible.

The receiver in the illustration is a 3-valve instrument consisting of a detector valve and two low-frequency valves. A switch is provided so that either two or three valves can be used. I have not included a switch so that one, two or three valves are put into circuit, for in the majority of cases it will be found that one listens on two valves, the third only being added when it is desired to work a loud-speaker. This particular Reinartz instrument is exceedingly easy to handle and gives quite remarkable results considering no high frequency is used. On anything like an average aerial it is possible to hear several of the broadcasting stations quite comfortably in the phones (using two valves) and on any other aerial I have had no difficulty whatever in listening to all of them. Anyone who builds this instrument will agree with me when I say that the old disadvantages of the Reinartz are abolished, and I doubt whether in any other way it is possible to obtain such results on distant signals without a stage of high frequency in front of the detector valve. The tuning is simplicity itself—one simply has to vary the grid-tuning condenser until one hears the signals and then intensify them by turning the reaction condenser. If signals are very weak and are not obtainable without reaction then it is only necessary to turn the reaction condenser through a small angle and try again. Of course the set can be made to oscillate quite freely, but the control of oscillation is so gradual that there should be no excuse for the listener radiating during broadcast hours. The Reinartz is quite a powerful radiator when oscillating, just as is the usual single-circuit reaction receiver. This is mentioned because some readers might have the idea that the Reinartz is not a powerful radiator.

For the construction of the instrument you will want the following components:

- Ebonite panel of a minimum size of 12 in. by 8 in. (This can-with advantage be somewhat larger, as the parts are rather crowded in my instrument.)
- 3 valve sockets. (These can be either the ebonite cased form or the separate legs.)
- 3 filament resistances. (I have used Lissenstats in this instrument because it was desired to try both dull and bright emitters. The ordinary type of filament resistance will work quite well here provided they suit the particular valves you are using.)
- Ebonite former for coils. (This will be described later.)
- 12 terminals. (Those shown were supplied by John T. Nickles, of Dalston. They differ from the usual terminals, being nickel-plated, and look particularly smart.
on a black ebonite panel. Ordinary terminals will of course do here.)

2 intervalve-transformers of good make. Those shown were made by Messrs. W. G. Pye & Co.; Of Cambridge. Any of the good makes seem to work quite well in the Reinartz receiver, and I have personally used Igranic, Radio Instruments and others quite successfully. The cheap shoddy transformers whose makers seem ashamed to place their names on them will not do in this circuit, and it is inviting trouble to install them.

1 switch. (That shown is the Dubilier Minicap. A Dewar switch, Utility switch, Burndept anti-capacity switch or others of the same type can all be used here. Failing any of those mentioned a double-pole double-throw switch will be just as effective as any, but will not look quite so well.)

1 fixed condenser of .0003 \( \mu F \) with gridleak of 2 megohms.

1 fixed condenser of .01 \( \mu F \)

2 variable condensers of .0004 or .0005 \( \mu F \).

(These may have vernier plates in them if desired, and those shown are so fitted, but such additions are not absolutely necessary, although they make the fine tuning a little easier.)

No. 22 gauge wire and insulating sleeving may be used for wiring up, or if the reader is sufficiently skilful he is recommended to use No. 16 square tinned copper for wiring up. Personally I prefer to wire my receivers in this way, but I am quite aware that a large number of readers are not sufficiently expert in wiring up to make a good job with this stiff wiring, so I have made the receiver with flexible wire and insulating tubing, as being most likely to meet the requirements of the average reader.

Constructional Work

Before ordering your ebonite panel it is well to assemble your other components and to lay them out in the relative positions shown in the illustration. If you use the ordinary form of filament resistance you may need to make your panel slightly bigger, as the Lissenstat takes very small panel space. The T. C. B. filament resistances take even less space for the panels, but forms such as the Igranic require larger area. In arranging your parts I strongly advise you to adhere to the relative positions shown. These have been worked out after a good deal of experiment.

Making the Coil

To make the coil you will first of all require the necessary former. This can be of either ebonite or wood. Cut two pieces \( \frac{3}{4} \) in. long by \( \frac{3}{4} \) in. wide out of \( \frac{3}{4} \) in. ebonite and slot the middle for \( \frac{3}{4} \) in. You should cut slots in the piece of ebonite as shown, with a hack-saw, or, if you have it, with a saw with a blade slightly thicker than that of the average hack-saw blade. When the slots have been cut, drill two holes as shown near the bottom of the slot, two about a third of the way up and two more at the top. Now take some No. 22 double cotton or double silk covered wire (it does not matter which), and undo from your reel enough to make about 15 or 16 turns round the former.

Now carefully cut off the exact length at the moment. Now take one end of the wire still on the reel and one end of that portion which you have cut off, and thread them through the two lowest holes, so as to secure the ends in place. Leave a good 6 inches or more for subsequent connecting up, and as a precaution to enable you to identify the end of the wire, make a knot in the one you have already taken off the reel. Now carefully

Another view of panel showing shape of special coil.
wind in both wires simultaneously in the slots until you have wound 15 turns of the two wires. Next take the end of the short wire and thread it through the second pair of holes and leave about 6 in. or more for subsequent connection. Wind on the remaining wire until you have a coil of 50 turns continuous (not counting the fifteen of the shorter). Secure the end of the coil by passing it through the two holes in the end of the former.

To fasten the coil to the underside of the panel you will require two small pieces of brass which you can cut with a pair of old scissors out of a piece of sheet brass. Drill two holes in these strips, and drill in the former two holes so that two 6 B.A. metal screws will hold the strips of brass to the former. The remaining holes of the brass strip can be used for securing the former to the panel by means of 6 B.A. screws and nuts. If you act in this way you will avoid the necessity of tapping any holes when making the securing brackets.

The other components can now be mounted on the panel, and the set will be ready for wiring up. The knotted end of the wire which, you will remember, was the beginning of the shorter coil, should now be soldered to the aerial terminal and the other end of this short coil as well as the beginning of the larger coil (the two wires were wound simultaneously) should be joined together and to the earth terminal.

The other end of the larger coil will go to the grid condenser and leak in the manner shown and to one side of the grid tuning condenser. The other side of the tuning condenser must be taken to the earth terminal, so that the variable condenser is across the two ends of the grid tuning coil. It is necessary to connect the moving plates of the condenser to the earth side, if hand capacity effects are to be avoided. The aerial terminal is connected not only to the knotted wire (of course the knots should not be left in this wire), but also to the reaction condenser (moving plates) the fixed plates of which are joined directly to the plate of the first valve. The plate of the first valve is also joined to the OP terminal of the first interstage transformer the IP terminal of which goes to the positive high tension. Particularly notice that you must not place a fixed condenser across the primary of this transformer.

I strongly advise you to make soldered joints everywhere, and, of course, the surface skin of the ebonite should have been removed before starting work. This surface often contains traces of metal which is likely to prevent the proper functioning of the ebonite as an insulator. The surface can be removed with fine emery paper, rubbing steadily until all shine is removed. The dirty brown powder so formed can be washed off under the tap, and a good black finish obtained by rubbing vigorously with a cloth on which is a trace of vaseline.

Soldering should of course be cleanly done. Before soldering, file the points to be soldered to remove any possible tarnish, and use only the barest trace of flux.

The rest of the wiring will be apparent from examination of the wiring diagram. Notice particularly in this case the connections IP, OP, IS, OS, on both transformers. The arrangement of the second transformer is I.S. to grid and IP to plate. This was done after experimenting with the connections to get best results, but the reader is recommended to try both transformers the same way first of all, and then to try the connection I have shown, to see which of the two is the better in his case. It is always advisable to place the transformers at right angles to one another as shown, and as far apart as is practicable. Do not, however, alter the relative positions of the coil and the two condensers for they have been placed in this way to make the wiring short. Sometimes slightly improved results are obtained by connecting a telephone condenser across the telephone terminals, but in the majority of cases I have found no advantage by so doing.

When you have finished the set, you will find the handling of it.
slightly peculiar at first. The adjustment of the filament temperature of the first valve is rather critical, and is best found by trial. It is one of the advantages of the Reinartz that with a relatively small condenser one can cover a wide band of wavelengths. If the coil is wound exactly to the dimensions shown, you will find that it starts about 300 metres and runs up to about 700 metres or more. A.0003 variable condenser is sufficient to cover the broadcast band. However, I find the .0004 slightly preferable, as this enables ship signals to be included for testing. Until you are used to handling this instrument (getting accustomed to it should not occupy more than half an hour) do not recommend you to experiment with it during the broadcast hours. Best of all is to wait until after broadcasting is over and then to experiment on the 600 metre ship signals. These will be found in about 200 or 120 degrees on the condenser.

First of all tune with the upper condenser and then slowly turn the reaction (lower) condenser until you hear a "plop." Turn back slightly and move the upper tuning condenser until you obtain best signals and try varying the adjustment of the reaction condenser until you become accustomed to its handling. First of all you may find there is what is generally termed "backlash"—this means that after the point of oscillation has been reached on the condenser, to stop an oscillation it is necessary to turn back quite a number of degrees. If this is the case try alternating the filament temperature slightly on the first valve until a point is found when there is no "backlash" whatever, but the slightest turn-back will stop oscillation. You will soon become used to handling this receiver, and then you can turn back to the broadcast band, always of course setting the reaction condenser at zero before trying to tune in. If you are not successful in picking up a station without reaction, advance the reaction slightly and then search once more. If again you do not find a station, still further increase the reaction with each attempt for if you do not act in this way you may oscillate and cause interference. When you have acquired a little practice with this instrument you will find the reaction control extremely fine and easy to handle, giving a magnificent building up effect, and a strength of signals only excelled by a set containing a stage of high frequency in front of the detector valve (and very rarely equalled by an ordinary receiver using the more widely known inductive reaction).

The switch is so arranged, as you will find on examining the diagram, that on one side you are listening on two valves alone and on the other side on three. The switch is so wired that not only does it change over the telephones to the right circuit, but it also extinguishes the filament of the third valve when this is not in use.

**NOTICE**
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Early Days

My introduction to wireless telegraphy (no mention of "radio" then) was at a lecture by the late Monsieur Molloy in Dublin, in the summer of 1898. Signor Marconi was present, and has told me since, that it was the best popular lecture he has ever heard; so it is no wonder that I caught the disease on the spot, and have suffered from it ever since. All I remember of the lecture is that a wireless message was transmitted in the lecture hall and received by a coherer on a tape: The Lord Mayor of Dublin, who presided, was given the tape, and turning to the audience said: "there is divil a message I can see but a lot of dots and dashes."

Admiralty Tests

A couple of years later the Admiralty sent some sets out to the Mediterranean fleet, and I was told off, with another officer, to rig up a set in our ship. The struggle lasted several days, and in the end we were defeated, as the coherer resolutely refused to respond to the buzzer, though it worked gleefully with the wet fingers' test on the jigger's terminals. At last we had to send for help from a petty officer of Commander Jackson's ship, the fount of our wireless knowledge. To our disgust, he severed our carefully made connection between the aerial and earth terminals of the buzzer, and all was well.

Adventurous Days

But those were days of high romance and adventure when you connected up one part of a circuit to another on the off chance that something would happen, and it often did happen forcibly as those, too, were the days of "plain aerial" transmission. I well remember out of the first times I connected up the aerial to the spark gap, as my friend chose the same moment for adjusting the key. But we renewed our friendship next day. I remember, too, seeing a bluejacket play his hose on the aerial when washing down ship. We were signalling on "plain aerial" and "his" language, as he dropped the hose pipe, was extremely entertaining.

In those days we disliked on principle all signal officers, as they were always fouling our beautiful aerials with their silly flags; but we knew when they were up to their tricks as our plain spark failed, and we sometimes got our own back in wet weather when a signalman touched the halliards.

Later on, when tuned transmitters came into use, they had it all their own way, as they were seldom fouling; so to win them over to the importance of wireless we had to resort to flattery on the importance of "bunting tossing."

Wireless versus Bunting

As a matter of fact, in the early days the "bunting tossers" often established communication long before the "wireless experts" had got beyond the stage of exchanging V's.
It was wonderful how a coherer receiving set, which refused to produce one word of a message, would cheerfully print strings of V's from the same source without a mistake when the receiving operator moistened his fingers and tickled it up at the right moment. Why it was I do not know; but those who have struggled with coherers will bear me out. During 1903-6 I was on the wireless staff of the Vernon at Portsmouth, where all experimental, instructional, and testing work was carried out.

**H.M.S. “Vernon”**

All coherers for the Navy were tested there and passed for acceptance if they could receive V's from a station at Portland. I have always thought that the firms which supplied the coherers got off very easily, as our testing petty officer could cajole V's out of coherers which would never look at a real message. A few years later that same officer retired from the service and told me that he would henceforth lead a peaceful life far from the wireless crowd. But, poor fellow, his case was too far advanced, and he is still in full wireless harness, having altered only from a "wireless expert" to a "radio fan."

**"Tuned Shunts" Receiving Circuit**

It was at that time the Vernon produced the famous and now well-known, "Tuned Shunts" receiving circuit, combining an "acceptor" and a "rejector," a circuit which was kept secret in the Navy, and for several years remained far ahead of commercial practice. In those days, too, in advance of commercial practice, we used variometers, but we called them "adj. L's." (adjustable inductances), as the stately word "variometer" had not then been coined for the purpose.

Most senior naval officers of the old sailing ship school, and there were plenty of them serving twenty years ago, were very suspicious of wireless and all its ways, and one often had to produce the message on the tape before they would believe it had been received.

**The Magnetic Detector**

This led to quite a struggle when the magnetic detector came along, and, as a result, the coherer with
In fact, we juniors were often "up against it" with the admirals and captains. Once when, as Wireless Officer of the Channel Fleet, I had tuned up a ship, the Captain reported me to the Commander-in-Chief for having "boarded his ship and upset his wireless installation," with the result that I had "to give my reasons in writing," and only just escaped being put under arrest.

"Guaranteed" Distance

On another occasion, when Wireless Officer of the Mediterranean Fleet, the Commander-in-Chief asked me whether I could guarantee communication with some cruisers which had sailed under sealed orders, but he could not say where they were going. I tried to explain that I must know their destination before making a definite statement, but it was no good, so at last I said, "I would guarantee communication to any large harbour in the Mediterranean with the exception of Marmaric, a harbour surrounded by high hills, and an old bête noire of mine. He smiled, and at once ordered out a ship to act as a wireless link, so I knew that I had hit the nail on the head that time. But we must get back to earlier days when things were less cut and dried but more amusing.

Marconi and the Bacon

For several years I paid visits to the Marconi Company's stations at Poldhu in Cornwall and Clifden on the west coast of Ireland, on behalf of the Admiralty, alone, or as one of a party. On one of the latter occasions, when on the way to Clifden, I was sitting at breakfast time next Mr. Marconi in the Dublin-Galway restaurant-car. The attendant came round solemnly asking each member of the party what he would have for breakfast, and each one made the usual British reply: "eggs and bacon, please." Mr. Marconi, being more original, said: "Well, what have you got?" And the attendant replied: "I have eggs and bacon." "Have you anything else?" asked Mr. Marconi. "Indade, and I've not," came the reply, followed up by an indignant "and what more can ye be wanting, anyway?"

So Mr. Marconi joined in with the rest, and an excellent breakfast it was, very welcome to me as it
had been a bad passage, and I am no sailor in anything smaller than a battleship.

**Directional Effects**

It was on a visit to Poldhu that Mr. Marconi first demonstrated his discovery of the directional effects of low horizontal aerials. We all had dinner together at the hotel, and when the table was cleared Mr. Marconi placed a magnetic detector, with head phones for each of us, in the centre of the table. He connected one end of a piece of wire, a few feet long, to the aerial terminal of the instrument, and holding the other end just clear of our heads, walked round the table. When the wire was in the direction of the station, which was transmitting, we heard loud signals, and when it was at right angles to that direction we heard nothing. Personally, I was amazed, and I consider this to have been the most impressive demonstration I have ever witnessed. Next day we had a full-dress demonstration with real aerials in the open country; but Mr. Marconi had shown us all there was to be shown in those two minutes at the dinner table. I remember we looked wise and asked him for explanations. He told us that he had not had time to consider explanations, but that Dr. Fleming, in London, was tackling that part of the business!

It was on the same visit that he showed us the reception of signals on apparatus which he had carefully locked up in a box, and which he could not then disclose to us.

*"The Locked Box of Poldhu"*

The reception was excellent and we were very curious; but it was not till the Fleming valve patent was published some months later that we knew the contents of what we had christened "The locked box of Poldhu." In those days there was much secrecy about the apparatus used at large stations, and visits from Government officials were not always welcomed. In 1906 I was detailed by the Admiralty to accompany the late Sir John Gavey, of the Post Office, on a visit to a station erected by an American company, using Fessenden's patents for transatlantic communication, at Machrihanish in Scotland. The reception was excellent and the installation, of about 25 k.w., was working in a few weeks more with a distinctive musical note, and its signals, which I often listened to at Gibraltar, were, I thought, superior in every way to those being sent from Poldhu. It must have been one of the first stations to use a high note. It was certainly the first I had heard, and I was then listening pretty constantly on various waves. Unfortunately, before many months had passed, the mast came down in a gale of wind, not, I believe, from faulty design, but on account of a flaw in the material, and the station was abandoned.

**R.N.V.R. Wireless School, Crystal Palace.**

*Photo*

**The Machrihanish Station**

The polite engineer-in-charge was so sorry that the station was out of action, and that in fact most of the apparatus was dismantled, facts very apparent from the hasty inspection which he permitted us to make on arrival. Next day we hoped to see more, but the dismantling process appeared to have progressed rapidly even during the night, so we decided to accept defeat and allow ourselves to be taken by the engineer to a picnic which he had thoughtfully arranged for us some miles away.

**3,000 Miles Transmission**

This Machrihanish station, which established communication nightly in 1905 with Brant Rock, 3,000 miles away, was a remarkable venture, as the steel mast, 415 ft. in height, was brought over in sections from the United States of America and erected on an insulated base in a few weeks. The installation, of about 3,000 miles, was worked in a few weeks with a distinctive musical note, and its signals, which I often listened to at Gibraltar, were, I thought, superior in every way to those being sent from Poldhu. It must have been one of the first stations to use a high note. It was certainly the first I had heard, and I was then listening pretty constantly on various waves. Unfortunately, before many months had passed, the mast came down in a gale of wind, not, I believe, from faulty design, but on account of a flaw in the material, and the station was abandoned.

**Gibraltar**

Except for the Eiffel Tower, I doubt if any European station in 1906 had so high an aerial as Machrihanish but in the following year the Navy had the highest aerial in the world at Gibraltar; in fact, I believe it is still the highest. I was Wireless Officer of the Atlantic Fleet at that time, and the idea should have been mine, but it wasn't! The suggestion was made by the Torpedo Officer of one of the ships, and would not have been carried through without his enthusiastic assistance. The idea was to use Gibraltar Rock itself, some 1,400 ft. high, as the mast. The top of the aerial was about 1,250 ft. above the installation which was fitted up in a motor
The Poldhu Station and hotel in 1905. Later these wooden masts were replaced by steel structures.

The Wireless Station at Jamaica.

The Disastrous "Dash"
When we arrived at Portsmouth I found a telegram waiting for me from Gibraltar. It said that the station had broken down for good just before dawn on the third day. They had made a dash by mistake, and my friend's enthusiasm must have affected the ears of his operators. We sadly altered my report and dined together to celebrate the failure. But the Admiralty rose to the occasion, and in due course erected a high power station with the Rock as a mast at Gibraltar, and there it has been ever since.

Destroyer as "Earth"
Several years later I made use of the same idea at Malta in suggesting the site for the station at St. Angelo, where the masts are on the top of a cliff and the station on the water's edge at the bottom.

As this station was being erected a destroyer was completely wrecked on the rocks at Malta, and I tried hard to get it as an "earth," but the Admiral said that the rapaciousness of even a wireless officer must have limits, and we lost a beautiful, if expensive, "earth."

Foreign Navies and Wireless Telegraphy
In the Mediterranean we came into contact pretty frequently with foreign navies, and I remember a night when one of their officers spent the whole of dinner in explaining to me what wonderful results they were getting with wireless telephony. I was greatly impressed, as we ourselves had nothing of the sort at that time. A year later we dined together again, and he reminded me of the pleasant time he had had in pulling my leg.

The Mystery of the "S"
The long looked for opportunity arrived when the fleet sailed for home to give Christmas leave. If any of the ships could receive the S's on the third day out we had done our 500 miles. Most of us received well up to almost daylight on the third day, but on that crucial day, only one ship, that in which my friend the Torpedo Officer was serving, received the signals. He signalled to me that all his operators had heard distinct S's from Gibraltar. I was delighted and wrote a glowing report for the Admiral.
on the previous occasion! But I got a bit of my own back the next day. He invited me and some others to come and see round his ship. He showed the party round, but I lost them and walked into the wireless cabin. The operator tried to persuade me to go out, but he spoke in a language which I did not understand. I had a pleasant quarter of an hour examining their arrangements in detail until my friend found me just where he feared I was and told me quite clearly in a language which I did understand that no foreign officer was allowed inside their wireless cabin under any conditions whatever. I was duly contrite, but it was no use, as he knew me too well, so all he did was to ask me to lunch.

**Early Telephony**

The first time I tried wireless telephony was in the *Defiance* at Devonport in 1911 with an arc-transmitter in the sending, and a Brown relay in the receiving circuit, but I never got much more than a few muffled words and shorting sounds after weeks of trial!

**The Imperial Chain**

In 1912 I was lent to the Post Office to assist in selecting sites for stations for the Imperial Chain, in Egypt and Kenya. As regards wireless telegraphy, what impressed me most in Egypt were the remarks of the Military Commander-in-Chief, now Lord Byng, when he came to see our transmitting site, and found nothing but a desert and a three hours' wait for the next train to Cairo. Our receiving site was even more so, as it was in the same old desert but further from Cairo. Luckily the General expressed no desire to visit it. I was asked to send home a photograph of this latter site but I had not got one, so sent an excellent substitute, a blank sheet of paper headed "View of site facing N.S.E. or W."

In Kenya Colony, the predominant features from a wireless point of view are atmospherics and mountains. Both are huge, and both are most disturbing to the site-hunter.

**Lion Hunting**

Talking of hunting reminds me of our grand lion hunt. We set off in the early morning on a lion's trail with a pack of dogs and a retinue of porters, gun bearers, and hangers-on of all kinds. Tartarin wasn't in it with us. We returned in the evening with the same retinue and the spoils of our hunt—a young partridge! But we had other thrills. One night, my friend and I turned in on opposite sides of our capacious tent. We were replete with lion stories, so I had a loaded rifle beside me, and he had a loaded revolver. Now I heartily dislike anyone but myself with a revolver, as no weapon can go off so easily and unexpectedly, and my friend quite as heartily disliked the combination of a rifle and me. In the dead of night a large beast came into the tent, and stood exactly between us. I suppose for seconds, it seemed for hours, as my friend and I lay breathless, he thinking of my rifle, and I of his revolver. I guessed rightly that it was one of our dogs, and so did he, but neither knew what the other was guessing, and I shall never forget my relief when that old dog turned tail and stalked out again.

**Special Atmospherics**

As for atmospherics, I thought the highlands of Kenya must be the worst place in the world, until I went further west into Uganda where they had to earth the telephone system daily from 2 p.m. till the following morning. If there really is a worse country than Uganda for atmospheres I should like to hear of it, but I have no desire to see it. I have supervised the working of land stations in the West Indies, South America, West Africa and the Azores, but for atmospheres none of them is comparable with Uganda.

**Sea-boots and Umbrellas**

In Jamaica, in the West Indies, we had a cyclone just as the station had got into nice working order, the roof suffered badly, and for two days and nights we paddled about in sea-boots, with umbrellas up, stopping up holes in the roof and covering the plant with rugs, mats, blankets and such like; the two most uncomfortable nights I have ever experienced. It was worse than listening to jazz music from America at 3 a.m.

There is always difficulty in keeping one's stores intact abroad, and Jamaica was no exception. I had drawn most of those most useful to the natives, such as digging and tree-felling implements, from naval stores, and frequent losses got me into trouble with the stores officer, until I found out that "lost overboard" covered a multitude of sins. The station, I may mention, was in the centre of the island. That reminds me of the first position of an enemy submarine which we located by D.F. stations in the Azores. It was a good clear cut, and placed the submarine right in the centre of Spain.

**Arrival of the Russians**

At the beginning of the war I went to the Grand Fleet for wireless duties. I left London on the night when we first had news of the arrival in England of the phantom Russian troops, and told the story the following night to an army officer at the hotel in Kirkwall in the Orkneys. Next morning when the "boots" called me he told me that the military authorities had had official information of the arrival of a Russian army in England—not a bad expansion for one night!

**Wireless and Submarines**

We had plenty of excitement in those early days in the Fleet, as, judging from reports, as authentic as those of the Russian army,
the whole of the enemy's submarine forces, and more, seemed to be concentrated at that spot. Indeed, the night I arrived an enemy submarine was reported in the harbour, and the whole fleet cleared out to sea on the spot. One day, we intercepted a wireless signal from our cruisers ahead to the effect that they had sighted an enemy cruiser. We thought the day had come, cleared for action and donned our disinfected uniforms. But we also intercepted a second signal cancelling the first one, so we remained where we were. Some ships intercepted the first signal but missed the second, and remained on tenterhooks all the afternoon.

R.N.V.R. and the Crystal Palace

Later in the war when the German submarines got busy with our merchant ships, a demand arose for wireless operators to man the huge fleet of small craft which were required to combat this new menace. I was sent to take charge of a training school at the Crystal Palace in London to produce the operators required. When we got going properly we had 1,200 R.N.V.R. men in the school, and were drawing 200 a month to the Navy. I think this must have been the largest wireless school ever formed. The wireless course was only three months, and the men passing out had to be able to send and receive at twenty words a minute, and to possess sufficient wireless knowledge to act as opera-

Kings and Queens

No reminiscences are complete nowadays without a few kings and queens. I cannot oblige with kings, as I have only been presented to one, the most widely loved lady in England, and we did not get as far as wireless conversation; in fact, I doubt if I progressed past the bowing stage. But I was once honoured by the presence of her husband, King Edward, and King Alfonso, with their staff, in the wireless cabin of a ship at Malta. It was a very small cabin, suitable for not more than two persons at a time, and was situated next the wardroom pantry, where lunch was being prepared. The lunch was apparently to consist partly of onions, so that the interview was shorter than it might otherwise have been. Both kings gave me a message to send on to Gibraltar, but neither they nor their staffs showed any desire to remain longer than was absolutely necessary.

King George I. and Wireless

King George I. of Greece, brother of our Queen Alexandra, visited the same cabin on another occasion, more propitious from the point of view of the wardroom pantry. I was astounded at his knowledge of wireless telegraphy, especially to the advantages of C.W. transmission, and a little later the same of another famous countryman of his, M. Valdemar Poulsen of Denmark. Some days later the king entertained a number of us to lunch at his country residence near Athens. He was a great cigar smoker, and when he requested us to put our cigar ends in his tray, a huge glass bowl, about 18 in. in diameter, explaining that anything smaller in the way of an ash tray was of no use to him.

Everything of Gold!

A few weeks later I was at a similar though very different function, a banquet given by Abdul Hamid, Sultan of Turkey, at his palace Yildez Kiosk. It was a very gorgeous affair; everything seemed to be made of gold, except, happily, the blades of the knives. Behold each chair and each bright, finely dressed, ferocious-looking gentleman with a drawn scimitar. It gave one quite an Arabian Nights sort of feeling that if the Sultan got displeased one's head might be chopped off at a moment's notice. There were two ladies at the banquet, an almost unheard of occurrence, so my Turkish neighbour informed me, and I was told afterwards that, in honour of the occasion, one of the ladies was invested with the Turkish Order of Chastity, 1st Class. That was all right, but the other, so I was told, received the 2nd Class of the same Order. But I hope not.

To the Editor Modern Wireless.

Dear Sir,—I have recently completed your Transatlantic set and two valve L.F. Amplifier, and as usual with your various sets, I have met with success. The Transatlantic panel is made as described with the following differences only, a vernier Filament Control, a 3 coil holder on top, and D.E.V. and D.E.Q. valves in place of the corresponding bright valves.

With an outside aerial 65 ft. long, 30 ft. high, I picked up all stations on the loud speaker comfortably, with the aid of one or two L.F. Valves. London, sixteen miles away, gave loud speaker strength without L.F. at all.

With a 3-ft. square frame aerial I can pick up all stations on telephone, and London with loud-speaker strength with one L.F.

Strange enough, with no aerial or earth or coils I can pick up London at loud-speaker strength with one L.F., but to do this I need No. 3 H.F. Transformers with my condenser at 21 degrees. Tuning in is very sharp.

May I suggest that you design a third panel for this set, including a suitable wave trap, one if possible which might be used with a plug-in loading coil for Eiffel Tower wave lengths. Yours faithfully, J. R. S. Hawker. Bushy.

To the Editor of Modern Wireless.

Dear Sir,—I have recently made up your "Family Four Valve Receiver," and wish to write a few lines of appreciation of this circuit. It is by far the best I have made up. The aerial I have is about 40 ft. double, 20 ft. high, but badly shielded by houses.

MODERN WIRELESS

Readers’ Results

H.F. condenser at 21 degrees.

Yours faithfully,

NORMAN HAMMONDS.

3, Bayham Road, Knowle, Bristol. February 10, 1924.

March, 1924.
March, 1924

REGULAR PROGRAMMES FROM BRITISH AND CONTINENTAL BROADCASTING STATIONS

TIMES IN GREENWICH MEAN TIME.

GREAT BRITAIN.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Call</th>
<th>Wave-length</th>
<th>Times</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cardiff</td>
<td>5 WA</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>3.30 to 4.30 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London</td>
<td>2 LO</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manchester</td>
<td>2 ZY</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>5.0 to 10.30 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bournemouth</td>
<td>6 BM</td>
<td>385</td>
<td>SUNDAYS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newcastle</td>
<td>5 NO</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>3.0 to 5.0 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glasgow</td>
<td>5 SC</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birmingham</td>
<td>5 IT</td>
<td>475</td>
<td>8.30 to 10.30 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aberdeen</td>
<td>2 BD</td>
<td>495</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FRANCE.

EIFFEL TOWER. FL 2,600. metres
(Daily.)

6.40 a.m. Forecast.
10.50 a.m. Fish prices in the Paris markets.
11.14 a.m. Announcement of the time.
11.15 a.m. Regional forecast.
12.0 a.m. Livestock prices. (Tuesdays and Thursdays.)

3.40 p.m. Financial news.
5.30 p.m. Closing prices. (Saturdays excepted.)
6.10 p.m. Radio concerts.
7.0 a.m. General forecast.
10.10 a.m. General forecast. On Sundays the radio concerts and forecasts are given at 7 o'clock.

ECOLE SUPERIEURE DES POSTES ET TELE-GRAPHES (450 metres).

Concerts generally at 9 p.m. on Tuesday and Thursday.

RADIOLA (1,780 metres).

12.30 p.m. Concerts.
4.30 p.m. Concerts and News.
8.30 p.m. These concerts are preceded by news items.

BELGIUM.

BRUSSELS (405 metres).

5.30 p.m. Concerts.
6.0 a.m. Concerts and News.
8.30 p.m. HOLLAND.

THE HAGUE, PCGG (1,050 metres).

Concerts. Sundays, 3.0 to 6.0 p.m.

THE HAGUE, HEUSSEN. FCU. (1,050 metres).

The Hague, Velthysen, PCKK.

Fridays, from 8.40 to 9.40 p.m., Irregular.

The Hague, IJmuiden, PCMM.

Saturdays, from 8.40 to 9.40 p.m., Irregular.

SPAIN.

MADRID (2,100 metres).
Trials from 10.0 to 22.0 a.m., Irregular.

SWITZERLAND.

LAUSANNE (1,100 metres).

8.5 a.m. Meteorological forecast for Lausanne.
10.50 a.m. Meteorological forecast for Geneva and Dubendal.
1.0 p.m. Meteorological forecast for Switzerland.
6.55 p.m. Meteorological report for Switzerland.

4.0 p.m. Tuesdays and Thursdays, and Saturdays, Concerts.
7.0 p.m. Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays, Concerts.

ITALY.

ROME (540 metres).
Weekdays from 5.0 p.m. to 6.0 p.m.

KRELY, near Prague (1,150 metres).

Concerts from 6.20 to 7.20 p.m.

FURTHER ADDITIONS TO LIST OF AMATEUR CALL SIGNS.

2 AS W. H. Moon 2 Cornerswell Gardens, Penarth Glam.
2 DN M. N. Dunneford 2 Kingsway House, Kingswear, S. Devon.
5 FD T. A. & J. H. Hewitson 2 North Dene, 38 Grosvenor Road, Birkdale, Lancs.
5 GT E. S. Dobson 2 "Lorne House," Richmond Hill, Elsby.
5 IS E. Bloxam 2 99 Old Dover Road, Blackheath, S.E.3.
5 NL H. C. Turnor 2 45 Manley Road, Whalley Range, Manchester.
5 SD J. D. Turner 2 Barwell, W. Dunstable, Beds.
5 UX H. Stephenson 2 The Bottoms, Gilermore.
5 XN H. W. River 2 30 Grouse Road, Iltham, S.E.9.
6 AI H. Andrews 2 Cynlas" Garage, Tredsteplya, Swansea.
6 DD J. W. Bush 2 263 Brookley Road, S.E.4.
6 LV R. E. Sadler 2 34 Charlton Road, Harrow.
6 VR J. H. Bean 2 "Inglewood," Mt. Vernon Avenue, Blairsthall, Cockbridge.
6 XY F. Cropper 2 42 Acres Lane, Stalybridge, Cheshire.
6 XZ H. Field 2 Baggrave Hall, Leicestershire.
2 AAX L. Smith 2 "College House," London Road, Bracken, Essex.
2 AFR W. M. Maddock 2 39 Richmond Crescent, London.
2 AGF C. J. Heasby 2 "Kingsfield," 136, Farnsworth Avenue, Horn Hill.
2 AGP S. Meadowcroft 2 44, Carrick Drive, Falkirk, Manchester.
2 AHM H. B. Gardner 2 159, Salisbury Road, Barnet.
2 AIM H. A. White 2 42, Catorbury Road, Brixton.

CORRECTIONS.

2 HM Does not belong to H. B. Gardner, whose Station is 2 AHM.
2 QG A. Crooke 2 "Tavistock," Akhbus Road, Accrington, York.
2 SL K. G. Styles 2 "Kimber," Power Mount Road, Middlesbrough.
5 UF J. E. Llewellyn 2 "Endfield," Baldoon Road, Leithworth.
The "S.T.100 Star" Circuit
By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E.

**Introductory**

The S.T.100 Star is an alternative to, rather than an improvement on, the S.T.100 circuit. The S.T.100 was first described in the June, 1923, issue of Modern Wireless. Some experimenters found difficulty in obtaining all the results claimed for the circuit. This was because unsuitable transformers were used, or because the windings were connected the wrong way round. Soon afterwards a greatly improved form of the circuit was published in Wireless Weekly, the secondary of the transformer, which fed back the low-frequency currents into the grid circuit of the first valve, being connected in the aerial circuit. The circuit in its present form is capable of giving a great output of strength, but there are still some who, through the use of inferior or unsuitable transformers, cannot obtain in full degree the amplification which should be obtained with the S.T.100 circuit. To these, the "S.T.100 Star" described below should prove of great interest.

The circuit is a modified form of the S.T.100, but instead of using a transformer to couple the first and second valves, an iron-core choke coil is employed. It is not possible, at this stage, to say which circuit gives the best results. If readers who experiment with this circuit will kindly inform us of the results, preferably the comparative results, they have obtained with this circuit, we shall be able to judge how the circuits compare. At 12 miles from 2LO my own experience is that there is very little to choose between the S.T.100 and the S.T.100 Star. I get very loud and clear signals on the loud-speaker on a small aerial, about 75 ft. long and 15 ft. high. It is, however, extremely probable that when the reports come in, it will be found that some find the S.T.100 better, and some the S.T.100 Star.

**The S.T.100 Star Circuit**

The S.T.100 Star circuit is illustrated in Fig. 1. The aerial circuit consists of a variable condenser $C_1$ having a maximum capacity of 0.0005 μF, the aerial inductance $L_1$ and the fixed condenser $C_4$ of 0.001 μF capacity. In the anode circuit of the first valve...
This circuit will work a loud-speaker with perfect ease up to 25 miles from a broadcasting station. It is the outcome of an effort to simplify the S.T.100 circuit.

We have the inductance $L_1$, shunted by the variable condenser $C_v$. This circuit is tuned to the incoming wavelength, the first valve acting as a high-frequency amplifier. Across the circuit $L_1C_v$ we have connected the crystal detector $D$ and the primary $T_1T_2$ of inter-valve transformer $T_1T_2$. The amplified high-frequency currents are rectified by the crystal detector $D$, and low-frequency currents are introduced into the grid circuit of the first valve by means of the transformer $T_1T_2$. These low-frequency currents are amplified by the valve, the amplified low-frequency currents passing through $L_3$ and through the iron-core choke coil $Z$, which is included in the anode circuit of the first valve. In passing through $Z$ the low-frequency current variations establish varying potential differences across this choke, and these are communicated to the grid of the second valve through the condenser $C_y$, which is fixed, and has a capacity of 0.002 µF. A grid leak $R_y$, which may have any value from 100,000 ohms to 5 megohms without making much difference to signal strength, is connected across the grid and filament and serves to prevent an accumulation of electrons on the grid of the second valve.

![Fig. 2.—A simple choke coil.](image)

In the anode circuit of the second valve is the loud-speaker L.S. or the telephone receivers, which are shunted by a condenser $C_y$ of the same capacity. The value of the condenser $C_y$ may be made larger, and may even have a value of 0.05 µF; the exact size of the condenser depends very largely on the type of loud-speaker used.

The inductance $L_4$ is variably coupled to $L_3$, so that reaction may be introduced into the aerial circuit. This reaction should, of course, be carefully applied so that the first valve does not oscillate and so cause interference with neighbours. It is important to see that the reaction coil $L_4$ is connected the right way round.

The high-tension battery $B_3$, has a value of from 00 to 100 volts; the latter value is preferable where good loud-speaker results are desired. When 0.06 dull-emitter valves are used the high-tension voltage need only be 70 or 75 volts.

The Choke

The iron-core choke coil $Z$ is not specially designed. Practically any iron-core choke coil will do, and I have used the secondaries of microphone transformers, inter-valve transformers and numerous other coils, wound on an iron core, without noticing any difference in the results obtained. Those who possess a spare inter-valve transformer should try using the secondary as the choke coil. The ordinary S.T.100 set may easily be rewired to conform to this circuit, the only additional apparatus being the condenser $C_y$. Suitable choke coils are manufactured by the Peto-Scott Company, Burne-Jones and Radio Instruments, Ltd.

Fig. 1.—The new circuit.

A suitable choke coil is that described in Modern Wireless of January, 1924. A bobbin, measuring 4 in. long, is wound with 14,000 turns of No. 44 gauge double silk-covered wire. This bobbin is illustrated in Fig. 2, and is slipped over a bundle of iron wires ½ in. diameter or thereabouts. There is no need to adhere strictly to these dimensions.

Advantages of the "Star" Circuit

The S.T.100 Star receiver should particularly appeal to the purchaser of cheap transformers. These are generally fatal to the S.T.100, but in the case of the S.T.100 Star quite good results are obtainable, although, of course, the same signal strength is not obtainable as when a better type of transformer is employed. The choke coil, of course, is much cheaper than an inter-valve transformer, and whereas an inter-valve transformer needs careful design and manufacture, the choke coil is, to all intents and purposes, fool-proof. Moreover, there is no chance of reversing the connections, as in the case of an inter-valve transformer, and there are no peculiar capacity effects.

The circuit is very stable.

Pictorial Form of Circuit

The pictorial form of the circuit is illustrated in Fig. 3. The different components may be laid out on the table or mounted on a board.

When trying out a new circuit I invariably do this myself, and it is much better to try out the various components in this way before mounting them up into a set.

It will be noticed that there is no stabilising resistance in this circuit, as is necessary in the case of the S.T.100. This is rather a general statement to make, and therefore it should be added that if, with the transformer and choke...
used, there is a tendency to low-frequency oscillation or howling, a 100,000 ohm resistance may be connected across the grid of the first valve and the positive side of the filament accumulator.

As regards the coils used, this depends, of course, on the wavelength of the station to be received. In the case of 2LO the inductance $L_1$ may be a No. 75 coil and $L_2$ a No. 50 coil. When the constant aerial method of tuning is adopted, a fixed condenser of 0.0001 µF is connected in the aerial circuit, and the inductance $L_1$ is slotted by a variable condenser of 0.0005 µF. In this case the inductance $L_1$ may be a No. 75 plug-in coil. When the series tuning arrangement of Fig. 1 is used, a No. 75 plug-in coil for $L_1$ will be suitable for all the broadcasting stations on most aerials, and if the condenser $C_4$ has a low minimum capacity, the coil $L_2$ may be a No. 75. This just brings in 2LO on the bottom of the condenser.

A Self-contained S.T.100 Star Receiver

A self-contained S.T.100 Star receiver is illustrated on the first page of this article. There are only four terminals on the panel, two for the aerial and earth, and two for the loud-speaker or telephone receivers. The actual instrument described consists of a wooden box with a removable lid. This lid is the panel on which the components and controls are fitted, and the lid, instead of being hinged, is so arranged that four pins projecting from a box pass through four holes in the lid or panel. A catch on each side of the box holds the lid down. This method was adopted by Mr. Harris in his All-Concert Receiver, and was copied in the case of the All-Wave Receiver described in the last issue of MODERN WIRELESS.

The top panel in the set here described was made of wood, but ebonite is really preferable. The terminals are fitted to the lid with bushes of ebonite so as to minimise losses due to faulty insulation.

The Circuit Used

The actual circuit used in this set is given in Fig. 4, which is similar to Fig. 1 except that the constant aerial tuning system is employed, a fixed condenser $C_2$ of 0.0001 µF being included in the aerial circuit, and a variable 100,000 ohm resistance $R_3$ is connected in the position shown. This resistance was fitted to stabilise the circuit if there was any tendency to low-frequency self-oscillation. In the set described no trouble was experienced, and the variable resistance was adjusted to infinity.

The Wiring Diagram

Fig. 7 shows the wiring diagram of the receiver. This shows the underneath of the lid and also the box, which latter is cut away to show the two sets of batteries; the high-tension battery on the left and the three bell cells in the right-hand compartment, these latter serving to supply current for the filaments. The two resistances, $R_1$ and $R_2$, regulate the current to the two valves, and, to enable bright-emitter or dull-emitter valves to be used at will, these rheostats are of the carbon compression type; either Microstats or Lissenstats will serve for this purpose.

The intervalve transformer shown in the diagram is of a cheap pattern which, nevertheless, gives quite good results. The marking of the terminals should be especially noted, and if the transformer to be used is not of the type indicated, care should be taken to see that the connections are made correctly.

The Box Container

Fig. 8 shows the dimensions of the box container, which is of wood. There are two partitions,
which serve to make two receptacles for the two batteries. It is to be noted that 16 flash-lamp batteries connected in series are used for the high-tension battery.

**General Notes**

The set is primarily designed for use with dull-emitter valves, and although the three dry cells are shown connected in series for use with 0.06 valves, yet these could be connected in parallel when using certain other types of dull-emitter valves.

There is a technical objection in having the batteries in the same box as the set, this being that the batteries form a large conductor at earth potential, which is brought near to the wiring, the condensers, etc. This objection could be got over by having a much deeper box, but this would make it less convenient. As the set works very well on local broadcasting, any slight diminution of signal strength, due to the batteries being too close to the underneath of the panel, can be ignored.

**Operating the Set**

When operating the set the aerial is connected to the left-hand terminal, and the earth to the right-hand terminal. The telephones or loud-speaker are connected across the terminals marked "Telephones" in Fig. 6.

---

**Fig. 5.** A bird's-eye view of the set.

**Fig. 6.** Plan of the panel.
The fixed coil $L_1$ has placed in it a plug-in coil having 50 turns, and another No. 50 coil is plugged in to $L_1$, which is movable relative to $L_1$. The coil holders shown are of Igranic manufacture, but several manufacturers supply two-coil holders which will do admirably for the purpose. In the case of the broadcasting stations using longer wavelengths than 400 metres a No. 75 coil may be tried in each coil holder.

At first the two coils should be kept well apart, and the condensers $C_1$ and $C_2$ of Fig. 4 carefully adjusted. The resistance $R_3$ may be turned completely to the left so as to be cut out of circuit, and $R_1$ and $R_2$ adjusted until the valves are of the right brilliancy. The crystal detector should be adjusted so that the cat’s-whisker
Touches the crystal lightly. While the coils are still well apart and signals are being received, the crystal detector should be adjusted to its maximum sensitiveness and the coils then brought a little closer together, retuning being accomplished on $C_1$ and $C_2$. The coils are gradually brought closer and closer, at each stage the condensers $C_1$ and $C_2$ being retuned. If the coils are brought too close together the set will oscillate and a howl will be obtained as the condensers are adjusted. If this is the case, immediately loosen the coupling between $L_1$ and $L_2$ and retune on $C_1$ and $C_2$.

---

**Book Review**

*Tuning Coils and How to Wind Them* by G. P. Kendall, B.Sc., Staff Editor, MODERN WIRELESS and Wireless Weekly. (Radio Press, Ltd., 1s. 6d.)

Probably no part of a receiving set is so potent for good or ill as the tuning inductances, and, as the author of this book points out in his preface, probably no part is more neglected by most experimenters. Actually, good coils can make all the difference between fair and really good reception, and the author's object in presenting a clear and practical exposition of the whole subject of the design and construction of tuning coils is a most commendable one.

The book is very clearly and readably written, and covers the subject in a way that leaves the reader in no doubt upon any of the details of coil construction. It contains chapters upon turn numbers, choice of suitable wire, damp-proofing, all the various types of single and multi-layer coils, coil mounting, and some notes upon one of the latest developments—namely, aperiodic aerial coils.
Our Birthday
FURTHER CONGRATULATORY MESSAGES

Below we publish letters from Professor W. H. Eccles, D.Sc., President of the Radio Society of Great Britain, and from General Ferrie, the well-known French expert who is responsible for the world-famous Eiffel Tower installation.

To the Editor of Modern Wireless.

SIR,—I am very glad of an opportunity of contributing to your birthday symposium, as follows:

In these days when wireless journals spring up luxuriantly on every hand, the fact that MODERN WIRELESS enters its second year with a firmly established clientele and goes forward with the certainty of wielding great influence on many aspects of our subject, is proof enough that the management have hit off the needs of a large fraction of the old and the new wireless public. Probably the triumph of MODERN WIRELESS amidst the general melee of the wireless periodicals may be ascribed to the fact that it happily combines simplicity of expression with technical accuracy. But whatever the explanation, I have great pleasure in wishing it augmented prosperity and influence.

Yours faithfully,

To the Editor of Modern Wireless.

DEAR SIR,—Among the numerous problems which engage the attention of radio engineers, that of the short wavelengths certainly occupies the most important place. All the attempts in recent years, and in particular the recent two-way transoceanic communication on the 100-metre wave, have brought into evidence the surprising ease with which these waves are propagated. The feebleness of the energy sufficient to cover nearly half the globe with a blanket of waves which are easily perceptible staggers the imagination.

Efforts of technical men certainly tend to concentrate more and more upon the practical use of short waves.

If, on the other hand, one reflects upon the direct relations which exist between the phenomena of propagation and the whole of physical phenomena, one cannot fail to predict that, sooner or later, the laws of these relations will be discovered; they would then render the most invaluable service to meteorology, because the electro-magnetic waves allow us to explore the entire atmosphere, in regions absolutely inaccessible to all our known methods of investigation.

The astonishing penetration of short waves will enable us soon to establish, with little difficulty, a considerable number of observation stations, which will prove the most valuable instruments in the study of the atmosphere we have ever had.

Yours faithfully,
Further Experiments in High-Frequency Amplification

By PERCY W. HARRIS, Assistant Editor

In this article the experiments described in last month's issue are continued with two stages of high frequency, using loose coupled transformers.

IN last month's Modern Wireless I described some experiments I had conducted with a modification of the American Grebe C.R.13 receiver and by reviving the old method of using loosely-coupled transformers for high-frequency amplification. The article in question has brought me many letters from readers who have tried the method described with highly satisfactory results, and several have confirmed the view that amplification so obtained is greater than with the usual tuned anode method. The importance of low resistance in receiving circuit windings is being more and more realised, particularly as on the very short wavelengths used in recent Transatlantic amateur communications it is essential to use thick wire for successful receiving coils. Since writing last month's article I have conducted a number of further experiments and have now built up an experimental 2H.F. receiver specially for use with loosely coupled transformers. This receiver is illustrated and described in detail in the following article, so that any readers who would like to follow out the same line of experiments may do so without much of the tedious preliminary work. At the same time I would like to state at the beginning that the receiver about to be described is simply an experimental instrument. It does not represent a design suitable for ordinary handling by the less-skilled amateur and is not in any sense a broadcast receiver for general use. At the same time in the hands of the experimenter who does not mind fine adjustment and careful handling it is capable of giving quite remarkably good results. It is well to make this quite clear at the beginning of the article, as I do not wish the reader to be misled into thinking that he has simply to follow the design in this article and build up a receiver which will give at once a greater high-frequency amplification than he
has found possible by any other method.
As will be seen from the photographs the receiver is not made up on a board or with loose components, for, as I have pointed out on so many occasions, in high-frequency work it is essential to keep an instrument free from stray capacities and unnecessarily long leads. The present instrument, the circuit of which is shown below, has in addition to the usual aerial, earth and battery and telephone terminals, eight others at the back.

Transformer Connections
These are for the purpose of connecting the flexible leads from the coil-holders, one coil of each acting as a primary and the other as a secondary winding of the high-frequency transformers. By varying the separation of the coils in each holder various degrees of tightness of coupling may be obtained and naturally one can try various kinds and makes of coil as well as different sizes. Tuning the aerial circuit is carried out by means of a plug-in coil and a variable condenser, whilst other variable condensers are built into the instrument in such a way that they are connected across the secondary windings of the transformers. So as to reduce stray capacities and other losses to the lowest possible figure stiff No. 16 square tinned copper wire is used for connecting up, the leads in carefully spaced in the manner shown. Potentiometer control of the grid voltage on the first and second grids is provided, the third grid being connected via the usual grid leak and condenser to the positive of the low tension battery. The reader will thus see that although the transformers are easily be changed the main parts of the receiver are kept in fixed positions. In this way we can avoid misleading indications which might come from alterations and disposition of the parts during the changes of other components.

As soon as the instrument was finished a coil to cover the usual broadcast wavelength was plugged into the aerial socket and a pair of identical coils (Gambrell "B" coils) was plugged into the two coil-holders. It will be noted from an examination of the circuit diagram that the grid circuits of the second and third valves are tuned, and not the anode circuits of the first and second valves.

Sharpness of Tuning
The primaries of the first and second transformers were provided by plug-in coils of various sizes while the coupling of the primary and secondary of both coils was adjusted to varying degrees as the experiment proceeded. First of all nothing was heard owing to the extreme sharpness of tuning, but after a few minutes' adjustment the London station six miles distant was picked up clearly and the general tuning of the set tried with 20 ft. of the receiver gave, on proper tuning, signals far too strong to be borne with comfort in the telephones.
It so happened that I had on hand a pair of coils which enabled me to match the two secondaries, but unfortunately I had not duplicates of the other coils of the series. This made it impossible to match the primaries. The primaries being untuned could be of different sizes, and excellent results were obtainable by using one or two sizes larger in the anode coil with fairly loose coupling.

Critical Coupling
It was soon found that there was a critical coupling on each transformer and owing to the inevitable stray couplings interaction and consequent self-oscillation was easily set up. A particular point about the instrument which differentiated it from many others I have used was that once the three circuits were procured the tendency to self-oscillation was largely reduced (not increased as might be expected) and it was possible to adjust all three circuits and obtain great amplification without oscillation even when the potentiometer slider was on the negative side. It was when this fine adjustment was found that Newcastle came in so loudly. Aberdeen, Glasgow and Birmingham were all heard shortly afterwards with very great clarity and purity, and with none of the slightly distorted quality so often found when signals from distant stations are greatly magnified. When the coupling was correctly adjusted the selectivity was tremendously high—far greater than I have ever obtained before.

Four-pin Valves
It will be noted that the ordinary 4-pin sockets were used and not the low capacity valves I have described in my Transatlantic receiver. Marked advantages would probably have been obtained with V.24 or QX valves, but until the makers are in a position to supply these valves in a much more uniform quality than is now the case, I am inclined to put up with the disadvantages of the 4-pin type.

As previously mentioned, certain leads have been brought out to the terminals and these terminals have to be connected with the coil-holders with flexible leads. This of course adds to the length of the wiring, and when further experimenting has been done it should be possible to devise a much

The circuit diagram, showing tuning of transformers' secondaries.
simpler instrument with much shorter wiring and consequently no interaction between the stages, but the reader who is really fond of experimenting can spend a very interesting time with this instrument. In next month's issue I hope to be able to give a description of a number of modifications which can be attached to these eight terminals so as to try different forms of intervalve coupling and doubtless a number of modifications will suggest themselves to more advanced readers.

Low capacity windings are highly desirable in the coils used in this particular instrument and excellent results should be obtainable with thick wire basket coils carefully wound without any shellac, wax or other impregnated substance. Aperiodic primary coils wound directly over secondary windings can be used in this instrument, and those readers who have experimented with wave trap coils wound in this way may care to try them here. Meanwhile the following detailed description of the constructional side of the work may prove of value.

**Components required**

1. Ebonite panel measuring 12 in. by 9 in. by 1/4 in.
2. 16 terminals.
3. Filament resistances. (I have used Lissenstats here to enable bright and dull emitters to be tested.)
4. 3 sets of valve sockets. (I do not recommend the ebonite-cased form here, as it has too large a capacity. Use the separate sockets.)
5. 3 variable condensers. (The exact value of these condensers is not important. In the instrument described I have used 3 Fallon condensers each of 0.0005 μF (nominal), but 0.0004 μF could be used for the two high-frequency tuning condensers.)
6. 1 socket for plug-in coil. (You can use the ordinary commercial socket, or, as I have done, separate brass sockets let into the panel. These are obtainable from the Bowyer-Lowe Co., Ltd.)
7. Dubilier condenser, 0.0003 μF, with clips and 2 megohm grid leak.
8. Two coil-holders. (One of these should be sufficiently stiff in its movement that when placed in the position shown in the upper coil will not fall down by its own weight. A Magnum coil-holder was used on the right-hand side, and an old two-coil-holder of unknown make on the left. The Magnum holder is quite stiff enough for the purpose, as is the average panel mounting holder.) Suitable wooden box.

**Quantity of No. 16 square section tinned copper busbar wire.** (This wire is now obtainable from several makers, and is highly recommended for use in such receivers as this.)

1 potentiometer for panel mounting. (A "T.C.B." potentiometer was used in this instrument owing to the small space it takes.)

It should not be necessary, but I am afraid I must once more emphasise the tremendous importance of removing the surface skin of the ebonite before mounting up the various component parts. I mention this in every article I write, but I still have receivers brought to me with the original skin left on the ebonite and giving the usual leakage troubles, distortion and frying noises. One or two makes of ebonite can be relied upon to be free from any conductive surface, but unless you are perfectly sure in this matter do not take any risks. With two stages of high-frequency surface leakage to be avoided at all costs.

The detailed drawings accompanying this article will show you how to lay out the various component parts on the panel. If you have not yet invested in a steel rule and a scriber, I strongly advise you to obtain both as soon as possible. The scriber is a very sharply pointed steel instrument, obtainable for 8d. or 1s. at any good tool shop. With it you can scratch lines on the back of the panel and mark out the positions of the various parts. A full-size blue print of the panel is, of course, obtainable at the usual price of rs. 6d. from this office. If you require it, ask particularly for Blue Print No. 19.

If you should be using the separate pins for the plug-in coil socket, be very careful how you mark out the panel for them. The spacing between centres of the two holes is exactly 3/16 of an inch. Of course, if you use the ordinary panel mounting socket you will have no trouble in ascertaining the size of holes necessary. There is no particular advantage in using the separate pins, except that the appearance is neater.

The terminals are all spaced exactly 1 inch from one another, and the condensers are placed as close to each other as is convenient. Some variable condensers are provided with paper or cardboard drilling templates, which greatly facilitate the drilling of the panel to take the securing screws. The Fallon condensers have an aluminium disc which goes behind the dial. This disc itself will serve as a drilling template. Any good variable condensers will do here, and provided they are of good quality, there will be little to choose between various makes. In passing I should say that with the particular circuit here described it is not practicable to use the double condenser which was incorporated in my Transatlantic set. The Transatlantic set is a finished design, and the two primaries which are tuned are identical, the coupling being always the same in each case so as
not to upset the tuning. In this instrument, however, the grid circuits are tuned, and any alterations in the coupling will upset the tuning more than sufficient to make double condenser tuning impracticable. It should also be noted that the interposition of the grid condenser and leak in the grid circuit of the last valve is another factor which would upset the balance. Furthermore, by having separate condensers different coils can be used—a great advantage and convenience in experimental work.

The critical reader will immediately notice that no condenser is placed across the high-tension terminals, nor is a telephone condenser included. Both of these condensers are necessary for successful work, and it might be wondered why they are not shown. The reason is that it was desired to try all kinds of values here. A 1 μF condenser is advisable across the high-tension terminals, and a 0.001 or 0.002 μF across the telephone leads. It should not be imagined that the set will not work without these condensers; actually it will do so quite well, but the results will not be generally satisfactory without one or both of them.

The potentiometer control is useful in experimental work, and any good make of potentiometer will do here. For marking out the position of the valve legs I have found the Morris steel template highly satisfactory. This consists of a disc of steel on one side of which project four sharp points at exactly the correct spacing for the valve pins. There is also a central hole which enables one to locate the position satisfactorily. All that is necessary to do is to place the steel disc on the panel and give it a sharp tap with a hammer. The four steel points will then enter the ebonite and give very accurate drilling positions. By carefully drilling precisely on these points the very hot soldering-iron of such a temperature that on being placed on the point of the screw or terminal to be soldered a small bead of solder is left. If the iron is not hot enough it will need to be held on the terminal for some little time, and this will heat up the shank and in turn soften the ebonite surrounding the shank. The result will be a loose terminal, which may wrench off the soldered connections at a later date.

There is rather a knack in making these connections with a stiff busbar wiring, and once you have acquired this knack you will probably want to wire every set in this way. The secret, if it can be called one, is to use a well-tinned and thoroughly hot soldering-iron and to cut each connecting wire and bend it to shape before soldering is commenced. Do not attempt to solder a straight wire to a terminal and then subsequently bend it to shape. I generally try and attach a small coating of solder to the end of each wire before placing it in position, so that a quick touch of the hot soldering-iron will cause the two beads of solder to run together into a good smooth join. Should you not tin the end of each wire separately, in this way you may
have trouble in making a neat connection.

Notice that the wiring has been worked out to be as short as possible. This general arrangement should not be departed from.

Operating the Set

When everything is finished, test out the connections of the filament circuit first of all so that there may be no risk of burning out your valves by applying the high-tension to the wrong connections, and then choose some time after broadcasting hours to try out the set. This is important, as until you get used to the manipulation there is a great tendency to radiate with this receiver. You can, of course, try it out with a loop, in which case the connections of the loop or frame should be taken to the aerial and earth terminals and no plug-in coil used in the aerial socket. A frame consisting of 10 turns of wire round a frame with 2-feet sides will suit here. The space between the turns should be about 1/4 in., but smaller spacing will give quite good results. If possible obtain a good buzzer wavemeter of some reliable type and practise your tuning with this. The grid coils in the two coil-holders should have the same value, and it is preferable to use plate coils each of the same value in the two sockets. At the present juncture I do not feel inclined to say too definitely which is the best size of coil to use, because this depends to some extent on the make of coil and its external dimensions; but so far as the grid coils are concerned, these, of course, must be of such a size as will cover the particular band of wavelengths chosen. The plug-in coil in the aerial socket can be a Gambrell "A," an S.2 of Burndept, a 35 Igranic (50 for longer wavelengths), or a 35 or 50 Atlas, to name a few of the best-known coils. A 28 or 35 Pye coil also serves excellently here. The grid coils can be Gambrell "B," Igranic, Burndept, or Atlas 50 or 75, or Burndept S.4. One of the new Igranic concert coils can be used here and in the other sockets if desired. If home-made basket coils are used, thick wire should be chosen; and about 60 or 70 turns used. The plate coils in the two moving coil-holders can be one size above the grid coil with advantage, although two sizes may prove satisfactory if the coupling is not too close.

Finally, and once more, I would like to emphasise that this is an experimental receiver which is not easy to tune. Do not attempt its construction and manipulation unless you have had experience in tuning ordinary receivers. The sole object in building this instrument is to acquire data on the use of loosely-coupled and other high-frequency transformers.

THE LATEST CONSTRUCTIONAL BOOK.

"Wireless Sets for Home Constructors"

By E. REDPATH (Radio Press Ltd.), 2s. 6d. (post 2d.).

Full instructions for making a great variety of highly successful receivers are in this book by one of the most popular writers of constructional articles.
Few people realise how much potential wireless gear there is in the average house in the lumber room and in these drawers which are devoted to containing odds and ends. The subject is worth while pursuing, for it interests not only the schoolboy wishing to eke out the resources of his pocket-money by using as far as possible material that is at hand, but also the grown-up experimenter who may sometimes find himself in urgent need of some small device when all shops are closed. If he can manage to rig up from oddments something that will work, the situation may be saved.

I was staying once for the weekend with a friend who had—not at that time tackled wireless, though to-day he is as keen an amateur as you will find. On the Sunday we were talking of wireless and so much did my enthusiasm fire him that he expressed the strongest possible desire to see and hear something of its workings. Before the afternoon was over I had managed to rig up purely from the contents of his oddments drawers a set that actually brought in GNF. I cannot claim that we heard telephony, for this took place before the broadcasting era began.

A search amongst his “scrap” disclosed an ancient electric bell which had long been discarded as too full of years to be of further service. This provided a great deal of the necessary material. The bobbins were carefully unwound and the wire from them was utilised for making up a basket inductance upon a cardboard former. The next problem was the detector. No crystal was available, so it was thought best to see what could be done with a graphite-steel combination. The contact screw and pillar of the bell were removed, and in the end of the screw a small hole was drilled into which a gramophone needle was forced. The pillar was mounted again upon a small square of hard wood cut from the base of the bell and in a hole about an inch away was set a pencil stub, one half of the wood having been removed so as to expose the lead. By turning the screw of the bell pillar the gramophone needle could be brought into contact with the graphite. Had the smallest scrap of crystal been available a really good detector could have been made, as shown in Fig. 1. The crystal holder here is made from a piece of tin which is cut to the shape of a cross, the arms being about 1/4 in. wide and 1/2 in. in length. The junction of the arms is soldered to the top of an upright made from sheet brass, and the arms are then bent round the crystal so as to grasp it firmly.

As the inductance was not variable, except in so far as one could strip off wire until the approximately correct size was reached it was necessary to have some kind of variable condenser for tuning purposes. This was improvised from a couple of round tins one of which fitted fairly closely inside the other. The smaller was covered with a layer of writing paper, held in place by gum. Though the capacity was very small this improvised variable condenser worked amazingly well. We had no telephone receiver of any kind but my friend was able to borrow one from an enthusiast who lived close by. In this connection I would like to mention that there is an idea prevalent that a crystal will work only with telephones in which the resistance of each earpiece is at least 500 or 1,000 ohms. This is quite a mistake, for at fairly short range one often obtains better results with low resistance receivers than with high. Quite a number of ex-Army 60 ohms single earpieces are obtainable at ridiculously low prices at shops which deal in surplus goods, and these will make first-rate head-sets for crystal use. All that is necessary is to provide them with flex leads, taking care to join them in series, and to make a headband from thin sheet metal. The earth connection for this makeshift set was made to a handy water pipe, but the aerial presented at first rather a difficulty. However, a number of odd lengths of bell wire were found in various drawers, and these when soldered together gave a total length of about sixty yards. Insulators were made from the necks of old bottles in the way shown in Fig. 2. Two of these were used at each end of the wire. The far end of the aerial was suspended with the aid of a length of clothes-line from a convenient tree in the garden, the other being attached in the same way to one of the pipes running down from the gutter on the roof.

All was now ready for the attempt. Searching and adjusting might have been lengthy processes, but, more by good luck than good judgment, the coil had been wound with very nearly the right number of turns, and fortunately a sensitive spot on the graphite was found very quickly. This was done by running a lead from the front door electric bell to the earth side of the tuning coil and keeping the bell with its
gong removed working continuously until the contact had been adjusted. A household electric bell may always be used in this way as a tuning buzzer. A simple way of ensuring its continual operation is to unscrew the cover of a push-button switch and to wedge a pencil between the upper and lower contacts. If the earth connection is a superior to those made upon cardboard tubes.

Should you wish to discover whether your set will work upon a frame aerial—and it is just as well to make experiments of some kind before purchasing one—you can improve something that will do quite well from an old picture frame and about twenty-five yards of bell wire. The total distance round the outside of the frame should not be less than eight feet. Fix at each of the corners a "comb" made of hard wood as shown in Fig. 4, and wind on the wire. The teeth of the comb should be such as to allow a spacing of about $\frac{1}{4}$ in. between wires. There is no need to make a stand for the frame; simply hang it upon a suitable door and move the door about until the frame points in the right direction.

Those who are running dull-emitter valves off dry cells may occasionally be horrified to find that the filament battery has petered out at a critical moment when it is particularly desired to hear a certain transmission and when it is impossible to obtain fresh cells. So long as there is a little sal ammoniac in the house—the wise man sees that there is—the case is by no means hopeless. Obtain as many jam jars as there are cells in the battery and place in each a solution of sal ammoniac and water. Now take the cells one by one and drill half a dozen or more $\frac{1}{4}$ in. holes in the case of each, taking care not to let the drill penetrate too far. Stand the cells in the solution in the jars and connect up again. In a very short time they will have recovered their lost E.M.F. and may be used in this way for some little time.

It is always as well to keep a supply of tin foil in the scrap drawer. One is always coming across fairly large sheets of this useful material in cigarette packets and so on. Those that have been damaged may be screwed up into small balls and kept until you have half a pound or so. They should then be melted down in an aluminum ladle, such as can be bought for sixpence, with about half the quantity of zinc. This mixture forms a most useful solder. I keep such a ladle with a good sized lump in it, and it is most handy when one is dealing with flex leads. These cannot be soldered effectively unless the ends have first of all been thoroughly bonded together. To do this scrape them carefully, dress with fluxite and dip into the molten metal in the ladle. If desired, solder made from tin foil and zinc can be moulded quite easily into sticks by running it into grooves made in a piece of clay. Tin foil, by the way, contains a certain amount of impurities which will float on the top when it is first melted down and should be skimmed off.

Undamaged tin foil sheets should be pressed flat between the leaves of a book and kept for such times as one may require to make up makeshift condensers. Normally, of course, one would use copper foil, rather than tin foil, but in an emergency the latter is a godsend.

**Special Notice.**

The next issue of "Modern Wireless" will contain full constructional details of several Crystal and Valve Sets of unique design and great utility.

Be sure to ORDER your copy in good time.
A Ten Valve Receiver

How to Build the Armstrong Supersonic Heterodyne

Foreword.

It is well known that the limitations of receivers employing high-frequency amplification are very serious when dealing with frequencies higher than 1,000 kilocycles ($\lambda = 300$ metres). These limitations are chiefly due to inter-electrode capacity of the valves used, and in a lesser degree to capacity between valve sockets, and badly arranged wiring.

The arrangement due to that very eminent radio engineer, Edwin H. Armstrong—who incidentally gave to the world one of the greatest assets to wireless, viz., reaction, or regeneration—was an extremely ingenious scheme overcoming almost completely the limitations of the ordinary receiver on short wavelengths. Stated simply his scheme was as follows:

A signal is received and rectified by a valve in the ordinary way at its fundamental frequency, let us say 3,000 kilocycles (100 metres). An outside heterodyne frequency is superimposed on this (supplied by an oscillating valve system) to give a resultant beat frequency corresponding to a wavelength of say, 3,000 metres (1,000 kilocycles).

Now high-frequency amplification can be very efficiently carried out on this wavelength by means of a cascade of valves coupled in various ways, viz.:

1. Resistance / capacity.
2. Transformer.
3. Reactance or impedance capacity.

The resultant beat frequency mentioned above is therefore passed on to a complete long-wave receiver and is again rectified and may undergo note magnification as desired.

At first the apparatus may appear a very complicated arrangement and apparently difficult to operate owing to the multiplicity of controls, but it may be stated most emphatically that this is not the case, and the ease of picking up signals and the subsequent finer tuning of them is a sheer delight after the heartbreaking adjustments required by an ordinary receiver, to say nothing of the capacity effect of the hands so noticeable when dealing with these extremely high frequencies.

A simply understood diagram is appended showing the idea of the super-heterodyne (Fig. 1).

The aerial circuit is tuned in the ordinary way and is coupled to a closed tuned circuit—a few turns of inductance of this circuit are coupled to the heterodyne and the output of the single-valve receiver, i.e., the beat frequency—passed through the primary winding of a transformer, the secondary of which is connected to the input terminals of the long-wave receiver.

Preliminary Description.

In the instrument illustrated and described in this article several departures are made from the original Armstrong specification outlined above, the most important of which are:

(i) A valve acting as a high-frequency amplifier at the fundamental frequency is added before the detector valve.

(ii) The heterodyne valve is coupled to a "tuned anode" circuit of this high-frequency amplifier instead of to the closed grid circuit.

(iii) Semi-aperiodic inter-valve coupling of the long wave H.F. valves is employed instead of the aperiodic or resistance / capacity coupling.
The Armstrong Super-Heterodyne is undoubtedly the most efficient receiver of very short wavelengths. The instrument described in this article is marvellously sensitive and will receive American broadcasting on a small frame aerial.

A full diagram of the instrument is shown in Fig. 2. The coupling of the H.F. valves on the long wave side is shown as "transformer," with the exception of the first valve, although originally resistance/capacity coupling was employed, the essentials (condensers and resistances) being left in the instrument.

The change was made after the general behaviour had been studied, owing to the higher amplification gained by the use of semi-aperiodic transformers, and also that the casual picking up of long wave c.w. signals by the instrument itself could be minimised.

The choice of coupling is left to the interested reader, but it should be added that the simplicity of the resistance/capacity method is worthy of consideration.

Gambrell "efficiency" coils are used throughout the instrument, both for the aerial and closed circuits, and the fundamental tuned anode circuit. Coils H and J have been found very satisfactory in the "transfer" transformer between the short and long wave sides of the instrument. These coils possess negligibly small self-capacity, and great virtue lies in the fact that, owing to their spaced layers, the shielding of the inner layers by the outer layers is minimised—an important factor in coupled circuits dealing with very high frequencies.

Details of Components.

(1) Heterodyne coils—the usual inductively coupled grid and anode circuit is used in the heterodyne as this is found to give a cleaner and purer frequency than the simpler auto-coupled arrangements. Two sets of coils cover the whole range of wavelengths from 70 to 800 metres with a .001 μF condenser in parallel with the grid coils.

No. 1.—Approximate range 190-830 m.

Grid coil.—24 turns 28 d.s.c. wound halfwise on former 1½ in. diam., then removed and bound.

Anode coil.—30 turns 28 d.s.c. as above.

No. 2.—Approximate range 70-250 m.

Grid coil.—8 turns 28 d.s.c. wound on 9-slot card former 1½ in. diam. at bottom of slots.

Anode coil.—10 turns 28 d.s.c. wound as above.

In the instrument described two ebonite boxes as used in ex-government heterodyne wavemeters were available; and the coils were mounted in these boxes—the pins on to which they fit being on the face of the instrument (see Fig. 1) in such a position that the swinging tuned anode coil may be coupled to any desired degree with the heterodyne coils.

A micro-condenser of .0005 μF is shunted with the main heterodyne condenser and is essential for very short wave reception.

This photograph illustrates clearly the purpose of the various components and their general disposition.
The Long-Wave Coupling Transformers.

These are of the semi-aperiodic type with an optimum on approximately 2,800 m. as in Fig. 4.

The eight slots are filled with 40 S.W.G. s.s.c. copper wire, and alternate ones are connected together, taking care that the winding remains in the same direction of rotation. Four slots compose the primary and four slots the secondary winding, the ends being brought out to pins screwed into the former for connection purposes.

The "Breaking-In" Plugs

In order that the number of valves may be varied in the long-wave side of the instrument, a plug and series of sockets are used (beneath valve No. 4). A sketch of the arrangement is shown in Fig. 4.

When the plug from the input is inserted the ebonite inset pushes the bronze strip out of contact with...
This picture will give a good idea of the height of various components and mountings.

the bush, thus breaking the transformer secondary circuit and connecting the grid directly to the plug.

The other series of sockets (beneath valve 4) connects the input of the long-wave side to the anodes of valves 1, 2, 3, 4 through a small variable condenser of .0001 μF capacity. This enables any desired amount of electrostatic reaction to be introduced as an additional control to the potentiometer.

The fifth socket is blank to allow of this form of reaction to be cut out.


An actual dimensioned general arrangement of the instrument is not appended, as there is no special merit in this particular design, and much interest is gained in individual arrangements. As previously explained in the first part of this article, the Superheterodyne is simply an arrangement coupling together a receiver of short waves with a receiver of long waves—so that the two individual receivers may each be used separately as desired.

The actual size of the panel is 29 in. by 12 in. by ½ in. ebonite, and the disposition of the various parts can be easily scaled from the plan photograph and the front view. It is important that the high-frequency transformers should be arranged with their axes at right angles, and that grid and anode wires should not run parallel and in close proximity to each other, otherwise trouble will be experienced in self-oscillation.

The potentiometer control on the grids of the short and long wave H.F. valves is also important, and is a most useful control.

Much useless fiddling about and waste of time is avoided if, when the instrument is about to be tested, each side (short and long wave) is tested on signals individually, when adjustments can be made and an idea of general efficiency can be got.

If possible the heterodyne should be calibrated for wavelength against a heterodyne wavemeter of known accuracy, and, of course, the position of the heterodyne condenser on the set is a useful indication when searching for a signal of known wavelength.

It should be noted that there will be two positions of the heterodyne condenser which give the requisite beat frequency to pass on to the long-wave amplifier, and to avoid misleading ambiguity the upper of these two positions should always be used.

There should be no difficulty in picking up, say, broadcasting on the instrument. When first tested the one thing to look out for is that, if the long wave side refuses to (Continued on page 459.)
There can be no doubt that wireless is the finest hobby of modern times, from whichever aspect it is regarded. The experimenter, who is perhaps quite as interested in discovering how and why he receives signals as in the nature of the communications themselves, has before him a field that is unlimited, for the variations and combinations that may be tried out with even quite a small set run to enormous numbers. Wireless, too, is full of problems that are awaiting solution. We have rough ideas of hundreds of questions with which it is concerned without being able to find definite solutions that are universally accepted. No one, for example, can state without fear of contradiction that he knows precisely how the crystal rectifies.

**Doubtful Points**

We know that it does so, and that rectification may be performed in any one of several possible ways, but which is the real way, and just how the process takes place, is still a mystery which is open for some investigator to solve. The broadcast man too—that is to say, the man who places the wireless set in the same category as the gramophone, regarding it merely as a machine which, when turned on at the right time, will provide entertainment, and not bothering his head about the means whereby these things are done—has also a hobby of fascinating interest, for he has at his disposal an unfailing source of good music and something that will keep him in touch with the world's literature, art and science.

**Some Limitations**

But we must not lose sight of the fact that wireless, like all the greatest products of science, has its limitations. To take examples from other departments, we find that the microscope can go so far and no further. It will never enable us to see such tiny things as the atom or the still smaller electron, for the simple reason that an object whose length is less than half that of the wavelength of light cannot be dealt with by its lenses. The astronomer cannot continue indefinitely to bring distant worlds nearer by enlarging the size of his telescope. Besides the enormous mechanical difficulties that arise when huge parabolic reflectors come to be cast and ground, there is the fact that the earth has an atmosphere whose presence distorts to some extent the feeble rays of light that come in from great distances. Nor can he say with certainty, "I will photograph this eclipse or that transit"; he never knows whether the presence of clouds or of fog will interfere with his operations.

**An Unfair Question**

One of the most unfair questions that can be put to a salesman in a shop which deals with wireless goods is, "Will you tell me what the range of this set is?" The plain truth is that no one can predict with any kind of certainty what the range of a given receiving set will be when it is installed in the purchaser's home. We can say that normally the range of an unaided crystal is about twenty-five miles. This means that it will receive broadcast transmissions up to this distance in ordinary circumstances, provided that aerial and earth are good, that the insulation of the set is all that it should be, that there are no serious losses in inductances or condensers and that the telephones are of good average sensitiveness. But notice in the last sentence the inclusion of the words "in ordinary circumstances." You may have aerial and earth, insulation, inductances, condensers and telephones that are beyond reproach, and yet fail to receive properly at less than the prescribed twenty-five miles. Or even if these things are not so perfect as might be desired, strong signals may come in from distances that are almost incredible.

**Blind Spots**

Those places in which signal strength with given apparatus and at given range is weak are known as blind spots. These are far more common than most people realise at present. Places in which reception is abnormally excellent have not so far received a general name, but we may refer to them as good spots. How is it that some places are normal whilst others are blind and others, again, good? This is another of the wireless questions to which there is as yet no definite answer, though several have been given, any of which may prove to be correct.

We know that the waves radiated from an aerial are made up of two components—the electric, which are waves moving vertically, and the magnetic, whose field is horizontal and at right-angles to that.
of the electric component. It is a combination of the two into an electromagnetic impulse which conveys the sounds as speech or the signals of Morse from one aerial to another. But how these impulses travel, and which component is the more important, is still a matter of argument. The electrical school contends that the carrying medium is the intangible omnipresent ether, and that the vertical components are the more important.

The Magnetic School
The magnetic school, on the other hand, regards the earth itself as the main carrying medium and attaches little importance to the ether. Until recently the second theory mentioned was not very widely accepted, but it is gaining adherents to-day, largely owing to the experimental work done by Dr. Rogers, who has succeeded in both transmission and reception in an iron-lined room, using what has been rather quaintly described as a "buried aerial." In any case we must admit that the nature of the earth's surface does exercise an enormous influence over the quality of wireless reception.

Take for example the four stations shown in Fig. 3, of which A is the transmitter. Using a given power, he can expect to reach the receiving aerial, B, over the thousand miles of water that lie between the two stations; but the same power will barely suffice to reach C, between which and A lie sixty miles of parched desert. The country between A and D is what we may describe as ordinary, being neither very wet nor very dry. Here the probable range will be 250 miles. D, then, is a normal spot, whilst B is good and C blind.

Strange Places
Good, normal and blind spots may occur within very short distances of one another. The little town in which I live is twenty-five miles from London and seventy from Birmingham. It lies in a hollow, and upon the rather steep sides of a deep valley running approximately north-west and south-east. Up the hill towards the southern part of the town conditions are extraordinarily good; 51T having been received frequently upon a crystal. Lower down upon this side reception may be described as of good average quality, neither very much better nor very much worse; a crystal will bring in 2LO, but will not respond to Birmingham. At the bottom of the valley and on the heights of the northern part of the town conditions are distinctly below the average. Here, excepting one or two small areas, even 2LO cannot be heard without the use of a valve. In one small place, then, certainly within a square mile, all three classes of wireless spots are to be found, and there are further peculiarities. In my own house, for example, I cannot make any use of a frame aerial even with two stages of high-frequency amplification. These examples will serve to show how impossible it is to guarantee particular results with any set.

Differences
Three people might purchase identical receivers; one would write a glowing testimonial of the wonderful efficiency of his set, the second would be satisfied, whilst the third would probably feel that he had been badly let in. Further, at one house at any rate, a set guaranteed to bring in stations up to a hundred miles away on a frame aerial would give very poor performances.

But this is not to say that those who live in blind or semi-blind spots must make up their minds that wireless is not for them. There is probably no place in this country where quite good reception cannot be obtained with due care and the exercise of a little thought. In a good spot almost any kind of aerial will do. You may erect a mast that is not very high and suspend from it a poorly-insulated wire which will give quite passable reception. In bad spots you must make up for the poor wireless quality of the locality by paying particular attention to the height and insulation of the aerial, to the earth, and to other small points of detail which matter much less in more favoured places.

Experiments with Aerials
One can always experiment, usually with profit, in the matter of aerials. If the usual aerial and earth do not work satisfactorily, try the counter-poise; and if that fails to give you what you want, see what a frame aerial will do. Curious though it may seem, there are places where the frame does better than the outside aerial. One such that I have visited is in Wiltshire. Here I was asked by a friend one day to see if I could discover what was wrong with his set, which proved upon examination to be giving very poor performances. It consisted of two high-frequency valves, transformer coupled, a rectifier and a note magnifier, and was of a well-known make which usually does very well. Even when a Brown's microphone amplifier was added, strength was no better than one would have expected of a two-valve set with rectifier and note magnifier.

A Strange Cure
Tests showed there was nothing wrong with the set itself nor with aerial or earth. Having tried every thing with no success at all, I was on the point of despairing when a sudden inspiration came. There was no reason in it; it was simply a last hope. A wire was twisted round the lead covering of a nearby electric light wire and taken to the aerial terminal, the outside aerial being disconnected. Immediately signals came in with excellent strength. The set is now worked upon a 4-ft. frame, and does very well indeed.

Good Spots
It seems probable that good spots are due to some particular formation of the ground, very probably to a sub-soil kept constantly damp by springs or by the presence of a lower layer of impermeable clay. If blind spots are upon level ground, the reason for their poor wireless qualities may be that there are large veins of metallic ore in the neighbourhood. In really quite a different class are places which are screened by ranges of hills, which may or may not coa-
tain metallic deposits. In Fig. 4 we have a long winding valley between two ranges of hills. Here an aerial situated at A might be expected to receive very well indeed from a broadcasting station placed as shown. At B, reception should be good, though not so good as at A. At C, it will probably be poor, and at D which is "blanketed" by both ranges of hills, it is likely to be very poor indeed. But even if we have a map of the country and know something of its geology, we cannot predict with anything like certainty that any place will be good, bad or indifferent from a wireless point of view; for example, a station such as C in Fig. 4 might be particularly good, owing possibly to some focusing effect of the hills. In some Welsh valleys, for instance, reception is particularly good, whilst in others "blanketing" is very bad indeed. I have always wondered whether the badness of Sheffield as a wireless spot is not due to the presence all round the town of enormous slag heaps which contain vast quantities of metal.

Getting Them All

The beginner at wireless, or the man who has advanced from a small set to one of larger size, has usually one outstanding desire: he wants to be able to get every British broadcasting station. One quite frequently hears salesmen ask the question: If I buy this set shall I be able to hear all the B.B.C. stations? The proper answer, of course, should be: If you live in a good wireless spot, and if you erect this set so as to give it every chance, you should be able to do so, but I cannot guarantee that you will be able to hear them all. It may be the fault of the transmitting plants of the stations themselves, or of their aerials, or it may be due to some quality of the soil in the district in which they are situated, but the fact remains that some of them appear to have a much more limited range than others.

Trouble with Manchester

In the south of England, Manchester is by far the hardest to pick up. Still, most good sets will do it under normal conditions. But there is a far greater difficulty than that of mere range which bars our way when we want to hear all broadcasting stations. This lies in the fact that telephony cannot be sharply tuned, and that the closer you are to a broadcasting station the greater will be the wave band covered by its transmissions. The effect of a nearby broadcasting station upon an aerial is not unlike that caused by atmospherics. A very strong impulse reaching an aerial causes it by sheer shock to vibrate at its fundamental wavelength. Hence it produces a sound which is audible on all wavelengths and cannot be tuned out. The strength of broadcast transmissions does not approach that of atmospherics, and therefore the shock effect is much less marked. Still, if they are powerful it may be found that they blot out everything else for 100 metres or more on either side of their own wavelength. If I use a single-circuit tuner, 2LO is audible from about 250 to nearly 500 metres.

Selective Tuning

With a selective tuner this is, of course, very much reduced, in fact with its help it is possible to bring in either Cardiff or Bournemouth, only 15 metres on either side of 2LO, without interference. This, however, is a difficult feat, and it cannot be done without a certain amount of labour. Wave traps help to a very great extent, and those who are troubled by interference, whether it be from spark transmissions or from other broadcasting stations, will do well to try out one of the three types described recently by Mr. Percy Harris. Here, then, is one of the great limitations of wireless telephony; if you wish to increase the range of your station, so that quite small sets will bring in its transmissions in distant places, you must increase your power; by doing so you very much widen the wave band covered; hence it is not at present possible for a large number of high-powered stations to work on anything like the same wavelength without causing very great mutual interference.

What Is the Gain?

After all, is there anything to be gained so far as broadcasting is concerned in being able to bring in all stations? The true experimenter will reply at once that no matter what type of set you use, you will obtain the most pleasant reception from the stations whose signals are the strongest, for with them you can work your valves so that they are not going "all out"; there is no need to use reaction, except perhaps as an aid to sharp tuning, and a second note magnifier will usually suffice. As soon as we attempt to bring in very distant stations we must add high-frequency amplification to the rectifier, and this, high-frequency amplification certainly gives greater range, it also increases the amount of "mush" which is brought in; hence signals are not so pure and we become conscious of a kind of background of wooliness.

Reaction and Clarity

When we make full use of the reaction coil we again detract from the clarity of our reception and bring up every parasitic noise. But there is inherent in the set. It must not be forgotten that through the reaction coil is flowing current from the high-tension battery which is the source of nine-tenths of such parasitic noises that do occur. When we couple this coil to an inductance in the grid circuit, the tiny variations in the output of the high-tension battery, which must occur through partial polarisation, are communicated to the grid and passed on in amplified form. It follows then that the more we "press" the set, the less good will our reception be. A further point is in the note magnifiers. Every valve amplifying at low frequency must distort to some extent for a variety of reasons. With one low-frequency stage distortion may be so small as not to be noticeable, but when we add a second we make whatever faults there are very much worse. For this reason a weak signal, brought in only by the use of, say, two high-frequency stages and reaction, can seldom be raised to loud-speaker strength with that background of silence which is so desirable or with complete absence of distortion. When we try to do it we nearly always find that we have to complain bitterly of atmospherics, which are really parasitic atmospherics at all in most cases but amplified noises due to the set itself.

Fig. 4.—How stations in long valleys may be screened
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**Noises**

True atmospherics are in this country not of very common occurrence upon the shorter wavelengths in the darker months; or one should say that they are seldom so bad as to interfere very seriously with reception. Still, their occurrence does place yet another limitation upon wireless, a limitation which concerns in this case not so much the range of wireless as the certainty of communication at any given time between two stations which are normally capable of reaching one another. The operator at a station which we will call A cannot say: "I communicated easily with B last night and tonight; therefore I shall be able to do it next Tuesday week." If atmospherics are very bad the two stations may not be able to work together at all on that day.

**Causes of Atmospherics**

Atmospherics appear to be due to electrical disturbances in the atmosphere. They are usually at their worst when a thunderstorm is raging in the neighbourhood, but they may occur and be very bad indeed at times when there is no thunder about. Some are produced by the rapid diminution of the air which occurs shortly after sunset, and they may be heard again when the process of ionisation begins at sunrise. Again, barometric disturbances may be responsible for them, for the varying pressure causes charged strata of the atmosphere to rise or fall, bringing them into contact with other layers carrying a different charge. Very many devices have been tried and much work has been done with a view to the elimination of atmospheric interference with wireless work. So far the matter seems to be beyond our control, especially on the higher waves where the wavelengths used in wireless approach those of atmospheres themselves. In years to come the solution may be found in the use of very short waves, to which inventors and experimenters are now giving a great deal of attention.

**In Conclusion**

The conclusion, then, to which we come is this: We can now send messages, whether in the form of signals or by the spoken voice, from place to place with very fair certainty that they will be received by stations within the normal working range of our transmitter. If we purchase a receiving set, we can feel fairly sure that it will do what is expected of it. If it is erected in a normal locality it will work well in connection with an aerial of the standard kind, whilst if the place in which it is used is a bad one from the wireless standpoint the set can be made to give results by paying due attention to the design of the aerial and to the quality of the earth connection. We must expect a certain amount of interference if we live within a short distance of a broadcasting station, but we can do much to eliminate this by the use of selective tuning circuits and of some kind of wave trap. Atmospherics will occur, but they will not happen so frequently as to be a marked nuisance; in fact there will be very few days in the year when good reception is not possible. The main thing to bear in mind is that wireless has certain limitations, and that, such as they are, we must be content to put up with them. Do not expect too much from your set, and at the same time do not expect too little.

R. W. H.

---

**How to Build the Armstrong Supersonic Heterodyne**—(continued from page 455).

stop oscillating and on turning the heterodyne condenser, more harmonics are heard than Leafield ever produces (!), it is usually due to self-oscillation of the short wave side, and its potentiometer should be adjusted to give sufficiently positive bias to the grid of the first valve to stop this.

In the front view photograph a Gambrell tuner is shown which has given every satisfaction with the set, and the use of a good instrument for this purpose cannot be over-emphasised. Critical adjustment of the coils is important, and as the efficiency of the set is much assisted by the use of a secondary closed circuit, condensers capable of delicate variation should be used.

Reaction on the short wave side is rarely required, adjustment of the potentiometer being usually sufficient; in fact, it is useful sometimes to introduce a small amount of negative reaction for stabilising purposes, especially on very short wavelengths.

**Performance**

The Superheterodyne, in the author's experience, is the most remarkable receiver known to the wireless science. Its capabilities seem unlimited and are demonstrated by the fact that at one moment one is receiving signals of medium telephone strength, by adjustment of the various parts of the receiver these signals are brought to loud-speaker strength without difficulty. As an indication—a carrier wave which will give only just audible and intelligible speech on an ordinary H.F. Rect., L.F. receiver gives loud and clear speech on the heterodyne with only two more effective valves operating.

As regards reception on a 2 ft. frame aerial, this instrument gives all the broadcasting stations at good strength without note magnification, and with one note magnifier 5SC (Glasgow broadcasting station) is unbearable in the phones.

Its record on this frame was signals of good strength from 4FT, KDKA (Pittsburg) roars in on 103 metres with one stage of magnification, using the aerial, and is just intelligible on the frame.

In conclusion, I shall be happy to assist all who undertake the construction of this type of instrument, through the medium of MODERN WIRELESS.

---

Read "WIRELESS WEEKLY" for sound advice and constructional articles.
The Care and Maintenance of Accumulators

By R. L. ROPER

To obtain satisfactory results from a valve receiver it is essential that the filament supply should be steady and dependable. This contribution, by pointing out the importance of proper care of the accumulator, should give valuable assistance in keeping the battery in good condition.

ALTHOUGH the accumulator is not an accessory peculiar to wireless, it is universal where bright emitter valves are used, and it can be a big factor for good or evil in the operation of the set. Owing to the conditions to which accumulators of the type used in wireless have been required to stand up in automobile work, they have reached a high state of efficiency and ability to withstand rough usage. Consequently, under the less strenuous conditions of wireless work they are apt to be looked upon as "fool-proof," and their service taken as a matter of course. In addition, they are very often out of sight and consequently out of mind.

Simple Rules

If accumulators are to render efficient and reliable service, there are a few simple rules which must be obeyed, the more so as non-observance will result in the total or partial destruction of the accumulator, or, at the very least, a discharged cell at a most inconvenient time.

In order to understand clearly the necessity for this care of the accumulator and the dire consequences of non-observance, it is perhaps as well to see how it is constructed and the action which takes place in the cell which supplies the electricity we use.

The Lead Cell

By far the most common type is the lead and sulphuric acid cell. The cell is, of course, familiar to us all, but its composition may be of interest to many. The outer casing must be of some substance impervious to the action of sulphuric acid, and if it is transparent we can see inside, which is all to the good. For this reason celluloid is popular. Glass serves the purpose well where risk of breakage is small, and it is more durable and cheaper than celluloid.

Enclosed in this case are two sets of plates, alternately connected and evenly spaced from each other.

The negative plates consist of lead (Pb) and are all joined to a common bar at the top culminating in the negative terminal. Between the negative plates are spaced the positive plates of lead peroxide (PbO₂), which are similarly joined to a common bar which carries the positive terminal.

Construction of Plates

The plates are of peculiar construction and each set is "burned" to its own lead connecting bar. The construction of the plates does not concern us beyond the fact that it is such as will give them porosity and permits of expansion and contraction under variation of temperature without undue change of shape. It will be noted that as the positive plates are between the negative there will always be one more negative plate than there are positive. It is not necessary to have more than three plates, but in order to obtain a workable capacity these plates would need to be of large area and would result in a cell of awkward dimensions; therefore, for commercial purposes, the total required area is obtained from a number of suitably shaped plates joined together.

The Electrolyte

Surrounding all the plates and rising to a point high enough completely to cover them is the electrolyte, consisting of pure dilute brimstone sulphuric acid. The top of the case is
covered in to obviate loss by spilling, and the vents left for filling purposes are usually fitted with a rubber cork which has a small glass tube through its centre to permit the escape of gas.

All the constituents must be pure: The water used to dilute the acid must have been distilled so that it is chemically pure; water which might be excellent for drinking purposes may be injurious.

The sulphuric acid must be “brimstone” sulphuric acid, since some acid is made from iron pyrites, and iron damages the negative plates. This is important, and the same damage would occur if iron were introduced by the water added to replace evaporation.

**Chemical Action**

We will now consider the chemical action which takes place, giving rise to potential differences in the cell. It is such that this chemical action is completely reversed when current from another source of higher potential is passed through the cell in the opposite direction to its own potential. The chemical action which takes place in the cell when current is being drawn from it, i.e., it is being discharged, is as follows:

The lead peroxide (PbO₂) on the positive plates combines with the acid to form lead sulphate (PbSO₄), meanwhile the acid becomes more dilute. When current from the charging source is put through the cell in the opposite direction, the chemical action is reversed: the lead peroxide is restored on the positive plate, the acid regains its former strength and the lead sulphate on the negative plate is removed.

This may be better seen in a tabulated form:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Positive plate</th>
<th>Electrolyte</th>
<th>Negative plate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rich chocolate in colour when fully charged</td>
<td>PbO₂</td>
<td>H₂SO₄</td>
<td>PbSO₄</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific gravity 1'22</td>
<td>PbSO₄</td>
<td>2H₂O</td>
<td>PbSO₄</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light grey in colour when discharged</td>
<td>PbO₂</td>
<td>H₂SO₄</td>
<td>Pb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific gravity 1'18</td>
<td>PbSO₄</td>
<td>2H₂O</td>
<td>Pb</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A fully charged cell has a potential of 2'2 volts, and the specific gravity of the electrolyte should be about 1'22. During discharge the voltage falls rapidly to 2'1 v., and then very gradually and slowly to about 1'9 v., when it again falls rapidly to complete discharge. The rate at which a fully charged cell may be used to send current depends upon the total area of its plates. The maximum rate as a rule is that at which the cell becomes discharged to 1'9 v. in 8 hours. Practically all accumulators have printed on them the maximum rate both for discharge and for charge, together with the sp. gr. of the electrolyte to be used.

When current is being drawn from a cell the voltage gradually falls and the specific gravity of the electrolyte is reduced. When the voltage has fallen to 1'9 v. and the sp. gr. of the acid reduced to 1'85-1'8, the cell is said to be discharged and should be immediately placed on charge. This does not agree with the table set out above, where the acid is reduced to water and the lead peroxide turned to sulphate. In practice it is not permissible to approach these conditions, otherwise the lead sulphate deposited on the plates would become permanent, and it would be impossible to break it up by passing a charge in the opposite direction to the potential of the cell. When this occurs the cell is said to be “sulphated,” and there is no remedy except to buy new plates; virtually, a new cell. In a less extreme case, which may occur from a discharged cell being allowed to stand some time without a charge, the plates are still said to be “sulphated,” but it may be possible to overcome this by a long overcharge at a moderate current.

**Capacity Explained**

The capacity of a cell is referred to in ampere hours, which is the product of the current in amperes multiplied by the duration in hours which will bring the cell to its discharged state. Voltages higher than two are obtained by batteries of cells connected in series, i.e. the positive of one cell connected to the negative of the next, and so on, which will give the added voltages of all at the extreme terminals. This arrangement of cells is variously described as a battery, secondary battery, storage battery or accumulator.

Whilst the chemical action described above is taking place heat is generated and the plates
will expand. If the electrolyte does not cover the plates, the uncovered portions will be unaffected by the action and will not expand in company with the covered portions; this will tend to buckle the plates concerned and may cause a short circuit by the actual touching of adjacent ones, or by the expulsion of a portion of the compound formed in the plates lodging between them.

A certain amount of water from the electrolyte will evaporate, especially when the cells heat up; this must be replaced periodically.

It is well to bear in mind that, with a 6 v. accumulator and a valve, or valves, which work on 4 v. or less, it is possible to reduce the resistance of the filament control so that the valve functions when the accumulator has reached and passed its "discharged" state without one having noticed the fact, but it will be almost a certainty that its potential will have still further dropped when next required and obstinate sulphate may have been formed. The condition of a cell should be determined both by a voltmeter, the reading being taken when the cell is connected in circuit, and by taking the specific gravity of the electrolyte by means of a hydrometer at a normal temperature of 50°-60° F.

From the above we can evolve a few simple rules for the maintenance of an accumulator. The conditions most tending to long life and efficient service are: regular work, regular charging, and periodic attention. The maker's instructions should be implicitly carried out, especially as regards the initial charge, maximum rate of discharge, rate of charge, and the specific gravity of the electrolyte. The condition of the cells should be periodically checked, both during discharge and at the termination of charge, when both the maximum voltage and specific gravity should have been obtained.

How to Choose a Cell

If you are purchasing a new set of accumulators, one or two points need to be considered. The case should be transparent so that the condition of the plates, etc., can be examined and any buckling, disintegration or loss of electrolyte may be readily observed. The accumulator should be of sufficient capacity to ensure a reasonably long discharge at the load you intend to put upon it. For instance, if you have a three-valve set with each valve taking 0.75 amps., giving a total of 2.25 amps. If you expect to use your set nightly during the week for three hours, which equals 21 hours for the week, giving a total of 47.25 amper-hours, a 50-amphere-hour accumulator will be the smallest capacity from which you can expect the required service.
Dual Amplification Circuits
I Can Recommend
By THE EDITOR

The ever-growing popularity of reflex circuits with their economy in valves will make this article of great interest.

DUAL amplification, or reflex circuits, are certainly becoming very popular, and the beginner is anxious to know what particular circuits he should try out in the first place.

In the first place, I would never advise an absolute beginner to work with a dual circuit. The chief trouble with dual amplification circuits is that they tend to oscillate at low frequencies, i.e. a continual buzzing noise is often obtained when the circuit is first connected up. This may be due to the individual characteristics of the components used, or to the design of the circuit.

We have recently learnt a great deal more about the effective design of dual amplification receivers, and whereas formerly only a few experimenters tried out these arrangements, there are now tens of thousands who are not only interested in dual circuits, but are actually using them with great success, and with the consequent saving of at least one valve.

The one-valve experimenter is the one who is most likely to benefit from the principle of dual amplification. It is, in fact, possible to work a loud-speaker using simply a valve and a crystal detector over short ranges. With two valves it is possible to obtain very excellent results indeed, provided a good circuit is employed.

One-Valve Circuit

The constructor or experimenter who desires to use a single valve and crystal cannot do better than join up the circuit illustrated in Fig. 1. We have here a single-valve high-frequency amplifier, in which the amplified oscillations appear in a circuit \( L_2 C_1 \) in the anode circuit of the valve \( V_1 \).

This circuit \( L_2 C_1 \) consists of an inductance, preferably a plug-in coil, and a variable condenser \( C_1 \), of say, 0.0005 μF capacity. This circuit is tuned to the same wave-length as the aerial circuit, which includes the inductance \( L_1 \), which is also preferably a plug-in coil, the variable condenser \( C_1 \), of 0.0005 μF capacity, and the fixed condenser \( C_0 \), which has a value of 0.001 μF capacity.

The high-frequency currents in the aerial circuit are communicated to the grid of the valve and are amplified by it; the high-frequency oscillations in \( L_2 C_2 \) being rectified by the detector \( D \), the resulting low-frequency currents being led into the grid circuit of the valve once more. The valve now amplifies these low-frequency currents, which pass through the inductance \( L_3 \) and through the telephones \( T \). These latter are shunted by a condenser \( C_3 \), of 0.0005 μF capacity; this condenser acting as a by-path for the high-frequency currents in the anode circuit. The O.S. (outside secondary) terminal of the inter-valve transformer \( T_1 T_2 \) is connected to the grid, through the inductance \( L_4 \), while the I.S. is connected to earth. The O.P. (outside primary) of the primary \( T_1 \) is connected to the crystal detector \( D \).

In this circuit there is no reaction.
between the grid and anode circuits, and no trouble should be experienced by the experimenter in working a simple circuit of this kind. The variable condenser $C_1$ may be tried in series with the aerial lead, in which case, of course, a greater value of inductance $L_1$ will be required. When constant aerial tuning is used, the fixed condenser of $0.001 \mu F.$ is connected in series with the aerial lead, and a parallel tuning condenser $C_1$ is used. Under these conditions, the coil $L_1$ will be either a No. 50 or No. 75, while the plug-in coil $L_2$, will also be a No. 50 or No. 75, according to whether the broadcast wavelength is below or above 400 metres. As a matter of fact, a No. 50 coil will generally do for the whole waveband, even up to 600 metres, but a larger value of variable condenser is then required, which is not conducive to obtaining the maximum results.

Another Single-Valve Dual Circuit

Another single-valve dual circuit is that illustrated in Fig. 2. The circuit is similar to the preceding one, but reaction has been introduced into the aerial circuit, by coupling the inductance $L_1$ to $L_2$. This reaction must be gently applied and great care taken to avoid self-oscillation. The reaction coil $L_3$ should at first be kept away from $L_1$, and the two condensers $C_1$ and $C_2$ carefully tuned. The reaction coil is then brought a little closer to the aerial coil, and retuning carried out on the condensers $C_1$ and $C_2$. The reaction coil is then brought again a little closer, and this process is continued until the loudest signals are obtained without self-oscillation. If the reaction is made too great, the valve will oscillate at once, and a musical whistle will be heard which varies if one or other of the condensers $C_1$ or $C_2$ is adjusted. The moment this whistle is heard, the reaction coil should immediately be withdrawn from the other.

When dual amplification circuits, employing reaction, are being used, a second phenomenon very often presents itself. As the reaction is increased, the valve will suddenly begin to buzz, this buzz being due to low-frequency self-oscillation. The buzzing noise is of lower note than the whistle, which is produced when the valve is oscillating at high frequency. In the latter case the valve is generating continuous oscillations which interact with the carrier wave of the broadcast station, and produce musical notes; the pitch of these varies if the high-frequency tuning is altered, but the low-frequency buzzing, which is so often heard on a dual amplification circuit, is independent of the high-frequency circuit, and the pitch of the note is not varied by altering either of the tuning condensers $C_1$ or $C_2$. Even in the best dual circuits, low-frequency buzzing is often set up when reaction is being used. A peculiarity of the valve is that when both high and low-frequency circuits appear in the grid and anode circuits, the valve will tend to oscillate either at high or low frequency, but rarely at both. It is, as it were, as if the valve was uncertain whether to oscillate at high or low frequency, and very frequently it changes its mind. For example, in the case of a dual circuit, the valve will first oscillate at high frequency, and then suddenly change over and start oscillating at a low frequency. In the case of a dual amplification circuit, the valve will try and oscillate at either high frequency or low frequency if it possibly can, and when reaction is being employed, the tendency is to oscillate at high frequency. The moment high-frequency oscillations are generated by the valve, the operating conditions change, and this change will make the valve prefer to oscillate at low frequency, which it immediately proceeds to do. This low-frequency oscillation is producive of a loud, buzzing noise in the telephone receivers or loud-speaker, and the only way to prevent it is to loosen the reaction and sometimes it is also necessary to dim the filament of the valve.

A Stabilising Hint

A very good method of stabilising a dual amplification circuit is to connect a variable 100,000 ohm resistance across the grid and filament of the valve. This will usually make practically no difference to the signal strength, but will control the dual amplification circuit which tends to get out of hand. You must, however, not become annoyed if a dual amplification circuit buzzes at you when you tighten the reaction too much. Do not be too ready to blame the circuit because your mishandling produces a roar in the telephone receivers. It would be a great advantage if all "skite straigh" valve circuits produced a very large buzzing noise when the reaction
increased too far. It is, of course, well known that the present canary noises heard by the careless beginner when tuning in his valve receiver are not sufficient to make him realise the nuisance he is to his neighbours. The user of a dual amplification circuit, however, contrary to general opinion, is probably far less guilty of making trouble in the ether than his friend who uses a straight circuit. The user of a dual amplification circuit generally knows about it if he tightens the reaction too much, and he has to loosen the reaction immediately for his own comfort.

A Variometer Dual Circuit

Fig. 3 shows a modified arrangement of Fig. 1, in which variometers are employed for tuning the grid and anode circuits. This arrangement will give good results, but it is important to note that the variometer \( L_1 \) in the anode circuit of the valve must be of a sufficiently large size; the usual type of variometer sold for connecting in the aerial circuit is not sufficiently large. If this latter type of variometer is to be employed, then it should be shunted by a fixed condenser of 0.0003 \( \mu F \).

The circuit is very simple to tune, the only adjustments being the two variometers, but on the other hand, the signal strength obtainable is not usually as great as when reaction is obtained, and, of course, it is not possible to obtain an adjustable reaction effect with the Fig. 3 circuit, although a certain amount of reaction will, in many cases, be obtained through the natural coupling in the valve.

A Dual Circuit Using a Choke Coil

Fig. 4 illustrates a single-valve dual amplification circuit in which instead of connecting the secondary of the transformer in the aerial circuit (a principle advocated by the writer, particularly in connection with the S.T. 100 circuit, but applicable to all dual amplification circuits), a high-frequency choke may be employed, and the transformer secondary \( T_2 \) is connected in series with the air-core choke \( L_3 \) of 200 to 250 turns (plug-in coil).
Fig. 8.—The S.T.100 circuit.

the parts, such as the filament battery or telephone terminals, would result in a weakening of the signals, and probably set up low-frequency oscillation.

The use of a choke in Fig. 4, therefore, is for stabilising purposes, and in practice this method is adopted by the Marconi Company in one of their broadcast sets. Personally, I prefer to use the arrangement with the transformer secondary connected in the aerial circuit, as the use of the choke seems to involve a certain loss in signal strength. On the other hand the latter arrangement is preferable where there is interference from A.C. mains, etc. When such interference is experienced, the connections of the transformer secondary in the aerial circuit often accentuates it.

The anode circuit of the valve is as before, and consists of an inductance $L_2$ shunted by a variable condenser $C_2$, the crystal detector and the primary $T_1$ being connected across the oscillatory circuit.

How to Achieve Great Stability

Stability is not the chief aim of the experimenter who wishes to use dual amplification circuits; results are what he strives for, and maximum output is very often obtained at the expense of stability.

There are, however, some who, while content to receive signals falling a little short of the maximum, are not content unless the signals are obtained without undue forcing.

The simplest method of obtaining stability in a dual amplification circuit is to separate the detector circuit from the anode circuit of the valve. Fig. 5 shows how this may be done. Instead of having a tuned anode circuit we have an inductance $L_4$ which is coupled to another inductance $L_2$, the coupling preferably being variable. The circuit $L_1$, $C_1$ is tuned to the incoming wavelength, and the high-frequency oscillations in the anode circuit of the valve are induced into $L_1$, $C_1$. Across this secondary circuit we have a crystal detector $D$ and a primary $T_1$ of the step-up transformer $T_1$, $T_2$. The entire separation of the primary $T_1$ from the anode circuit of the valve ensures the absence of the chain of low-frequency amplification which is so detrimental and which sets up low-frequency oscillations. The grid of the first valve through the transformer $T_1$, $T_2$, the secondary of which is in the grid circuit. In the anode circuit of the first valve we also have the telephones $T$ shunted by a fixed condenser of 0.002 $\mu$F. capacity. If it is desired to introduce reaction, a portion of the anode inductance may be coupled to the aerial inductance.

Adding Reaction

If it is desired to introduce reaction into the Fig. 5 circuit, the arrangement of Fig. 6 will be found very satisfactory. In this circuit two anode inductance coils are provided, $L_2$ and $L_4$. The coil $L_4$ is coupled to $L_2$ in such a manner as to introduce reaction into the aerial circuit, while the coil $L_2$ is coupled to the inductance $L_4$ of the circuit $L_4$, $C_4$. This circuit, incidentally, will be found considerably selective.

A Useful Two-Valve Circuit

A useful two-valve dual amplification circuit which can be thoroughly recommended is that illustrated in Fig. 7. In this circuit a series aerial condenser is employed and the coupling between the anode circuit of the first valve and the grid circuit of the second is by means of a transformer, the two windings $L_4$ and $L_3$ preferably being variably coupled. The second valve acts as a detector, and the rectified low-frequency currents are communicated to the
The S.T. 100

The S.T. 100 is illustrated in Fig. 8, and it will not be necessary to enter into details because these have so often previously been given, and will also be found in my new book, "More Practical Valve Circuits," which also includes many developments of the S.T. 100 and alternative arrangements.

The circuit involves one stage of high-frequency amplification, followed by crystal rectification and two stages of low-frequency amplification, the first stage being accomplished by the first valve, which also acts as a high-frequency amplifier. The secondary of the transformer is included in the aerial circuit and stability is obtained by means of a variable 100,000 ohms resistance connected across the grid of the first valve and the positive terminal of the filament accumulator.

Another Circuit

Another circuit is that illustrated in Fig. 9, which is similar to Fig. 7, but is provided with an additional stage of low-frequency amplification, a second intervalve transformer being used to couple the anode circuit of the first valve to the grid circuit of the third. When speaking of coupling in this connection, it is meant, of course, that the low-frequency currents are transferred from the anode circuit of the first valve. The high-frequency currents, of course, are transferred from the anode circuit of the first valve to the grid circuit of the second valve.

Importance of Crystal Detectors

In all circuits in which a crystal detector is employed in combination with a valve, it is extremely important to ensure that a good crystal detector is employed. Many of those who do not obtain good results with dual circuits have to blame their crystal detectors, and it is advisable to test these detectors if at all possible, on an aerial; that is to say, using the crystal detector in conjunction with the tuned aerial circuit. This, of course, cannot be done when far from a broadcasting station, but those who live near broadcasting stations should certainly select a good crystal for use with their valves.

Those who desire to know more about dual circuits will find a large number in the book above mentioned, which gives an ample selection with comments on, and full values of, every circuit.

Extracts from our Post Bag

To the Editor of Modern Wireless.

Sir,—I am sending you a photo of my wireless outfit, as it may perhaps interest you. It is very small and compact. It is a 5-valve set, 2 H.F. Det. and 2 L.F. The measurements of the panel are 12 in. by 12 in.; cabinet, 12½ in. wide and 15 in. high, with drawer for sundries underneath the panel. It is very similar to the Transatlantic set which you gave in November, I think. I get all B.B.C. stations on 3 valves phones, and 4 valves loud-speaker; in fact, I have only used all 5 valves once. I generally use 2 H.F. D. and 1 L.F. The tuning is variometer. By two switches of my own make I can get any combination of valves and ways of switching. If your Transatlantic set and note magnifier for same, as given in Modern Wireless, is as efficient, I can recommend it to anyone. The tone in loud-speaker is as pure as a crystal.

Yours sincerely,

H. H. W.

Oldham, Lancs.

To the Editor of Modern Wireless.

Sir,—I have received Wireless Weekly and Modern Wireless from their first issue and consider them the best books on sale. I have tried nearly all the circuits you have published from time to time and found them to give easily the results you claimed for them. I was especially pleased with the modified ST 100 which gave loud-speaker results from both Glasgow and Bournemouth. But I have no terrible liking for the crystal.

Seeing in one of your late numbers of Wireless Weekly that a Mr. —- of Bombay, received some of the BBC stations using double reactance, I decided to experiment, and with the enclosed circuit obtain every night the following results: Glasgow, Bournemouth, Cardiff, Newcastle, Aberdeen, London, Birmingham and Manchester come in well on Ampion loud-speaker (/6 model), Glasgow being the strongest, Bournemouth next, and so on in the order given above.

L'Ecole Superieure is splendid on the 'phones and quite readable on the loud-speaker.

As you will see by the diagram, I use rather large condensers across both the loud-speaker and the H.T. battery, these making the tone beautifully rich while still keeping the articulation perfectly clear.

As I consider these rather fine results, I thought perhaps some of your readers might like to try this type of receiver. My aerial is the ordinary P.M.G. 100 ft., about 35 ft. high, while the earth is the water main.

I might add in conclusion that in the last five weeks I have received WGY six times, it being once readable for about ten minutes in the loud-speaker.

This receiver is fairly easy to handle, but the coils must be very loosely coupled (almost at right angles) to avoid reradiation. All parts, with exception of valves, loud-speaker and 'phones are made entirely by myself and I will gladly furnish details of same.

I am, yours truly,

R. HALDANE CARSON.

Belfast, Ireland.
YOU needn't tell me—I know just what happened. Outside the pouring rain of a wretched evening—inside the comfort of a cheerful fire, the children in bed, yourself home from business and your friends from up the road gathered round. A good set and a good loud-speaker and, above all, a good programme announced, and then—?

Silence—dead silence! Not a sound out of the thing! You only really appreciate what a good programme the Broadcasting Company gives you when your set won't work; and as a very large number of readers of MODERN WIRELESS have taken up the new hobby within the last few months, a few hints born of painful, and sometimes expensive, experience may perhaps be of value to them. The eerie fascination of wireless—a fascination psychologists have not yet explained—is tempered by an occasional diabolic obtuseness of the apparatus (by no means confined to the cheap and nasty set).

It means that a hundred-guinea cabinet receiver is far more difficult to put right than the humble crystal set.

Crystal Set Troubles
The simplest fault to remedy in a crystal set is that when the cat-whisker gets out of adjustment. Good signals are obtained when the breakage of a wire internally is almost always due to a terminal working loose, so that when the top wire is screwed underneath it, the whole terminal turns and wrenches off the wire below. When all signals have suddenly disappeared and you know your crystal is right, carefully try the terminals and find whether any of them are loose. If you find such a terminal, ten chances to one the trouble is beneath it.

Unless you are experienced in handling wireless apparatus, I do not advise you to open up the average commercial set. They are often so constructed that wires are connected from the panel (which is removable) to some fixed part of the box. For this reason, when the panel is lifted up, there is great danger of breaking off a wire before you discover what you have done. It will generally pay you to take the set to your dealer and let him have a look at it. The charge for repairing a crystal set is very reasonable.

Faults in Outside Leads
Frequently, however, the trouble arises from the earth or aerial connections, particularly in the springtime, when the tendrils and young shoots grow up with almost unbelievable rapidity. The leaves of the creeper, for example, may come into contact with the aerial wire and lead its feeble current to earth instead of to your instrument. Everything may be quite clear now, but wait till the spring and notice the difference. In addition, a sudden gust of wind may swing your aerial against a conductor.

Quite a frequent source of trouble is the breakage of the earth wire owing to some object, such as a perambulator, lawn mower or garden implement, catching against it. Corrosion may set in and interpose an insulting film between the wire and its terminal. Of course your halyard may break on a dark night and let down the whole aerial without your noticing it.

Valve Set Troubles
Valves, like electric lighting bulbs, have a habit of burning out at unexpected moments. Most good modern valves have a reasonable life, but occasionally a faulty product will burn out in a short time. Of course, if your valves are fitted on the outsides of the set, see that they show this fault by going out. Lack of lighting is not always due to the burning out of the filament, but may have been occasioned by faulty contact with the socket. To make sure, and particularly if it is a multi-valve set, pull out the doubtful valve and plug it into another socket, putting the valve which it replaces into the first socket. If your valve will still not light in the second socket, whereas the second valve will burn in place of the first, you can be fairly sure that your filament has gone, although it is not possible in most valves to see this by inspection. If, however, no valve will burn in that particular socket, the cause will very likely be due to the fact that the rubbing contact of the filament resistance is not touching the wire spiral on which it runs.

If when you switch on the set none of the valves will light, it is most improbable that all of them have burnt out together. In this case look for a faulty connection with your accumulator. Accumulator terminals sometimes get very corroded, and if they are loose there may not be proper contact between the wire and the cell itself. Sometimes, too, I have found trouble due to looseness of the terminals on the strips which connect the various cells together. Try every nut to see that it is tight and clean. Sometimes you will find that the valves will light.
and you are hearing local broadcasting, but for some reason or other the signals are much fainter than usual. Look first of all to see that your tuning adjustments are correct. If they are and the signals are still weak, try turning the aerial tuning adjustments to see whether the strength increases with change. If a considerable readjustment of the aerial tuning is necessary to bring signals back to their original strength, i.e., if the tuning positions are quite different from usual, the chances are that something is wrong with your aerial or earth connection. A disconnected earth lead will sometimes be the cause, for, particularly when you are fairly near to a broadcasting station, it is quite possible to get good signals without an earth connection at all. In these circumstances to get best strength resetting of the tuning adjustments will be necessary. Similarly you can frequently hear quite good results with no aerial on your set, particularly with a multi-valve type of instrument. Here again the tuning adjustments will be quite different from normal to get anything like good results.

Noises

If in addition to unusual music and singing you hear all kinds of sounds which may come either from extremely bad atmospheric conditions or from the high-tension battery. To test whether noises are due to atmospheric conditions disconnect the aerial without altering the tuning adjustments. If the noises still continue with the aerial leads disconnected, it is probable that the high-tension battery is becoming exhausted. This exhaustion is usually first shown by considerable diminution in the signal strength, although when you are near a broadcasting station and have ample strength to spare you may not notice this diminution. Noises can also be caused by an accumulator being faulty. Incidentally, I strongly advise you to buy your high-tension batteries from a dealer who does a good trade. These batteries deteriorate considerably in stock, whether they are used or not, so that it is far better to get one quite new. The high-tension battery on a two- or three-valve set should last you from six to nine months without trouble. Frequently you will get even longer life.

Telephone Troubles

A complete absence of signals may often result from faulty telephone headpieces. Sometimes the signal may be quite clear and then suddenly disappear, coming back again after a moment or two. If such is your experience, bend your head about to see whether a movement of the cord is the cause of this. Sometimes through constant twining and unknotting there may be an intermittent disconnection within the cord. Pass the cord through your fingers, bending it as you go, and perhaps you will come to a point where a movement either way will bring signals in and out again. New telephone cords are quite cheap, and are obtainable at any dealer's. You can fix them yourself in those cases where the connections are made externally. Where the cords pass through the casing of a telephone it is just as well to leave the fitting of a new cord to your dealer.

Plug-in Coil Troubles

Sometimes, particularly in sets where tuning is done by means of a variable condenser and separate coils which plug into sockets, the coil may not be making good contact in the socket through dirt or undue bending the pins. Try moving the coil in the socket and see whether signals go on and off as you move it. If this is the case, withdraw the coil from the socket, open out the pin of the coil and that of the socket slightly with a penknife, and after making quite sure that both are quite clean and bright, push them into position again. This should bring the signals up to normal. There is a right and a wrong way of taking a coil from its socket. The worst way is to pull it out by the top of the ring. This places undue strain upon all connections and will inevitably ruin the coil after a time. The right way is to take hold of the coil by its base or plug so that no strain whatever is applied to the windings or the strip round the coil. A straight, even pull should be used.—do not wrench the coil to get it out.

Valve Pins

It does not follow that because a filament is alight the valve is necessarily making good contact with all its pins. As you know, there are four pins, only two of which are connected to the filament. The other two are connected to the grid and plate respectively, and must make good, sound contact if proper signals are to be received. Unfortunately valves are often made with badly-spaced pins, and often, too, holders have their sockets badly spaced. If you have doubts whether all pins are making good contact, open them up slightly with a penknife so that they make good contact everywhere.

Some sets are fitted with tubular valves. The filament connections to these are at the top and bottom end, the plate and grid contacts being at the side. There is a right and a wrong way of putting these valves into their sockets. Usually one of the clips on the side of the valve is marked green or red. Be sure that this is making contact with the green or red clip at the side. The clip may need a little cleaning occasionally to make good contact.

Dull-emitter valves eventually become useless, not through their filament burning out, but by sudden loss of their emitting properties. This cannot be found by inspection. If a dull emitter has been burnt too brightly it will lose its sensitiveness and may need to be replaced. It is always well to keep one or two spare valves carefully packed away so that if one should fail at a critical time you will not lose the rest of the concert by having no spare.

A Final Tip

You will be surprised how easy it is to miss the obvious. I have known experts hunt for a quarter of an hour to find some mysterious fault in the set which in the end turned out to be no more than the aerial wire not being connected or the battery joined the wrong way round. Don't look for mysterious faults until you have hunted for the obvious ones. Last of all, remember that even the broadcasting apparatus breaks down sometimes. You may be hunting all over your set because signals have disappeared, when really something has broken at the local station! After some experience you will get to know instinctively whether the fault is at your end or theirs. If when signals suddenly cease you can still hear howling from oscillating amateurs who, like you, think their apparatus is wrong, you may be sure that nothing is wrong with your set. The sounds from oscillation, although irritating, are generally of feeble intensity than the signals from the broadcasting station, so that if you hear the former you may be sure the latter are "on air."

MODERN WIRELESS
Reflux Wireless Receivers in Theory and Practice
By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E.

This article is the first of an important series dealing exhaustively with dual amplification in all its forms. A further instalment will appear next month.

Chapter 1.—The Principle of Dual Amplification.

Reflex wireless receivers are those in which one or more of the valves act as both high and low-frequency amplifiers. It is assumed, of course, that the reader is well acquainted with the ordinary principles of high-frequency amplification and the magnification of the low-frequency currents obtained after the process of rectification which will usually be carried out by means of a crystal detector or three-electrode valve acting in such a capacity.

It was found as long ago as 1912 that the three-electrode valve was not only capable of amplifying high-frequency oscillations and low-frequency currents, but that by using proper circuits the valve could amplify both types of currents at the same time without there being any undesirable mutual interference. Circuits in which a valve acts both as a high-frequency amplifier and as a low-frequency amplifier are known as dual amplification circuits or reflux circuits. This latter term implies that after rectification the low-frequency currents are to be received.

High Sensitivity

Reflex receivers are naturally highly sensitive because one valve is giving two stages of amplification. This type of circuit naturally results in a very appreciable economy in thermionic valves, and in many cases only half the number of valves are necessary to carry out any desired reception.

Very little has been accomplished in the way of developing dual amplification circuits except during the past year. This fact is significant because there are numerous special problems which have to be faced and solved when a wireless receiver is being designed to operate on the dual amplification principle. The greatest problem is to prevent low-frequency reaction which causes buzzing or squealing noises to be heard in the receiver. The way in which the various difficulties may be met are described in the following pages, and it will be seen that dual amplification is a subject in itself.

Elements of Dual Amplification

In a wireless receiver of the reflex type, the low-frequency currents have a frequency between about 200 and 3,000. These currents are those obtained after the rectification of the incoming signals which may be due to broadcast transmissions, continuous waves or spark signals. This book is primarily concerned with the design and operation of receivers for the reception of spark signals and modulated signals, such as those sent out from a broadcasting station. Nevertheless, the same circuits, by the use of external heterodyne, may be used for the reception of continuous waves. When continuous wave or spark signals are to be received it is not so important to design the circuits with a view to avoiding distortion effects.

It is proposed to deal in this chapter with the general principles of dual amplification. A three-electrode valve may be used as a dual amplifier, not only in receiving circuits, but in transmitting arrangements.

General Arrangements

Fig. 1 shows the general arrangement of a three-electrode valve as a dual amplifier. The input circuit is the grid circuit and it will be seen that two transformers are used to feed the input circuit. The transformer, 

L1, L2, is an air-core transformer which supplies to the grid circuit high-frequency currents which may be due to broadcast transmissions, continuous waves or spark signals. This latter term implies that after rectification the low-frequency currents have a frequency between about 200 and 3,000. These currents are those obtained after the rectification of the incoming signals which may be due to broadcast transmissions, continuous waves or spark signals. This book is primarily concerned with the design and operation of receivers for the reception of spark signals and modulated signals, such as those sent out from a broadcasting station. Nevertheless, the same circuits, by the use of external heterodyne, may be used for the reception of continuous waves. When continuous wave or spark signals are to be received it is not so important to design the circuits with a view to avoiding distortion effects.

It is proposed to deal in this chapter with the general principles of dual amplification. A three-electrode valve may be used as a dual amplifier, not only in receiving circuits, but in transmitting arrangements.

Two Output Circuits

There are two output circuits, one a high-frequency output and the other a low-frequency output circuit. In Fig. 1 it will be seen that the high and low-frequency output circuits are in series. The transformer, L3, L4, allows the amplified high-frequency energy to be led away from the terminals, W, X. The iron-core transformer, T2, T4, allows the amplified low-frequency currents to be led away from the terminals, Y, Z. A fixed condenser, C4, of, say, 0.002 μF capacity, is connected across the primary, T3, in order that the high-frequency currents in the anode circuit of the valve may flow readily. If the condenser, C4, were omitted the primary, T3, would act as a choke coil and would tend
to choke out the high-frequency currents in the anode circuit of the valve. Nevertheless, even though the condensers, \( C_n \), were omitted in many cases there would still be a certain high-frequency output owing to the self-capacity of the winding, \( T_3 \). This self-capacity has a very important bearing on the operation of dual amplification circuits, and it is almost impossible to lay down any definite rule about the necessity for by-path condensers such as \( C_1 \) and \( C_3 \). In some circuits, or when using certain component parts, these by-path condensers are essential; in other cases they may be omitted; in some cases the value of these condensers is a matter for experiment with the particular components used. Different transformers, for example, have different self-capacities; this also applies to telephone receivers and loud-speakers. These facts, however, are merely being stated for introductory purposes.

Looking at the Fig. 1 circuit we see that the grid, \( G_1 \), of the valve, \( V_1 \), has its potential changed both at high and low-frequencies. The grid, \( G_1 \), has a normal operating potential which, if no battery or potentiometer is included in the grid circuit, will be somewhere in the neighbourhood of \(-1\) volt. This potential is due to the drop in voltage across the rheostat, \( R_3 \), and is relative to the negative side of the filament.

**Low-frequency Currents**

Let us first consider that low-frequency currents of an alternating nature are applied to the terminals \( C \), \( D \), no high-frequency currents being applied to the terminals \( A \) and \( B \). Under these conditions the grid has its potential varied first in a positive and then in a negative direction at a low-frequency. When the grid is positive there will be an increase in the anode current and this will flow through the grid circuit, \( L_3 \), the condenser, \( C_3 \), and the high-tension battery. The currents flowing through the primary, \( T_3 \), will be amplified and the condenser, \( C_3 \), will have practically no effect on their amplitude as this condenser is of small value in relation to the frequency of the currents. The low-frequency currents flowing through \( T_3 \) will be passed on to \( T_4 \), the transformer being of the iron-core type. The magnified low-frequency currents may be led away from the terminals, \( Y, Z \); they might, for example, be used to operate telephone receivers or might be led to the grid circuit of a second valve to be amplified once more. If we desired to cause the amplified low-frequency currents to operate high resistance telephone receivers, the transformer might be eliminated and the telephone receivers connected in place of the primary, \( T_3 \).

The low-frequency currents passing through \( L_4 \) will not affect the secondary, \( L_5 \), and therefore no low-frequency currents could be drawn from the terminals, \( W, X \). This is, of course, due to the very loose-coupling effect between the coils, \( L_3 \) and \( L_4 \).

Now let us consider that high-frequency currents are applied to the terminals \( A \) and \( B \) and that low-frequency currents are applied to the terminals \( C \) and \( D \). The high-frequency currents will be passed on by means of a transformer, \( L_7, L_8, \) to the grid circuit of the valve and the condenser, \( C_7 \), will obviate any choking effect which the secondary, \( T_9 \), might have on the high-frequency currents. These latter, therefore, might be said to ignore the transformer in the grid circuit. The grid, \( G_1 \), will now have its potential varied above and below its normal operating potential which will be \(-1\) volt. Magnified high-frequency oscillations will flow in the anode circuit of the valve and these will pass through \( L_9 \), the condenser, \( C_3 \), and the high-tension battery. Here again the high-frequency currents ignore the transformer, \( T_3, T_4 \), and pass through the condenser, \( C_3 \). If this condenser were missing they would flow through the primary, \( T_3 \), constituting the self-capacity of the primary, \( T_3 \). The high-frequency currents flowing through \( L_9 \) are passed on to the secondary, \( L_4 \), and may be drawn away from the terminals, \( W, X \). They might be detected, for example, by connecting a crystal detector and telephone receivers across the terminals, \( W, X \). For the sake of simplicity, the high-frequency transformers are shown aperiodic, but there is no reason why they should not be tuned to the frequency of the high-frequency currents being amplified by the valve.

We see then that the valve will act as a high and low-frequency amplifier because the frequencies are so different that the transformers by their very nature act as 'sifters-out' of the currents they wish to select. Let us now consider that the high and low-frequency currents are both being applied to the input circuit of the valve. The grid potentials are now somewhat complex. We can consider the low-frequency currents as taking control and slowly moving the operating point on the grid potential anode current characteristic curve of the valve; in other words, the normal operating potential of the grid, instead of remaining at \(-1\) volt, might be varied slowly on either side of this by the low-frequency currents.

**Operating Potentials**

At one instant the operating potential of the grid may be \(-1\) volt, the next \(-\frac{1}{2}\) volt, then back to \(-1\) volt, and then \(-\frac{1}{2}\) volts, and so on. These changes are taking place at, say, 1,000 times per second, which is a very slow frequency when compared to the high-frequency currents which we will assume are due to signals having a wavelength of 300 metres, the currents, therefore, having a frequency of 1 million. We can relatively say that the grid potential is being only slowly varied by the low-frequency currents. We have assumed that the change of voltage from \(-1\) volt to \(-\frac{1}{2}\) volt takes one 4,000th part of a second. During this period the grid potential is impressed on it a fluctuating voltage which is first positive and then negative, and the frequency of which is 1 million per second. During the time taken for the grid potential to become \(-\frac{1}{2}\) volt less negative due to the low-frequency currents, there will be 250 complete cycles of oscillating current applied to the grid. From the point of view of the high-frequency currents applied to the grid, the potential of the latter remains practically steady, and, in fact, this slow low-frequency change of the normal grid potential does not interfere with the high-frequency amplifying action of the valve.

**Two Currents**

In the anode circuit of the valve we have the two sets of currents flowing. We have the low-frequency changes of the steady anode current and super-imposed on these we
have the high-frequency current changes which are 1,000 times as rapid.

It is most important that a proper conception should be had of the fluctuating grid potential and fluctuating anode current, and one or two analogies may help to make it clear, firstly, how the valve will act as an amplifier of two different sets of currents and, secondly, how these currents can be amplified without mutually interfering with each other.

A Useful Analogy

A very useful analogy is that shown in Fig. 2. In this figure we have a potentiometer, P, passing a steady current through the direct current ammeter, M; at the same time an alternating current is being fed into the ammeter circuit by means of the transformer, T, the letter A representing the alternating current. The needle of the ammeter will normally, we will suppose, be in the position shown. If the flood on the potentiometer is left stationary, it will be noticed that although the ammeter needle remains, on an average, in the position shown, the low-frequency currents superimposed on the direct currents in the ammeter circuit will cause the needle to vibrate on either side of its normal value. By moving the potentiometer slider more to the left, a larger direct current will be made to pass through the ammeter M; but although the needle of the ammeter will move to one side, yet it will still continue to vibrate in sympathy with the alternating current which first adds and then subtracts itself from the steady current flowing through the ammeter. Thus, even though the steady current flowing through the ammeter may be varied by moving the slider up and down along the potentiometer resistance, yet the low-frequency vibrations due to the alternating current will still remain. The ammeter M, may therefore be said to be responsive, not only to the slow changes in the current flowing through it, but also simultaneously be responsive to the more rapid alternating current. It must not, therefore, be thought something very unusual for a valve to be carrying out two duties at once.

A Further Analogy

Another analogy which may help is that of a person swinging back- and forwards in an ordinary child's swing. If a person could watch this simple act from a stationary spot in the universe, the motion of the person on the swing would be very complex. Not only would he be moving backwards and forwards in the swing, but he would be travelling through space at a terrific rate. To those of us on earth the person in the swing is simply carrying out a very elementary motion and only a single motion; we are not concerned with the other attendant motion of the earth.

Consider again a person walking up and down the corridor of a train in motion. If the train is going smoothly and the blinds are all drawn, those in the train would only be concerned with the up and down motion of the man in the corridor; he would not be concerned with the forward motion of the train, and this would in no wise affect his walking up and down. Conversely, the train, if it had a mind, would not be at all concerned as to what was going on inside the corridor; its sole object is to travel from one spot to another, and the mere walking up and down of a person along the corridor would not in any way affect this motion.

Similarly, the high-frequency currents and low-frequency currents both use the valve as an amplifier, but ignore each other in the process of amplification. Only when one set of currents seriously alter the operating conditions does the other set of currents affect it. As long as the man in the corridor only walks up and down, the train does not mind, but if he at one end puts on the brake, then the train immediately feels the effect and its motion is affected. Innumerable examples could be given of two separate motions taking place independently of each other, but the examples given should be sufficient to indicate that widely different frequencies may be amplified by a valve without any trouble whatever. There are, however, conditions in which one set of currents will interfere with the other, and examples of this will be given as we proceed.

Parallel Output Connections

Although in Fig. 1 we have indicated how the high and low-frequency output currents may be drawn off separately by the use of different types of transformers, yet there is another general method of arranging these transformers. In Fig. 1 they are shown connected in series, while in Fig. 3 they have been shown by connecting them in parallel. It will be seen in Fig. 3 that while the input circuits remain the same as in Fig. 1, the high-frequency transformer, L3 L4, is no longer in series with the primary, T3, of the iron-core transformer, T3 T4, used for drawing off the low-frequency currents. The primary, T3, of the iron-core transformer is now in the anode circuit of the valve and the normal steady anode current flows through this transformer. The high-frequency currents will not pass through the primary, T3, on account of the impedance of the winding, T3, and the currents therefore prefer to pass round the path comprising the condenser, C2, and the inductance, L4. The condenser, C2, may have a capacity of 0.002 μF. The primary, T3, will not act as a short circuit to the high-frequency currents because it would choke them back. Also, the condenser, C2, in series with L4, would not short circuit the low-frequency currents passing through T3, because the condenser, C2, has a relatively small capacity, and the low-frequency currents which might pass through C2 would be exceedingly feeble. In any case, these low-frequency currents would not be passed on to the secondary, L4, of the transformer, L3, L4.

We thus see that it is possible by using parallel connections of this kind to still separate out the high and low-frequency currents in the anode circuit of the valve. Instead of a transformer, T3 T4, telephone receivers might, of course, be connected in the place of T3 T4, if the low-frequency currents are to be indicated without any further amplification.

(To be continued.)

A CORRECTION

It is regretted that by a printer's error the price of Messrs. H. T. battery was given in the last issue of "Modern Wireless" as 6/-. This should have been 8/-, post free.
The most important Component of Your Set—

The Valve.

You cannot obtain maximum results from a valve set unless these most important accessories are of the best manufacture and highest efficiency. There are many cheap and inferior foreign valves on the market which are offered as being "just as good."

Do not be misled, but insist on Marconi Valves

which were giving accurate distortionless results long before the Broadcasting era. The experience thus gained is now available for all wireless uses.

SOLD BY ALL LEADING WIRELESS DEALERS, ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS, ETC.

BUY BRITISH GOODS ONLY.
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SAXOPHONE
— star performer of the Jazz Band

Radio listeners throughout the country look forward to their dance music broadcast through all eight stations from the Savoy Havana Band. It is safe to say that in very many homes the dining-room table is pushed out of the way immediately the Band strikes up and a happy informal little dance takes place.

And the leader of the dance is the Saxophone, a nickel-plated, highly polished Instrument, which is quite a newcomer to orchestral work.

To obtain the greatest pleasure from your Radio Dance—you need a Loud Speaker capable of rendering a loud and clear volume of sound without the slightest trace of distortion—a Brown, in fact.

Due to its conical Aluminium diaphragm—spun to the fineness of paper—and its vibratory reed, the Brown actually gives, for the same number of Valves, a 30% increase in volume over other Loud Speakers.

Remember that the Brown is invariably installed in the homes of those who are music lovers. Why not benefit by their experience and select one at your dealer's to-day?

S. G. BROWN Ltd., N. Acton, W.3.
Retail: 19, Mortimer Street, W.1, and 15, Moorfields, Liverpool.

In replying to advertisers, use COUPON on last page
A Tapped Inductance Crystal Set

By A. D. COWPER, M.Sc., Staff Editor

A simple set which gives stronger signals than the ordinary single-circuit type of receiver.

Perhaps the simplest way to obtain the large range of inductance required in a receiver, in order to cope with the increased range of broadcast wavelengths, is to use a tapped inductance.

A serious defect of the tapped inductance is, however, the dead-end effect of the unused turns. This loss can be very serious when by chance any portion of the dead-end turns happens to provide a resonating circuit in tune with the received signals. One rather heroic method of reducing this loss sometimes practised is deliberately to short-circuit part or whole of these dead-end coils. It is claimed that this either produces a shielding effect, or else effectively detunes the surplus inductance.

However, it is possible to turn this idle (and mischievous) portion of a tapped inductance to useful purposes by adopting the principle of the "auto-transformer"—by analogy with L.F. alternating-current practice—as suggested in the circuit diagram of the crystal receiver illustrated here. Except for a limited number of single turns at the earth end of the tuning inductance, which are used for fine tuning (and whose effect in this connection will be negligible), the whole of the tapped inductance is included across the crystal detector and 'phones; hence any E.M.F.s induced in the otherwise idle turns will now be utilised.

A great temptation offers here to tune this whole inductance with a small parallel condenser, and expect to get the voltage "step-up" so glibly claimed by many writers (on analogy with close-coupled aperiodic L.F. transformers used in ordinary A.C. electrical engineering practice) as we have a larger number of turns in this "secondary" than are included in the aerial circuit with which it is coupled. Careful quantitative experiments carried out with the explicit purpose of testing this alleged "step-up," and made with a microammeter measuring the whole carrier-wave of local broadcasting, rectified with the aid of a good standard crystal, showed that, in place of a step-up, there was a very distinct loss of effective signal voltage and resulting signal-strength when this "secondary" circuit of the auto-transformer was tuned with even the minimum possible parallel capacity. On the other hand, with the receiver about standard. This appears to have reached a limit when with the whole H.F. ohmic resistance reduced to an insignificant minimum) the energy loss due to the heavy dumping introduced by the crystal is just made up by the limited energy picked up by the aerial; so that further signal energy is not available, however applied. The secondary tuned circuit, therefore, only introduces needless losses and complication.

Careful quantitative experiments, as well as more casual aural observations made with the aid of quick-switching devices (to cheat...
that automatic and unconscious adaptation of the ear to varying levels of audio-intensities), lead to the conclusion that the use of wire below about No. 18 S.W.G. in the aerial circuit on the short broadcast wavelengths causes needless losses of signal-strength through ohmic-resistance damping. Thus, while zLO, at 13 miles from a fairly good and low-resistance P.M.G. aerial, will give with a good

![Aerial to Detector Diagram](image)

Fig. 2—The arrangement of the switches

galena crystal an available D.C. component after rectification on the standard tuner of 18 micro-amperes, corresponding to a signal-voltage of about 0.45 volt across the crystal by actual calibration, an ordinary standard type of plug-in coil, or the average commercial type of variometer wound with about No. 26 S.W.G. wire, will give only 80 to 85 per cent. of this current at the best, or approximately 0.28 volt, while thin-wire sliding inductances give only 40 to 60 per cent. of the standard.

Accordingly, No. 16 S.W.G. wire is specified for that portion of the inductance which is most in use in the aerial circuit for the lower wavelengths, and No. 20 S.W.G. (which has a fairly low H.F. resistance, and will wind a good deal closer than No. 16) for the upper part of the inductance, which acts mainly through the crystal by actual calibration, an available D.C. crystal detector, such as has been frequently described and is obtainable for a moderate sum from any radio dealer, is screwed to the base-board, and the telephone terminals are also carried on the base.

Exception may be takes to the mounting of the telephone terminals directly on the wooden base; as the insulation resistance between these, on dry varnished wood, on actual test with the "Meg" tested showed around 100 megohms at 500 volts, as compared with the average audio-frequency impedance of the telephones of some 15,000 ohms, the question of poor insulation scarcely arises.

As most careful measurements failed to show the slightest gain of signal-strength by the introduction of the conventional "phone blocking condenser, the latter is omitted.

The short wiring (upper end of inductance to detector, detector to 'phone terminal, second 'phone terminal to earth terminal) is carried out with exposed No. 18 wire above the board. Some experimenters obviously may prefer to mount the whole instrument in a cabinet behind a larger panel of ebonite, in which case the wiring can be all concerted.

The wavelength range as shown is from below 350 to about 550 metres on a P.M.G. aerial.

wire; shellac varnish; mica; brass angle pieces, screws, etc.

One end of the No. 16 wire is made fast in a small hole near one end of the former, and the ½ lb. of wire wound on as closely as possible. This will give nearly 50 turns. Then, the end of the No. 20 wire is connected securely by twisting and soldering to the end of the No. 16, and another thirty turns or so wound on to a total of 80 turns. The tappings are then made by the well-known expedient of lifting the wire at the points required by the aid of a screwdriver or a large nail, slipping a piece of stout mica about ½ in. by ½ in. under the raised wire, and scraping off the insulation from this portion and soldering on a short piece of No. 18 tinned copper wire. Tappings are made thus at turns Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 (connected to lower switch-points) and at Nos. 30, 40, 50, 60, 65, 70, 80 (connected to upper switch-points). These tappings are best arranged in a spiral half round the cylinder, and the lead wires left 2 in. to 3 in. long for soldering to the switch-points.

The two multi-point switches are arranged as shown on the small vertical ebonite panel, which stands at about 2 in. from the inductance former, to allow of access for making the connections. A great deal of time and trouble will be saved if both tapping-points on the wire coil, and ends of the contact-studs, are well tinned before attempting to solder on the connecting wires, and if tinned copper

Fig. 3—Showing the disposition of the parts.
Hand-Capacity Effects, Their Cause and Cure

By GEOFFREY ELTRINGHAM

The annoyance caused by hand-capacity effects is particularly noticeable when fine tuning and critical reaction are necessary. The causes and cures are clearly explained in this article.

EVERYONE who has used apparatus possessing sharp tuning and critical adjustments must have noticed that there are certain parts of the instrument which seem very sensitive to the presence in their vicinity of the operator's hand. Especially in receivers employing reaction, a number of disturbing effects are found to occur when the hand is placed anywhere near various components of the set. For example, when tuning in signals from a continuous wave station with an oscillating receiver it will often be noticed that, after setting the tuning condenser to a value which gives a good readable note in the phones, when the hand is removed from the dial the note varies in pitch considerably; upon the shorter waves the signals may even vanish entirely. Again, when tuning in very weak telephony with the aid of reaction it may be found that, after setting the tuning controls, the speech disappears altogether or else the circuit breaks into oscillation. The set may also oscillate unexpectedly when the hand strays near various parts of the receiver, such as the valves, H.F. transformers, and so on.

These and a number of other phenomena are grouped together under the name of "hand-capacity effects," and it is well worth while to devote a little time and consideration in so designing the set as to minimise them as much as possible. The experienced experimenter is, as a rule, quite familiar with these effects, and also with the best methods of eliminating them, but the matter is far otherwise with the beginner, to whom they are often very puzzling.

The phenomena, of course, are simply due to the fact that placing a conductor, such as the hand of the operator, near to certain parts of the set which carry high-frequency currents alters the capacity of those parts and so alters their tuning and upsets their equilibrium in various ways. If this explanation is kept clearly in mind during the more detailed consideration of the various problems which arise in attempting to remove hand-capacity effects, little difficulty will be experienced in applying the principles to be laid down at a later point in this article.

To reduce, if not eliminate, hand-capacity effects one can proceed upon any one of three lines, or rather, if the writer's advice is taken, upon a judicious combination of the three. These three methods are, firstly, careful design of the set; secondly, screening of certain parts; and, thirdly, the employment of long handles to certain of the controls.

Good Design

Undoubtedly the best of the three, this method of reducing the trouble should be given much more attention than it usually receives, since it is a definite preventive, where the others are merely palliatives.

Considerable care should be devoted to arranging the high frequency circuits towards the back of the panel and keeping all the components of each tuned circuit as close together as possible, in order that the wires connecting them may be short. Some thought should further be given to arranging the various controls in such a way that in operating any of them it is not necessary to stretch the hand across parts of the tuned circuits. For example, it is generally best to place the filament resistance along the front edge of the panel, and then immediately behind them the various condensers of the tuned circuits.

It is usually well to endeavour to separate the wiring of the H.F. circuits from that of the L.F. and D.C. circuits and run the former wires at a distance of perhaps two inches beneath the panel. Such an arrangement is beneficial not only in reducing hand-capacity effects, but also the various objectionable inductive phenomena which may occur in valve circuits.

A somewhat similar expedient which the writer has found of considerable benefit is to mount certain of the H.F. components at a distance behind the panel. This can usually be done quite readily by the use of either long B.A. screws, or pieces of screwed brass rod tapped into the panel, as illustrated in Fig. 1, which shows one of the slot type H.F. transformers mounted in this way upon a small piece of ebonite representing the panel.

This method can be easily applied to variable condensers by the simple process of fitting them with long spindles like that illustrated in Fig. 2. The knob and dial can then occupy their usual positions upon the panel, while the condenser itself is some three inches behind it, and practically free from capacity effects in consequence.

Screening

A method which is used to a considerable extent in the United States is to place some sort of earthed metallic shield between the components and the back of the panel. Sheet copper is usually employed for the purpose, screwed to the panel behind the various condensers, variometers, etc. A better but much more expensive method is to use ebonite, or rather "Bakelite," into the centre of which fine copper gauze has been moulded. This material is used for the panel itself, and provides very effective screening. A possible drawback is to be found in the fact that special precautions have to
be taken to insulate terminals by bushing each separately. Some attempts have also been made to use metal panels, but the practical difficulties seem too great for the average constructor to tackle.

The Use of Long Handles

When most amateurs find themselves troubled with capacity effects operating their sets their first thought seems to be some sort of long handle to hitch on to each control knob so that they can manipulate it from a distance. The result, when the receiver is completely equipped, is such a sprouting of handles in all directions that it becomes confusing to pick out the one that one wants. Moreover, they are very apt to foul one another and the various other projections upon the panel, and to become a source of profanity rather than convenience.

From these preliminaries it will be inferred that the writer is no great believer in anti-capacity handles, holding them to be really a confession of failure in the more scientific methods. No doubt they have their legitimate uses, such, for example, as enabling one to obtain a very fine adjustment of tuning upon a variable condenser, though even this should not be really necessary if the capacity of the condenser is suited to the work which it has to do. The only case, perhaps, in which they are really justifiable is that of the usual pattern of coil-holder, in which the operator's hand otherwise approaches rather close to the coils, in a position where screening is neither desirable from a theoretical point of view nor convenient from a practical one.

A Series Parallel Switch

A very convenient and simply constructed series and parallel switch can at a small cost and trouble be made at home by those possessing ordinary mechanical knowledge.

The diagrams show clearly its construction, and the wiring diagrams the manner it is connected to the aerial and condenser.

The base, A, is a piece of ebonite, 2 in. by 2½ in. thick having ½ in. hole drilled through the centre to take the spindle, B. Screwed into the base are five studs, C, three of which carry the spring contacts D. On each stud is filed a flat to take the spring contacts, the flats are drilled to take small screws to secure the spring pillar and the spindle through a spring washer as shown.

The rotor is a piece of ½ in. ebonite turned to 1 in. diameter, a ½ in. hole is drilled through the centre in which fits the spindle, B. Two grub or contact screws are fitted to the rotor. One screws right through and grips the spindle, the other is only screwed half-way through. When the spindle is rotated through 90 degrees, connections are altered as shown in the diagrams.

The drawing is full-size scale. It might be mentioned that the spring contacts off used electric torch batteries can be used for the springs and bent as shown in the drawing. The wire connections can be soldered to these while the other two studs without springs can have the wires connected under the contacts which are extended as shown at F, to receive the wire connections. A pillar, G, fitted with two nuts is also screwed into the base, this is for the purpose of taking the aerial wire. Over this pillar and the spindle, B, is fitted a brass plate, H, which bears on the ebonite rotor, F, and makes electrical connection between the screw heads. This switch takes up very little room and is a very convenient size and works exceedingly well. A pointer could be placed between the ebonite handle and shoulder nut and two stops screwed into the panel to give the two positions of the switch as shown in the wiring diagrams.

George T. Boreham.
THINGS YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT FILAMENT CONTROL—

Your dull emitter valves must have fine control—and this fine control must last. When you buy your rheostat, do not merely ask whether it gives fine control, but also ask whether it gives long life. A rheostat can be a wonderful aid in the testing and adjustment of your receiver, and for the protection of your valves when used in connection with the LISSEN STAT. But it must be of the finest quality, and it must last. The LISSEN STAT is the only rheostat that has been found to give satisfactory results for more than five years. It is the only rheostat that has been found to give fine control and long life, and it is the only rheostat that can be relied upon to give these results for any length of time.

Oftentimes, with a cheap rheostat, the whole range of resistance can be obtained (as is desirable when crystal rectification is used in the anode circuit), that the additional efficiency of LISSENAGON coils will be noticeably improved.

LISSENAGON TUNING CHART

Note the New Coils: 30, 40 & 60

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wave-length range used as Secondary Coils with .001 condenser in parallel.</th>
<th>TABLE 1.</th>
<th>TABLE 2.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of Coils</td>
<td>Minimum Wavelength</td>
<td>Maximum Wavelength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>1,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>820</td>
<td>1,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>1,300</td>
<td>2,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>2,300</td>
<td>4,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>3,300</td>
<td>5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>4,300</td>
<td>6,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Radio Frequency Plus Regeneration—

That is why LISSEN REGENERATIVE-REACTANCE (prov. pat.) has been so successfully used in the reception of American telegraphy. It replaces aerial reaction and makes a receiver extremely sensitive. It is NON-RADIATING, replaces plug-in coils, is cheaper to maintain, and it gives far greater ease and certainty, and makes it easier to handle, one knob controls tuning and reaction. Introduced into the anode circuit it forms an unexplained factor in the wide range of frequency. Reception is often possible with both aerial and earth connections dispensed with. Blue print with each of the new coils.

SENSITIVITY AIDED BY THE LISSEN VARIABLE GRID LEAK.

There is a true resistance element used in the LISSEN Variable Grid Leak which cannot be duplicated because it is covered by definite patent claims. Valves vary in characteristics, and it is an excellent thing to be able to alter the leak resistance in a set of valves at will.

BUILD WITH ALL LISEN PARTS—We guarantee every LISEN part to satisfy you perfectly—we expect to hear from you if you are not satisfied.

LISSEN LIMITED

20-24, Woodger Road, Goldhawk Road, Shepherd's Bush, London, W.12.
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A GREAT English scientist worked out the theory of electron emission and, by building a two-electrode Valve, was the first to apply his discoveries to Wireless, whilst a famous American scientist went a step further and added the grid—thus greatly increasing its scope and utility.

But it remained for the inventor of the Cossor Valve to discover the most practicable method of utilising the greatest possible proportion of the electron stream.

It is safe to say that the invention of the hood-shaped Grid and Anode is the greatest contribution yet made by Industry to the science of Radio.

**types:**
- P.1 (For Detector or L.F. use) ... 12/6
- P.2 (With red top for H.F. use) ... 12/6


It is not difficult to make the majority of the components for your Wireless Set if you can only get the right information.

The book "The Construction of Wireless Receiving Apparatus," should be particularly useful to any enthusiast who possesses a few simple tools and who can follow out elementary instructions. With a little care, your home-made apparatus should work almost as well as bought components, and will leave you money to spend in other directions.

You can make all these Components at home—

- Anode and Grid Resistances
- Filament Rheostats
- Potentiometers
- Crystal Detectors
- L.F. Transformers
- H.F. Transformers
- Basket Coils
- Elab Coils
- Solenoid Coils
- Duolateral Coils
- H.T. Batteries
- Condensers

From all Booksellers, or 1/6 post free direct

RADIO PRESS, LTD.,
DEVEREUX COURT, STRAND, W.C.2

Short Waves

Time was when the shorter wavelengths, by which I mean those of 300 metres and under, were looked upon by experts as being of little or no use for anything like long distance work. This idea, however, has proved to be utterly false, for transmissions remarkable both for the distance covered and for the smallness of the power used have been accomplished upon wavelengths so short that it would have been deemed impossible but a little while ago to cover more than the smallest distance with them. The reception of American broadcasting, whose transmissions are made upon a band ranging from a little over 300 to just beyond 500 metres, must have become so common that now the man with a set of respectably sized who cannot get them is considered more remarkable than he who can.

Duplex Working

Duplex working has been successfully carried out both by the English amateur, Mr. J. A. Partridge, and by the well-known Frenchman 8AB with amateurs in the United States upon about 150 metres, and anyone who cares to rig up a set that is capable of tuning down to 100 metres can be pretty sure of picking up a great number of American amateurs on any night when conditions are favourable. We are told that the next step for long distance communication will be the use of directional or semi-directional wireless, with which the wavelength must necessarily be something very short indeed.

Beam Wireless

As is well known, it is now possible to focus the radiations from a transmitting aerial into a beam in very much the same way that the rays of a searchlight are collected into a pencil with almost parallel sides. The means used is the same in principle in both cases: focussing is effected by the aid of parabolic reflectors. With light there is no particular difficulty in doing this since the wavelength is very short indeed the reflectors can be of quite small size: but with wireless waves things are not quite so simple, for the height of the reflector must be at least equal to the wavelength of the transmission. It follows, then, that only waves that are comparatively short can be used.

The great point about directional wireless is that it very much decreases the input power needed to cover a given distance. This will be readily understood when it is remembered that non-directional or "broadcast" wireless radiations are sent out equally in all directions. The old and well-worn analogy of the ripples set up by a stone falling into water shows plainly how energy is dissipated when waves move outwards in concentric circles. A dozen corks floating upon the surface of the water at like distances from the stone's point of impact will each receive an equal amount of energy from the ripples, but none of them will be reached by more than a tiny fraction of the whole. The dissipation is very much more marked in the case of wireless waves, whose movement is not confined like those of water to one plane. It has been calculated that a receiving aerial favourably situated at a distance of ten miles from a transmitting station can never expect to receive more than one trillionth of the power radiated. This being so it is obviously necessary with non-directional wireless to waste an enormous proportion of the energy put into the transmitting set when a long distance has to be covered.

By focussing the waves into a beam at the source from which they are radiated much of this waste can be done away with. A certain amount of diffusion will naturally take place, just as it does with the rays of a searchlight, but the waste from this cause will be comparatively small.

Beam wireless, to give it its latest name, seems likely to bring the once despised very short wave into its own. One imagines that the great transmitting stations of the future will be designed some.
thing after the manner of lighthouses, save that the beam will not revolve automatically. It will be under the control of the operator, who will be able to direct it towards the station with which he wishes to work. He will be able to communicate with any station within the range of his apparatus, but when he does so he will not broadcast his transmissions. They will be sent to the desired station, and only stations situated almost on a straight line joining the two will be able to tap the messages. Obviously a very much smaller input will suffice for this, since such a greatly reduced proportion of the energy radiated will be doing useful work.

A section of the short wave directional system will also go far towards solving one of the most pressing problems of the present day which is concerned with the very crowded condition of the ether upon certain wavelengths. One has only to tune in to the regions round about 12,000 metres to realise the enormous traffic which takes place upon this band. The babel always to be heard upon both 600 and 300 metres is familiar to every wireless man; and there are other bands almost as crowded.

Harmonics.

In addition to the actual transmissions of non-directional wireless an enormous amount of interference is caused by harmonics which are especially prevalent with transmissions made with either the arc or tonic train methods. Harmonics will exist as before when wireless becomes more directional, but their effects will be confined to the comparatively narrow belts affected by the transmissions responsible for them. I was rather amused to notice not long ago a statement by one writer that he had tuned down to 50 metres and had discovered large numbers of our own amateurs working. He mentioned the call signs of several, one of whom had not transmitted within some months of the date mentioned, whilst two or three others whom I questioned on the point told me that they never had worked on 50 metres and that they could not do so if they wanted to! There are, as a matter of fact, very few amateurs indeed licensed to transmit upon such short wavelengths, and it is only occasionally that they indulge in working between themselves. I venture to doubt whether the receiving set of the man who wrote that paragraph could be tuned down to 50 metres. My own is fairly efficient, and it has been especially designed to avoid all stray capacities on the high-frequency side; but I am pretty certain, though I cannot claim to have tried it, that it would not work efficiently on anything like 50 metres. As a matter of fact I do not think that there are many "straight" sets in the country that would. To get down to anything as low as this it is almost essential to use the Supersonic circuit, a description of which I gave some time ago in "Above and Below the Broadcast Wavelengths." In case readers have forgotten the principle I will briefly mention the way in which it operates. Very roughly it may be described as follows: The aerial circuit is tuned to an incoming wave which we will suppose has a length of 15 metres. Coupled to the aerial circuit is a local oscillator tuned to a slightly different frequency, 15 metres will mean a frequency of 20,000,000 cycles per second. The local oscillator is set for a frequency of, say, 20,010,000 or 19,990,000, either of which gives a beat of 100,000 cycles, which corresponds to 3,000 metres. The rest of the set is simply such as would be used for the reception of 3,000 metre transmissions.

This arrangement may be applied to transmissions on much higher wavelengths than that mentioned; in fact, a friend of mine who is a very keen "collector" of American amateur stations uses it always for picking up C.W. transmissions higher than this. He finds that by arranging his oscillator so that the beat frequency is 100,000, he obtains excellent results with much greater signal strength than is possible on a "straight" set. When I mention that he has on more than one occasion logged over a score of Trans-Atlantic amateurs at a sitting, it will be seen that there is really something in this method.

The B.B.C.'s attempts at re-transmitting American Broadcasting as picked up by a very large receiving set have not so far (Dec. 29th) been very successful. Complaints were made on almost every occasion that atmospherics were phenomenally bad. And certainly the rattle and crackles which all but drowned either speech or music, seemed at first sight to bear out this contention. On several occasions, however, when I tuned in after they had closed down I was able to pick up WGY direct with quite respectable signal strength and with no particularly bad accompaniment of atmospherics. Mr. Percy Harris tells me that he had the same experience. This seems to point to the probability that the giant receiving set about which we had heard so much was to some extent, at any rate, responsible for the parasitic noises that came through. The impression obtained was that the receiver was generally upon the very verge of oscillation. Anyone who cares to try the experiment for himself will find that when his set is in such a condition it becomes exceedingly noisy, especially if the high-tension batteries are not quite up to the mark. The noises are, I believe, due partly to distant atmospherics for all crackles picked up are intensified by the set owing to its very sensitive condition at this point, and partly to the enormous amplification of noises due to defects in the set itself which takes place. As an experiment I picked up WHAZ on 380 metres and found that though signals were not very strong atmospheric disturbances were not so great as to drown speech and music.

It is quite possible that those who undertook the task of reception for relaying purposes were too ambitious in the number of high-frequency stages which they used. It is a truism that after the second every additional high-frequency valve fitted to the set increases enormously the difficulty of operating it. No matter what circuit may be used two factors present themselves to add complications. The first is, of course, oscillation,
with which we are all only too familiar, and the second is high-frequency valve distortion which can produce the most unpleasant effects upon reception. There is another point which is not generally realised. Add one high-frequency valve to your rectifier and you greatly increase the range of your set. A second brings a further increase, signals which were faintly audible with one stage now becoming quite strong. But when you go beyond this the increases in range and strength become very much smaller as further valves are added, and if you continue to wire more and more valves in circuit a point is reached after which further stages have very little effect indeed except to make reception exceedingly noisy.

Atmospherics

As a matter of fact, atmospherics should not be particularly bad at this time of year upon the short waves. When they are very violent, as is frequently the case in summer time, the shock effect produced by them is sufficient to set an aerial vibrating at its own natural frequency; but when their oscillations are of small amplitude their effects are very much less noticeable on the short wavelengths. As one goes up the scale they increase in intensity, especially after the 2,000 metre mark is passed.

This is one reason why waves below 500 metres are especially suitable for the transmission of telephony. If atmospherics were entirely absent better results and greater range would doubtless be obtained upon the longer waves, but if one tunes in fairly regularly the telephonic transmissions of Radiola on 1,780 and the Eiffel Tower on 2,600 metres one realises that though we speak of wavelengths it is the frequency which is the determining factor in tuning. A transmission upon 265 metres has a frequency of 821,912 cycles per second, but if we reduce the wavelength by 5 metres we obtain a frequency of 833,333, a difference of 11,421 cycles which is fairly considerable. Now let us see what the effect would be of reducing F.L.'s wavelength by 5 metres. With a wavelength of 2,600 metres we have a frequency of 115,385 cycles. If we reduce by 5 metres to 2,595 the frequency becomes 113,607, a difference of only 222 cycles. It is obvious, then, that below 500 metres two stations can work without mutual interference with much less interval between their wavelengths than would be possible if both were transmitting upon something in the neighbourhood of 3,000 metres. Hence telephony with its rather broad tuning is best confined to the lower wavelengths where any increase or decrease of very small amount makes an enormous difference to the frequency. C.W., on the other hand, which can be very sharply tuned, can make use of the higher wavelengths without causing serious mutual interference between stations using neighbouring waves.

The great aerial question, whether to use a "T" or inverted "L" aerial, whether it shall be of the single, double or multiple wire type, still continues to rage furiously. There is not really very much to choose between the "T" and the inverted "L", provided that a good length can be obtained in either case; but if the aerial must necessarily be short then the inverted "L" type will usually be found the better since the natural wavelength of a short armed "T" aerial is very low.

A much more important problem is that concerned with the number of wires. The solution depends really upon what you wish to do with your aerial. If you are a long-wave man then the aerial with two or more well-spaced parallel wires is indicated; but should you confine yourself chiefly to short wave reception, the single wire will give the best results, since, provided that the set is efficient, it enables one to tune down without great difficulty to the higher frequencies. Personally, after a good deal of experimenting with various types I found that the single wire inverted "L" aerial is perhaps the best for all-round use, for one can reach even the greatest wavelengths by loading it up without any marked loss in efficiency. The weight which commends this type of aerial is to be found in its cheapness. The weight of one wire is very much less than that of two or more with the accompanying spreaders, and it offers a far smaller resistance to the gales of winter. Hence lighter poles may be used, and it is not so necessary to lay out money upon wire ropes and the like. Also the number of insulators required is of course very much less. The single wire aerial has a very low capacity and a comparatively high inductance value, which is as it should be, at any rate for reception upon waves of moderate and short length.

On the night after these notes were written quite a successful reception of KDKA was accomplished by the B.B.C. and relayed from all stations. Though the receiver again appeared to almost at the oscillating point most of the speech was distinctly audible and the musical items were very good. The symptoms resembling fading which were noticeable seemed to have been due to the receiver going in and out of oscillation at intervals.
A Double-Dual Receiving Circuit

By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E.

A description of a receiver using two stages of high-frequency amplification and two stages of low-frequency amplification with which the Editor has recently carried out successful tests.

A type of circuit which enables a high degree of amplification to be obtained is that illustrated in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. It is a double dual circuit in which two valves are used to carry out both high- and low-frequency amplification of the signals. The first valve first acts as a high-frequency amplifier; the second valve then gives a second stage of high-frequency amplification; a crystal detector then rectifies the high-frequency currents, and the resultant low-frequency currents are fed back into the grid circuit of the first valve, which now acts as a low-frequency amplifier. The amplified low-frequency currents in the anode circuit of the first valve are now fed into the grid circuit of the second valve which acts as a low-frequency amplifier. To enable the two stages of low-frequency amplification to be accomplished, the loud-speaker or telephone receivers are included in the anode circuit of the second valve.

A reference to Fig. 1 will help to explain how the circuit operates. The valve, V, acts as a high-frequency amplifier, a tuned anode circuit, L, C, being included in the anode circuit. This circuit, L, C, is tuned to the same wavelength as the incoming signals, and the high-frequency potentials are communicated to the grid of the second valve through the grid condenser, C, which is of 0.002 µF capacity, this capacity being much larger than ordinarily used in high-frequency amplifier circuits, for the simple reason that it has to carry the low-frequency currents as well, as will be explained later. The grid leak, R, is connected across the grid and negative terminal of the filament accumulator to enable any excess of electrons on the grid to leak away.

The second valve now acts as a high-frequency amplifier, a tuned anode circuit, L, C, being included in the anode circuit of this valve. It is to be specially noted that the second valve is not intended to act in any way as a rectifier, but merely as a high-frequency amplifier and also, as will be shown later, as a low-frequency amplifier.

Having obtained the magnified high-frequency oscillations in L, C, we rectify them by means of the crystal detector, D, the rectified currents passing through T1 and inducing alternating currents in T2, these latter being communicated to the grid of the first valve. A condenser, C, of 0.001µF capacity is connected across T1 to by-pass the high-frequency current in the aerial circuit.

The first valve now acts as a low-frequency amplifier, and in the anode circuit will be seen the choke coil, Z, which possesses an iron core. This choke coil may consist of 14,000 turns of No. 38 silk-covered copper wire wound on a bundle or iron wires 5 in. long and 1/4 in. diameter. The secondary of an intervalve transformer may be used, and in fact, almost any kind of iron core choke will do. Even a pair of telephone receivers may be tried. The choke, Z, preferably has connected across it a condenser, C, which may have a capacity of 0.0005 µF or 0.001 µF.

The object of this condenser is to by-pass the high-frequency currents; the low-frequency currents, however, passing through the choke, Z, will cause low-frequency potential differences to arise across the ends of Z, with the result that the low-frequency pulses are communicated to the grid of the second valve, through the condenser, C, which has a capacity of 0.002 µF.

These low-frequency potentials on the grid of the second valve will cause low-frequency changes of current in the anode circuit of V; these currents pass through the loud-speaker, T, and operate it. The loud-speaker is shunted by a condenser, C, of 0.002 µF capacity.

Fig. 1.—The new arrangement giving two stages of high-frequency amplification.

The circuit, L, C, is of course tuned to the incoming wave-length, and the inductance, L, may be coupled to L or to L, to obtain a reaction effect, all the circuits being then readjusted. Similarly, the inductance, L, might be coupled to L, the coil, L, being left by itself. Various changes may be tried in order to obtain suitable reaction coupling.

A 100,000 ohm variable resistance, R, may be connected across (Continued on page 487)
HOME CONSTRUCTORS ! !

THE SIMPLEX RADIO CHART IS ALL YOU REQUIRE.

THE CIRCUIT. High Frequency tuned anode coupling with inter-valve reaction, as USED by 95 per cent. of the PROFESSIONAL MANUFACTURERS throughout the world and guaranteed to receive from anywhere all British, Continental and American Broadcasting.

WHAT YOU GET:-
1. A schedule of all material required.
2. A plan for laying out all components.
3. A wiring Key which eliminates all possibility of error.
4. And a book of instruction which includes the fullest information for the operation of the Set.

For 2, 3 or 4 valves 1/- each, postage lid extra, or supplied.


THE CURTIS REFLEX for faultless reproduction is incomparable. Range: All British Broadcasting Stations on Headphones and 40 miles on a loud speaker.

Price £12.0.0

PETER CURTIS, LIMITED, 34, Whitfield Street, London, W.1. (Off Tottenham Court Road).
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The WOODHALL

No. 1 VARIOMETER is the only spherical variometer with one-hole fixing, metal bearing, & rigid spindles.

Distinctive in being built on sound mechanical lines, in addition to being an every sense a scientific instrument.

The Stator windings are internally mounted and the clearance between Rotor and Stator is less than 1/164 inch. The result is extremely sharp and selective tuning, and a wide range of wavelengths -250 to 750 meters on 100 ft. aerial. Highly efficient for Anode Tuning.

The spindles are of square section, actually moulded into the Rotor; they cannot work loose.

A long metal-to-metal bearing is provided, and the "feel" of the rotation is extremely smooth and permanently a pleasure.

The connections, putting the Rotor in series with the Stator, are by means of spring plunger, fitted internally.

Size: 33 in. by 3 in. by 21 in.

Two terminals are provided.

To mount on panel, you need to drill one hole only, and lock the nut on the surface of the panel. For boxed mounting, four brackets are supplied, which allow the Variometer to be mounted either horizontally or vertically (as illustrated).

Price, including Knob and Dial 17/6

For two stages of high-frequency put in the Tandem Condenser.

Consists of two matched condensers, each .0005, with a common central electrode. The end plates are of aluminium, with best ebonite bushes, accurate bearings giving smooth movement, and adjustable tension. The Vanes are 32 gauge aluminium 3/4 yard spacers. The adjustment of Vanes is a point to which very careful attention is paid. Terminals are provided — no soldering or mounting required. Mounted on panel by drilling one hole only. Price 16/9.

Woodhall Standard Variable Condensers are made in the following capacities:

- .0005 2/3
- .00075 2/5
- .001 3/5
- .0016 2/8
- .002 3/7
- .0025 2/10
- .005 1/2
- .0075 1/4
- .01 1/6

Also made with Vernier attachment, at the following prices, complete with knob and dial:

- 1/2 ionic
- 1 1/8 ionic

WOODHALL Grid-Leak Condensers

Guaranteed built with finest Ruby Mica and copper foil. Beware of cheap unbranded condensers, made with waxed paper. These condensers are within 10% plus or minus of capacitance stated, and each one is tested carefully before packing. Prices: 1/5 to .001 mfd., 1/2 ionic, .002 and .0025 mfd., 2 1/2 ionic.

WOODHALL-WIRELESS Components are obtainable from any leading Wireless Dealers. Dealers should specify WOODHALL-WIRELESS Components in ordering. Write for Leaflet giving full descriptions of Woodhall-Wireless Components, Variable Condensers, Fixed Condensers, Rheostats, Detectors, Coll holders, etc.

WOODHALL-WIRELESS Components are obtainable from any leading Wireless Dealers. Dealers should specify WOODHALL-WIRELESS Components in ordering.

Write for Leaflet giving full descriptions of Woodhall-Wireless Components, Variable Condensers, Fixed Condensers, Rheostats, Detectors, Coll holders, etc.

In replying to advertisers, use COUPON on last page

ATHOL PORCELAIN COIL MOUNTS
List No. 26 1P.
WITH CLIPS AND SCREWS FOR PANEL MOUNTING, 1/3.

SEE THAT YOUR COILS ARE FITTED WITH THESE.
Best results are only obtainable with High Insulation Resistance and Low Distributed Capacity such as these mounts supply.

FROM YOUR LOCAL DEALER, or, if difficult:
ATHOL ENGINEERING COMPANY, CORNET STREET, H. BROUGHTON, MANCHESTER.
Fig. 2.—A simplified form of Figure 1.

the grid and filament of the first valve for the purpose of stabilising the circuit, if this is found necessary.

A Successful Modified Circuit

A simpler arrangement, which many will prefer, is that illustrated in Fig. 2. This time the low-frequency inter valve coupling is a resistance, $R_9$, which is a variable 100,000 ohm resistance. This resistance may be shunted by a condenser, $C_e$, having a capacity of 0.0005 µF or 0.001 µF.

The other values in the circuit are the same as those in Fig. 1. The Fig. 2 circuit is considerably more stable than that illustrated in Fig. 1; the tendency to low-frequency self-oscillation being much less, owing to the non-inductive character of the resistance, $R_9$.

Values of Inductances

Plug-in coils are preferably used on these circuits. For the reception of broadcasting, the inductance, $L_n$, will be a No. 25, 35 or 50 coil, according to the size of aerial employed: a No. 35 will be the usual size. If, however, constant aerial tuning is employed, a fixed condenser of 0.0001 µF capacity is included in the aerial leads, and in this case a No. 50 coil may be used for $L_n$. The coil, $L_n$, in the anode circuit, and also the corresponding coil, $L_p$, will be a No. 50 for the B.B.C. stations on the lower wave-lengths and a No. 75 for those using longer wave-lengths.

The variable condensers, $C_1$ and $C_2$, in both circuits have a value of 0.0005 µF.

We invite readers who try either of these circuits to let us know the results obtained. Up to 15 miles from a broadcasting station there should be no advantage over the ST. 100 circuit, for the simple reason that the valves are already fully loaded at this distance. The crystal detector, moreover, is also working at full pressure at this short distance. Reports are particularly desired from receiving stations above 30 miles from a broadcasting station.

**Important Notice**

READERS will be interested to hear that in Wireless Weekly has just begun a series of "official" and special set construction articles, each of which gives the very fullest details, enabling anyone to construct at home sets which are both first-class in appearance and performance.

Each of these sets is being personally tested by John Scott-Taggart, F.Inst.P., A.M.I.E., Editor of Wireless Weekly, and a report by him of the performance of each set accompanies every article. This double check by the author and the editor will ensure that each set described really performs its work satisfactorily, and is part of our policy of having every set described thoroughly tested by a responsible member of the staff.

Wireless Weekly is, of course, the 6d. weekly companion to Modern Wireless, and though by no means the cheapest weekly paper, every effort is constantly made to increase still further its prestige amongst the better class of experimenter and constructor. If you have not yet tried it, give an order to your newsagent to send you the next two or three issues. The constructional features alone are worth the money, and, of course, you read the technical and constructional articles with that feeling of quiet confidence in their soundness and "workability," which is so important when reading a wireless paper.
The need is often felt for a really compact receiver, which can take its place in a room without making its presence obtrusive, and which does not need constant attention while listening in.

The set to be described will appeal to those who need a set fulfilling the above conditions, as it is made to produce the best results with a minimum of adjustments for tuning.

A photograph of the finished set with the lid closed is shown in Fig. 1, and the inside of the set in Figs. 2 and 3. All the components, with the exception of the inductance and its switches, are mounted on the baseboard, as can be seen from the photographs. Fig. 9 shows the underside of the completed instrument.

As can be seen from Fig. 6, the set is of the two-valve type, the first valve acting as a detector, while the second is a low frequency or note magnifier. A circuit diagram is shown, from which the method of wiring can be followed, and it can also be seen that the selector switches on the aerial tuning inductance permit any number of turns, from nine up to the maximum on the coil, to be used. The selector switches provide both coarse and fine tuning, and are mounted on ebonite, a strip of the same material being used to carry the valve-holders and filament resistance. As the base is of wood, all terminals should be mounted on ebonite bushes, which may either be purchased, or made from instructions given in the January 1924 number of MODERN WIRELESS.

The inductance is wound on a 3-in. diameter cardboard tube, 4½ in. long, and consists of 72 turns of No. 20 S.W.G. double cotton covered wire, tapped at each turn for the first eight turns, and afterwards at every eighth turn. About ¼ in. is left between the edge of the tube and the first turn. The tappings may either be made by scraping the insulation off the wire at the point where the tapping is to be made, and soldering a lead on at that point, or by making a hole in the former and looping the wire through, leaving sufficient wire to reach the stud. In either case, the lead should be looped through a hole near the edge of the former, to keep it in place, and if the tappings are made in the second manner, this also helps to prevent the turns from becoming loose.

The ebonite panel, upon which the switches are mounted, measures 6½ in. × 3½ in. × ¼ in., and the switch arms have a radius of 1½ in. The panel should be obtained slightly oversize, and filed up

Fig. 1.—The finished set with the lid closed down.

Fig. 3.—A plan of the bottom of the set.
By HERBERT K. SIMPSON

A simple receiver with a minimum of adjustments, which any member of the family can work by pressing a button.

square and to the exact dimensions. This is important if a good fit in the cabinet is to be obtained.

The centres of the switches should then be marked, 2 in. from each end of the panel, and 1 1/4 in. from the sides, and a semi-circle marked out, 1 1/4 in. radius, with a pair of dividers, lightly scratching on the ebonite. Do not use compasses, as a pencil line will form a leak from one stud to another.

The centre of each stud is then marked on the semi-circle, also the positions of the stops. The distance between studs should be such that the switch-arm will pass easily from one stud to the next, and not become wedged in between. A good average distance between the centres is 1 1/8 in., when using studs the heads of which are 1/8 in. in diameter.

These holes are then drilled, also one hole in each end of the panel and three along one side, as seen in Fig. 7.

The studs and switch arms may now be fitted, after which the inductance may be joined up to the studs. Take the beginning of the winding—the end from which single turn tappings are taken—and connect it to stud No. 7 on the fine tuning switch. Connect the first tapping to stud No. 6 and so on, until all of the first eight studs are joined up. The next tapping goes to stud No. 1 on the coarse-tuning switch, and the end of the coil terminates at No. 8. Thus the beginning of the coil goes to stud No. 7 on the fine-tuning switch, and the end to No. 8 on the coarse switch.

A piece of wood 1/2 in. thick is now to be prepared, to serve as the partition marked A in Fig. 7. This is made by taking a piece 8 1/2 in. x 4 3/4 in. and marking the centre of one of the 8 1/2 in. sides. On each side of this mark, measure off a distance 3 3/4 in., and join up the two points thus obtained to the corresponding ends of the other 8 1/2 in. side. The wood is then cut along these lines, and the correct taper will be obtained.

The ebonite panel is now fastened, with three wood-screws, to the 6 1/2 in. side of the partition, and the inductance former may be secured to this by a small screw in each end.

The base B (Fig. 7) may now be prepared, from 1/2 in. wood, measuring 8 1/2 in. x 6 1/4 in., and holes for terminals and leads should be drilled. Looking at Figs. 4 and 5, it will be seen that a hole is cut in the baseboard to take the ebonite strip upon which the valves and filament resistance are mounted. The size of the ebonite strip will be

---

Fig. 2.—A photograph of the set with the lid open.

Fig. 4.—Diagram giving the measurements of the containing box.
Fig. 5.—A view from above which shows the layout of the components.

depend upon the type of resistance employed, but in the set described, where a "Microstat" was used, the ebonite measures 5\(\frac{1}{4}\) in. \(\times 1\frac{1}{4}\) in. \(\times \frac{3}{8}\) in, and the hole in the wood is cut so that the ebonite overlaps it at the sides, while the ends of the hole are made semi-circular, in order to permit the ebonite to be secured to the base with wood-screws. In this case the hole measures \(4\frac{1}{4}\) in. \(\times 1\frac{1}{2}\) in.

The grid condenser and leak, of .0003\(\mu\)F and 2 megohms respectively, are mounted at one end of the hole in the base, as shown in Fig. 9, and the terminals may be secured in the holes previously drilled for them. When this is done, the base should be secured to the partition A in the manner indicated in Fig. 7. The transformer (the one shown being of the hedgehog type, made by Griffin Wireless Ltd.), may now be mounted, and wiring commenced. No difficulty should be experienced in following the wiring, the diagrams and theoretical circuit making this clear. Leave the two wires joining up to the filament switch until the cabinet is made, and proceed with the latter.

Views of the side and end of the box are given in Fig. 7, and two pieces of wood to each size will

(Continued on page 493)
ULINKIN

(T.O Prov. Pat. No. 902/23) THE D.C. HOME BATTERY CHARGER Charges Accumulators at Home Free of all Cost!

If you have a Direct Current lighting or power circuit of any voltage, the ULINKIN is all you need to charge your own accumulators at home.

The ULINKIN is easily and simply fixed, within a few minutes, to your existing circuit, and is then ready for immediate use at all times.

To charge, you simply connect the accumulator to the two terminals on the ULINKIN and switch on. The when ever you are using electricity for heating or lighting purposes, the ULINKIN charges your accumulators without consuming any extra current, and therefore free of all cost.

AUTOMATIC IN ACTION. NO LAMPS — NO NOISE.

Requires no attention and cannot go wrong.

Price £2.2.0 Carriage Free.

Out out your present cost and inconvenience by installing a ULINKIN today.

Illustrated Pamphlet and full particulars post free on request.


FORMO SERVICE

The FAMOUS FORMO Radio Components

AMERICAN BROADCAST Render Possible using L.F. Stages, and are unequalled for use in DUAL CIRCUITS, or where extra sensitivity is required.

THEY ARE NOT APPROACHED FOR QUALITY, PRICE, OR PERFORMANCE and are UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED.

THE FORMO COMPANY (Art, etc. Press & Co., Ltd.) Offices & Works: CROWN WORKS, CRICKLEWOOD LANE, N.W.: List B.22. on request.

DIAMOND SPECIALITIES

DIAMOND "SUNFLOWER" COILS.
No finer plug-in Coil, minimum self-capacity, 50-300,000 metres, from...

DIAMOND VARIOMETERS.
Wound d.c. on ebonite; one hole 8x; knob and dial, 50 to 600 metres approx.

DIAMOND FIXED CAPACITORS.
Well made in ebonite, all values, guaranteed capacities, with terminals...

BATTERIES.
Long-life pocket batteries for building up H.T. ... each

RESISTANCES.
5 ohm for Dull Emitter Valves ...

Cash with Order. Write for complete catalogue. Trade supplied.

THE DIAMOND WIRELESS EQUIPMENT COMPANY, 184a, OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.1.

In replying to advertisers, use COUPON on last page.

DIAMOND WIRELESS

MODERN WIRELESS

THE ANODE CONVERTER

THIS unit has been specially designed to meet the demand for a reliable substitute for the high-tension battery. It is especially useful in connection with power amplifier work where a considerable plate current is taken at a high voltage. Worked from the ordinary 6-volt accumulator of your set, the consumption is only 1.5 amperes. Reception is perfectly smooth without any of those parasitic noises so often due to faulty high-tension batteries. Supplied in the following standard voltage ranges:

Type A.—6-70 volts, for general reception.
Type B.—6-12 volts, & Type C.—12-300 volts, for two-stage power amplification.

Wants for full particulars.

THE M.L. MAURER & CO., Wireless Department, Coventry.
ANOTHER BLOW TO Foreign Competition

G.R.C. 83 AUDIO FREQUENCY Amplifying Transformer
IS NOW HALF ITS FORMER PRICE

To absolutely destroy foreign competition on radio instruments, the inefficiency of which is doing much harm to the home market, we give you the opportunity to buy the best amplifying Transformer made, at less than the cheapest foreign article.

Triple Tested 24,000 Turns Perfectly shielded.
(The original shielded Transformer).

ANOTHER BLOW TO Foreign Competition

G.R.C. 83 AUDIO FREQUENCY Amplifying Transformer
IS NOW HALF ITS FORMER PRICE

To absolutely destroy foreign competition on radio instruments, the inefficiency of which is doing much harm to the home market, we give you the opportunity to buy the best amplifying Transformer made, at less than the cheapest foreign article.

Only the most up-to-date labour-saving equipment and tremendous production make it possible to buy this efficient instrument at the startling price of

Complete with full instructions, mounting & screws, template and latest circuit diagrams

TURN RATIO 2:1:1.
(The correct ratio for amplifying voice and speech frequencies.)
AMPLIFYING RATIO 5:5:1.

AT ALL GOOD DEALERS.

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY LIMITED

RADIO HOUSE, 235, REGENT STREET, LONDON

In replying to advertisers, use COUPON on last page
be required. The strips at the top are for the lid, and may be made by cutting the wood to the overall size, and afterwards cutting off the 1-in. strip.

In the front piece only a hole is cut as shown, for the filament switch, which is of a very useful type supplied by Lissen, Ltd.

The sides and ends are shaped as shown, and this is best done by means of a fretsaw. The box is now formed by gluing the pieces together as shown in the figure, and securing by means of small brads. Note that the front and back portions overlap the ends, and not vice versa.

The four small strips are then joined up to form the lid, and are glued and fastened with brads to the top cover, which measures 10 in. x 7 1/2 in. x 6 in., the edges being rounded off and sandpapered smooth.

The instrument board may be placed in position in the cabinet, and the exact positions of the four small wooden ledges marked. These ledges, seen as C and D in Fig. 7, are then secured to the cabinet with wood screws, and the instrument-board screwed to the supports. The filament switch is then fastened in position in the front of the box, and the two wires soldered to the contacts.

The lid is hinged to the back of the cabinet by means of two small brass hinges, and some pieces of 1/2-in. half-round beading may be secured to the cabinet in the positions shown in Fig. 1.

When the set is complete, the cabinet may be stained and polished, but it is not recommended that this be done before completion, owing to the possibility of damaging the finish when mounting up the instrument board.

The set may now be connected up to an aerial and tested. The batteries and telephones must be...
How to Read a Wireless Periodical

There has frequently been brought to my notice that there are a great number of enthusiastic wireless amateurs and experimenters who have no conception of how to read a wireless periodical. Apparently the majority are content to buy a paper every week and just read it. Some carefully guard these papers for future reference, whilst others simply let them lie about or be thrown away.

Now these papers must be kept—that is the first piece of advice; and the second is that they must be kept in a place easily accessible and in their correct order of dates of issue. This facilitates reference and saves time and temper.

Need of a Notebook

Now, the primary essential in reading a wireless periodical, which contains about seventy-five per cent. technical matter, is to provide oneself with a fairly substantial notebook of convenient size and a fountain pen or pencil; the use of these is obvious.

When reading an instructional or constructional article and you come across a good hint or tip in it of something that interests you, make a note of it and carefully copy the sketch or diagram—if one is given. This particular item may not be of immediate use, but almost without doubt you will find it will be on some future occasion, and it is to be found where it is wanted when required.

Follow this method week by week and you will be agreeably surprised to discover in a few months' time that you have an invaluable collection of accurate knowledge which will save you pounds, and in addition, the very fact of writing them down helps to memorise them. Further, you will assist the Editor of your pet paper, because instead of writing him and using up his time, you will possibly find the answer in your own notebook.

Warning

Now as regards the actual reading of an article. Do not treat it as you would a short story in a popular magazine, to be read for a few minutes' pleasure, and then cast aside and forgotten. This is all right if you do not wish to acquire an intimate knowledge of wireless, but are just satisfied to be an ignorant knob-twigler and easily upset by a simple inquiry from a friend who wants to know how and why the set works.

Take the article, paragraph by paragraph, and read it carefully and slowly. Should it contain a reference to a diagram or a sketch, refer immediately to that diagram and study it. When you have done this, go back to the paragraph and read it again, and what probably seemed to you to be incomprehensible in the first instance is now easily understood. Proceed in this manner to the end of the article and you will find that the technical subject matter has been studied and understood instead of being scanned in the ordinary manner and forgotten, because it was thought to be too far advanced to be readily comprehended.

Third Readings

Many articles too are well worth reading a second or even a third time, and many a difficult problem will gradually unfold itself, because you have done justice to yourself and the writer of the article.

Another tip worth having is, when reading through the advertisements, if you come across one that might interest you at some future date, just make a note of it in your book.

N.B.—Make a note of this article and the first time you go out, buy a notebook with a good strong cover.

Silvertown Wireless Accessories.

Quality guaranteed by over 50 years' electrical manufacturing experience.

**EBONITE TRANSFORMER FORMERS**
No. 2. Complete with metal legs, 1/3 each. Made in other sizes.

**MOUNTED VALVE SOCKETS**
Single, double and triple. Suitable engraved for use with valves or for plug-in type high-frequency transformers. 3/6, 9/- and 13/8 each.

**TESTING BUZZERS**
Mounted on ebonite base with terminals and shunt or mounted with terminals, shunt and switch. Supplied unmounted, 3/6, 7/- and 8/- each.

**SILVERTOWN INTERVALVE TRANSFORMERS**
Tested 1,000 volts between windings and 2,000 volts between winding and frame. 2 1/2 in. high by 2 in. wide by 3 in. deep overall. Weighs 1 lb. 13 oz. Price 21/- each.

**FILAMENT RHEOSTATS**
With finished and lacquered brass bush for panel mounting. Resistance wire wound on insulating rod, thereby giving perfectly smooth adjustment. Each supplied with diagram giving drilling dimensions. 3/5 each.

**FIXED MICA CONDENSERS**
Built up with copper foil and best ruby mica dielectric. High insulation and capacity adjusted to within 5 per cent. Stocked in capacities from 0.001 to 0.01 mfd. 2/- to 3/- each.


Branches:
- **BELFAST**: 75, Ann Street.
- **BIRMINGHAM**: 15, Martineau Street.
- **BRISTOL**: 4, Victoria Street.
- **CARDIFF**: Pier Head Chambers, Buté Docks.
- **DUBLIN**: 16, St. Andrew Street.
- **GLASGOW**: 2, Royal Exchange Square.
- **LEEDS**: 1, New York Road.
- **LIVERPOOL**: 54, Castle Street.
- **LONDON**: 100 & 10E, Cannon Street.
- **MANCHESTER**: 16, John Dalton Street.
- **NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE**: 59, Westgate Road.
- **PORTSMOUTH**: 49, High Street.
- **SHEFFIELD**: 88/90, Queen Street.

In replying to advertisers, use COUPON on last page.
The latest type of B.T.H. Headphones, as illustrated, is much lighter and more comfortable than the original pattern. The headband is of plated wire covered with leather, and is constructed so as not to disarrange the hair, while the earpieces can be instantly adjusted to the head without any manipulation of nuts or screws.

B.T.H. Headphones (4,000 oms.)—Reduced Price 25/- per set

The British Thomson-Houston Co. Ltd
Wholesale only
Works: Coventry
London Office: Crown House, Aldwych, W.C.2
Branches at: Belfast, Birmingham, Cardiff, Dublin, Glasgow, Leeds, Liverpool, Middlesex, Manchester, Newcastle, Swansea, Sheffield.

Buy B.T.H. Headphones for better hearing

B.T.H. Headphones have achieved a remarkable reputation for their wonderful sensitiveness and tonal quality. They perfectly reproduce speech and music and give maximum amplitude of sound. In many cases the substitution of B.T.H. Headphones for other makes has enabled listeners to hear distinctly broadcast programmes which had previously been inaudible.
CONSIDERABLE controversy has arisen amongst experimenters regarding the results claimed by advocates of certain types of reaction-circuits, which are alleged to give effects of the nature of super-regeneration when used with an outside or P.M.G. aerial. In particular there is a circuit credited to Flewelling, as it has, in common with the well-known Flewelling "Super" circuit, a .006µF fixed condenser introduced between grid-circuit and filament, with a feedback from above the 'phones to the grid, as shown in the first figure. Great claims are freely made as to loud-speaking at, say, 30 miles with this set together with absence of objectionable whistle.

Now "loud-speaking," like "Signals R 9," is an extremely elastic term. Actually, there is nothing exceptional at 30 miles in getting quite a reasonable degree of mild "loud-speaking," at least sufficient for one or two quiet listeners in a small, still room, away from traffic noises, using a single valve (with a good high P.M.G. aerial), a really efficient tuner with low-resistance inductances properly designed, and skilful use of reaction. Thus at a point about 35 miles N. of London, on an aerial situated in a slight valley, but with a 35-foot pole to support it, with an old Siemens-Halske valve with 50 volts on the plate, and reaction insufficient in any circumstances to make the set oscillate, the writer has heard London quite clearly in daytime, Birmingham has come in quite audibly in the loud-speaker (in a small quiet room) and a specially efficient tuner and with a good suburban aerial; whilst both Glasgow and Newcastle are clearly audible late at night on favourable occasions.

Since there are many claims for successful reception of American broadcasting on a single valve with reaction, and the writer has shown that, without any suspicion of "super" effects, all B.B.C. stations can be heard on a 15-foot vertical earth-lead alone (if one has the patience to tune then in), it is scarcely necessary to postulate super-regeneration to explain successful reception of these stations on any kind of outside or comparatively large indoor aerial, nor a certain measure of loud-speaking on a good outside aerial at a score of miles or so, with a single valve.

In order to examine more closely this claim for exceptionally good reception with an alleged Flewelling circuit, that shown in the diagram was fitted up with standard types of components, but with switching-gear arranged so as to be able to switch over in a moment from an ordinary reaction-circuit to one after the original Flewelling circuit, measuring the total rectified figure. Thus at a point about 35 miles N. of London, on an aerial situated 35 miles, making any slight adjustments of reaction and tuning required to give best results in either position, not the slightest difference was observed in signal-strength, either measured by direct aural observation (in rapid and repeated comparison), or more scientifically by observation on a shunted microammeter included in the plate-circuit, measuring the total rectified carrier-wave. Either with full P.M.G. aerial, earth-lead alone, or "capacity aerial" (tuning-coil plus stray pick-up on leads, etc.), except for a slight difference in freedom of oscillation, there was absolutely nothing to choose between the normal circuit and that which imitates the Flewelling arrangement. This confirms innumerable observations of the writer and his colleagues of a less formal character. Actually the writer has shown that for genuine super-regenerative effects, with a suitable small frame-aerial or merely "capacity aerial," this .006µF condenser and special feedback can be dispensed with (Wireless Weekly, Vol. 2, No. II, p. 414). It is difficult to see how this curiously-arranged blocking condenser of .006µF can produce any useful effect in such a circuit; its only real effect is that of a 'phone and H.T. blocking condenser, together with a transfer of the grid-leak to the H.T. plus in place of the more
usual arrangement. On close examination it will be seen that there is in addition a small negative low-frequency reaction effect introduced; the high audio-frequency impedance of the phones, together with the fairly high "reactance" to audio-frequencies of the 0.002 F blocking-condenser, will cause a certain hand-back of audio impulses into the grid-circuit, where they will travel up through the comparatively small-impedance aerial-tuning coil and affect the grid, but in a manner that will give negative audio-reaction. This affects slightly the whistle-note when acting as a real super-circuit; the effect with an outside aerial is negligible, as it can be balanced out by slightly closer H.F. reaction. Accordingly, the good results claimed for this type of circuit must be traced to other features than the particular arrangement of the blocking-condensers.

The Autoplex circuit (Wireless Weekly, Vol. 2, No. 18, p. 621) is another which has caused much controversy. This is shown in the second diagram. It should be examined in comparison with the old R.A.F. short-wave circuit, recently referred to by the writer (Wireless Weekly, Vol. 3, No. 3, p. 81). It will be seen that these are identical, except that in the Autoplex circuit the low-value grid-leak resistance (50,000 ohms), which is used in the other circuit to discharge "statics" and provide a continuous leak-path for the ordinary grid-leak, has been replaced by a large radio-choke (No. 1250 coil), which has exactly the same effect, with the added disadvantage of clumsiness, greater cost, and the bringing in of unwanted long-wave stations to which it approximately tunes the aerial. Since there is no long-wave reaction, there can be no tuned high-audio-frequency quenching oscillation and whistle, and therefore no Armstrong super-effect; but with a small aerial, such as a small frame aerial, or indoor aerial, it will operate as an ordinary grid-leak howl super, with a quenching frequency adjustable in the ordinary way by variable grid-leak, or variable grid-condenser, giving suitable values of H.T., filament emission, etc. With an outside aerial, on account of the elimination of so much tuning capacity by the series arrangement of the A.T.I. (as in the short-wave receiver), quite good results are obtained as an ordinary reaction-circuit when using a low-resistance variometer of the correct inductance value—which will be considerably higher, of course, than would suffice in the ordinary parallel position. A large Igranic variometer, or other large internally-wound variometer of the type recommended for interwave use, say 4 in. in diameter and with 100 or more total turns of as thick wire as can be got in, is suitable here. A circuit which bears some superficial resemblance to the Autoplex is that described in Wireless Weekly, Vol. 2, No. 20, by a correspondent, Mr. C. Lyons, where, however, a small inductance is used in place of the large No. 1250. This gives an entirely different effect, though just as remote from any super-regenerative action. It is the "auto-transformer" effect so often used in C.W. and telephony trans-

(Continued on page 501.)
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MODERN WIRELESS

CUT PRICES BUT NOT "JUNK!"

and sold on satisfaction or money back guarantee.

Aluminium Vans, 6d. doc. Aeropullies, 6d. Anti-Capacity Handler, 6d.
Aerial Wire - Finest 7/22, 7/100 ft. Postage 1/-.
Cable's Whiskers - Gold, 2d.; Silver, 1d. Sparkpoints, 2d. Set of 4, 6d. Cables, Basket.
Set of 6, 1/4. Waxless, dine-air spaced, "Radstock," 4. 6d. Batteries
(British), 4 d. doz. Variable Grid-leaks, 7/11. "Barkwood," 5 d.
yane, 5/-.
Sockets, 7d. each. Condenser and Grid-leaks, 2/6.
Grid-leaks, all sorts, 1/- and 1/2. Detector Glass, 3d. each. Buzzers, 2 d.
Condenser, Fixed - to 1, 000; 3, 001; 7, 002; 7, 003.
Condenser End Plates, drilled and tapped, 1/3 each.
Leaks, all sorts, 1/3 and 1/9.
(English), 4/9 d.
Gold, 2d.; Silver, 1/3.
Aerial Wire - Finest 7/22, 2/3 mo ft.
Aluminium
CUT PRICES BUT NOT "JUNK !"

Be Wise !

"A.A." Earth Clips, adjustable, 6d.
"Powcruip," 4 d. to 1/2.

Radio Press Handbook and Diary for 1924.

Size 51 in. by 13 in., solidly bound in grained leather cloth, fitted with pencil. Diary portion shows a whole week at an opening. Large number of pages of technical data, including several pages of electrical formula which will prove invaluable to the serious worker.

Radio Press Popular Wireless Diary for 1924.

Size 51 in. by 13 in. Strongly bound in leather cloth with rounded corners. One complete week shown at each opening. Wireless pages include information on call signs, circuit diagrams, Morse Code, electrical data, etc., in instructions for building a complete receiver, set, etc.

Radio Press Handbook and Diary for 1924.

Size 51 in. by 13 in. Strongly bound in leather cloth with rounded corners. One complete week shown at each opening. Large number of pages of technical data, including several pages of electrical formula which will prove invaluable to the serious worker.

Radio Press Popular Wireless Diary for 1924.

Size 51 in. by 13 in. Strongly bound in leather cloth with rounded corners. One complete week shown at each opening. Wireless pages include information on call signs, circuit diagrams, Morse Code, electrical data, etc., in instructions for building a complete receiver, set, etc.

ALWAYS SPECIFY "MAGNUM"

LARGEST STOCKS IN BRITISH ISLES.

Impressive, upright profile balance always retained. Marketed with the most economical, and best shape, do not bulge the pocket - strongly bound to give a whole year's service, and more besides, if needed. Just the Diary, in fact, to suit the most critical. From all Bosse & Co. or direct (postage 6d. extra) from Radio Press, Ltd.

Published in conjunction with Charles Letts & Co.
EVER-READY

D R Y B A T T E R I E S
& A C C U M U L A T O R S

FOR EACH AND EVERY WIRELESS PURPOSE

INSIST ON
"EVER-READY"
WIRELESS
BATTERIES AND
OBTAIN SATISFACTION AND 100 PER CENT. EFFICIENCY

O VER 20 years' experience and research, the finest materials, expert supervision, and careful testing at all stages of manufacture are the reasons for the superiority of "Ever-Ready" Wireless Batteries.

The "Ever-Ready" series embraces all types of batteries for every wireless purpose.

Special types of large capacity Dry Batteries are provided for the filament heating of each of the newest types of low-temperature valves.

Write for particulars of these and the standard sizes and voltages of high-tension battery units.

Service D.X. Department,
The EVER-READY Coy., (Great Britain) Ltd.
Herec'ys Pl., Holloway,
LONDON, N.7.

Anouncing the new J.B.

SUPER ALL-METAL CONDENSER

The universal success of J.B. Condensers is well known. After repeated requests we can supply a SUPER ALL-METAL CONDENSER. We have retained the constructional features in this new model—triangular end plates, one-hole fixing, small spacing (Diodelectric .026) and our exclusive metal-to-metal bearings and Spring adjustment.

END PLATES OF BRASS

Fixed Vanes are triangular for board mounting Six months written guarantee against faulty materials or workmanship.

Large Ebonite Top and Bottom Bush of Grade A Post Office ebonite, ensuring absolute insulation.

THE J.B.

MICRODENSER
A NEW VERNIER CONTROL

The ideal Vernier Control

Results after rigorous tests prove that our condensers incorporating our Vernier control surpass every other method of fine tuning.

After coarse tuning, finer tuning is secured by the vernier, for which a separate knob is provided.

Hand capacity effects are reduced to the absolute minimum.

Readings are taken from the one dial making it suitable for use in wattmeters and calibrated circuits.

THE J.B.

STANDARD MODEL

VARIABLE CONDENSER
ONE-HOLE FIXING.

End plates made by special process ensuring low dielectric losses.

Large metal-to-metal bearings and accurate close spacing.

After severe tests loading manufacturers producing first-class wireless sets use our Condensers, complete with Knob and Dial.

---

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c}
\text{Size} & \text{Capacity} & \text{Price} \\
\hline
.0005 & 5 \mu F & 5/9 \\
.00035 & 3.5 \mu F & 5/10 \\
.00075 & 7.5 \mu F & 8/15 \\
.001 & 10 \mu F & 6/1 \\
.0015 & 15 \mu F & 7/2 \\
.002 & 20 \mu F & 9/5 \\
.003 & 30 \mu F & 10/3 \\
.004 & 40 \mu F & 11/9 \\
.005 & 50 \mu F & 12/6 \\
.006 & 60 \mu F & 17/4 \\
.007 & 70 \mu F & 19/10 \\
.008 & 80 \mu F & 22/12 \\
.009 & 90 \mu F & 22/18 \\
.01 & 100 \mu F & 25/26 \\
.012 & 120 \mu F & 26/40 \\
.015 & 150 \mu F & 28/50 \\
.02 & 200 \mu F & 8/50 \\
.025 & 250 \mu F & 8/70 \\
.03 & 300 \mu F & 9/65 \\
.04 & 400 \mu F & 10/50 \\
.05 & 500 \mu F & 10/40 \\
.06 & 600 \mu F & 11/45 \\
.07 & 700 \mu F & 11/50 \\
.08 & 800 \mu F & 12/40 \\
.09 & 900 \mu F & 12/50 \\
.1 & 1,000 \mu F & 13/40 \\
\end{array}
\]

---

"ELLA" BATTERY CHARGERS
They work from a Lampholder.

SAVE THEIR COST IN A FEW WEEKS.

A.C. Model

Output 5/10 amps. 6 volts.

Complete with Pole Indicating Ammeter and all connecting leads and adapter.

From stock, £6 6 0, for frequencies 40 to 60, and voltages 100 to 220. Other frequencies and voltages £1 extra and to special order.

Also D.C. Model.

Output 5 amps. 9 volts.

Machine only, £5 12 6.

With Switchboard and Pole Indicating Ammeter and Regulating Resistance, £6 15 0.

With Resistance, Ammeter and Voltmeter £7 2 6.

Both A.C. and D.C. Suitable for Motor Car Batteries.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

LIONEL ROBINSON & CO.,
3, STAPLE INN, LONDON, W.C.1

Phone, Holborn 6323.
Some Curious Reaction Circuits—
(Continued from page 498).

Some Curious Reaction Circuits—
(Continued from page 498).

mitters, with their large exposed tuning-inductances and "anode" and "aerial-taps." As shown in the diagram of a schematic receiver arranged on this principle, the aerial, with its large capacity to earth, is tapped-in on a lower turn of the tuning-inductance, since it requires lower inductance to tune it. The grid-connection is taken much higher up, so as to provide a tuned circuit, tuned in unison with the aerial circuit (with which it has part of the tuning inductance in common, and hence is closely coupled with it), but with the very much smaller grid-to-filament capacity of the valve, in series with the grid-condenser. The last circuit can be made of low resistance and freely resonating, so that a high P.D. is built up across the grid-filament part of this oscillating circuit. This so-called "step-up" effect (on analogy with low-frequency close-coupled transformers) gives excellent signal-strength. Accordingly, such a circuit, if made up with inductances of the right value and of low resistance, will give good reception, and might easily be accused of being a "super" circuit. Actually, the inductance required in the grid variometer is much higher than usual in A.T. variometers; so that close-wound spherical variometers are specified with small, clearance, possessing, therefore, considerable distributed capacity to help out the inductance in tuning to the required wave-length in this position. With a series condenser in the aerial circuit, the circuit oscillates more freely, and greater signal-strength is obtained. This, however, is best placed on the aerial side, resulting in the circuit shown in the figure. This gives as good signals as any the writer has tried on a P.M.G. aerial for one valve direct-coupled. Either a fixed (.0001 or .0002,F) series condenser can be used, with a variometer wound of No. 18 or 20 S.W.G., d.c.c., total about 60 turns on 3 in. diameter stator and corresponding rotor; or else a .0005 series variable condenser and a basket or other coil of 50-75 turns of No. 18 S.W.G., d.c.c.—or even an ordinary plug-in coil of that value—and for grid variometer one approximately of the same dimensions wound with at least No. 26 S.W.G. (better larger gauge), some 100 turns in all. The tuned anode can be a similar variometer bridged by a .0001,F fixed condenser, or a No. 75 coil and .0002,F low-minimum variable condenser, as shown. The circuit is first tuned with the grid variometer short-circuited, with critical reaction; then the variometer is cut in, and the whole retuned—following up with reaction as needed. It will be found to oscillate more easily in the latter condition.

This is not suggested as an easy circuit for fool-proof daily reception of broadcasting; but is worth, while for the ambitious experimenter who wants to get the most from a single valve.

A modification of the last, actually distinctly different in action and tuning conditions, and resembling to some extent an extremely selective short-wave receiver recently described by the writer for use with easily-oscillating valves such as the pea-nut, is that shown in the final diagram. In this, it will be noticed, direct electrostatic reaction is used from the plate to the aerial-end of the grid-variometer. This has the effect of isolating this portion of the circuit, so that it forms a small closed oscillating-circuit of its own, apart from the A.T.I., though of course involving the aerial-to-earth capacity (in series with the A.T.C.). The reaction-effect is something after the style of the De Forest Ultraudion circuit in one of its modifications. Accordingly, this grid-circuit has to have enough inductance to tune to the required wave-length with these extremely small capacities, helped out to some extent (though wastefully) by distributed capacity in the variometer itself. A large variometer with ample windings is, therefore, quite necessary: the large Igranic does here, or in general one of about 4 in. diameter and with 160 or more total turns of wire. A radio-choke of some 250 turns is required; the reaction condenser can be an ordinary three-plate "vernier," or other small size of low minimum capacity,
Which Valve Shall I Buy?

By R. W. HALLOWS., M.A.,
Staff Editor.

Beginners are often puzzled as to what valve they should buy for a particular set. This article, by clearly indicating the purposes for which the various types are designed, will clear away these difficulties.

Little more than a year ago there were only two or three types of receiving valve available for amateur use, and the characteristics of these were so well known that one had small difficulty in coming to a decision when a choice had to be made. To-day the position is entirely different, for there is a positive wealth of valves; we are suffering, in fact, almost from an embarass de richesse. I have not totalled up the number now at the disposal of the amateur, but at a rough estimate there must be the best part of a hundred of various types and different makes, every one of which has its own special points.

Bright Emitters.

The first thing for the amateur to decide is whether he shall use ordinary valves or dull emitters upon his apparatus. If he lives in the country, so that he cannot readily get his accumulators charged, his choice is to a great extent decided for him by circumstances; he will go for one of the dull emitter types, whose low consumption makes it quite possible to work them from dry cells. But how is the enthusiast affected who has every facility for accumulator charging? In his case has either type any particular advantage over the other? Here are the points in favour of the high temperature valve. To begin with, its initial cost is comparatively low. This means that should one of those little accidents that will happen even in the best regulated wireless sets occur, one does not suffer the same pangs if a bright emitter plays the part of a burnt offering, as one would have done had the sacrifice been a dull emitter. Further, thirty shillings worth is just as easily dropped as twelve shillings and sixpence worth.

So far, then, the older type of valve has it. We must also consider the fact that as its filament is designed to carry a comparatively large current ranging from .4 ampere in some types to as much as 1 ampere in others, it is not nearly so much affected by slight overloads as the dull emitter, which may be rendered useless by being run under too heavy a current for quite a short time.

Rheostats.

For valves of this kind moderately priced rheostats of standard make are quite suitable; but when we come to the dull emitter, we cannot obtain good results unless we provide something more elaborate, and therefore more expensive. The bright emitter valve is a delicate piece of apparatus in every sense, but the dull emitter is still more so. It is comparatively easy to duplicate valves with filaments designed to work upon, say, .4 ampere at 3.5 volts. But it is a much more difficult business to reproduce exactly a valve whose filament is very much finer than a human hair. I do not say that dull emitters are uneven, but I do say that at the present time you will find rather greater regularity in a batch of bright emitters than in a similar combination of dull emitters. Unless, however, you go in for careful experimental work, the slight differences that are to be found between individual dull emitters of the same make will hardly be noticeable. Your bright emitters you may treat with a certain amount of disrespect. They will stand what I may describe as "careful rough handling." With them you will break all the recognised rules by committing, without doing them much harm, such misdeeds as switching on or off without the use of the rheostat, and using a vastly excessive plate voltage; you may leave them lying about on your bench, you may even drop them (though this is not advised) short distances on to hard surfaces. Yet in spite of this they will give you good service for a very long time. The older type of valve, then, has a very great deal to recommend it, and it is unlikely that for some time to come the experimenter will discard it altogether in favour of its low consumption counterpart.

Dull Emitters.

And what is there to say on behalf of the dull emitter? A very great deal, as we shall see. In the first place the high initial cost is offset by increased economy in working and by a longer life should no accidents occur to the filament, which runs only at a dull red heat and is therefore not so rapidly disintegrated. I want to consider dull emitters from the point of view, not of the dweller whose home is far removed from a charging station and who will therefore naturally use dry cells, but of that of the wireless man who has no difficulty at all in having his accumulators attended to when they require it.

Accumulators versus Dry Cells.

Let me say at once that anyone who can use an accumulator for heating the filaments of his dull emitters should do so in preference to employing any kind of dry cell. A moment's thought will show
the reasons why this will give steadier and better working. The dry cell, no matter what its size, is not naturally suitable for delivering a continuous current, even if the amount be small. Directly the cell is placed under load its voltage begins to fall. If the current taken is small, the decrease of E.M.F. will be slow, but there will nevertheless be a certain decrease. This means that to obtain absolute evenness in working, one would require to fit to the rheostat a clockwork device on the lines of that which moves the astronomer's telescope. The resistance would thus be decreased progressively to compensate exactly for the fall in voltage.

Advantages of the Accumulator.

With the accumulator we work, so to speak, along a straight line. Once the cell has settled down and been charged, it retains its E.M.F. with no falling off for a long period. We can thus find the best adjustments of our valves, and leave them set with the assurance that we are obtaining the best that they can give. When signal strength begins to decline we know that it is time for the accumulator to visit the charging station.

Disadvantages of Dry Cells.

But with the dry cell we are working in a series of ups and downs which, tiny though they may be, make a good deal of difference. What I mean is this. We adjust our rheostats and get the set working well. At the end of an hour or two reception is not quite so good as it was; therefore we reduce the resistance in the filament a trifle and bring it up again. Actually strength has been falling off almost imperceptibly the whole time, though we did not notice it until the weakening became marked. So much for the filaments; but it must not be forgotten that the same up and down process is occurring in the grid circuits as well. On the high frequency side let us suppose that we are working a 1-volt valve from a single dry cell. Across the rheostat in the negative leg of the filament there is a drop of .5 volt; hence, when the battery is up to its full voltage, the greatest positive potential that we can apply to the grid is 1 volt. With the decline in voltage the grid potential falls off; hence the valve tends to become less and less balanced whilst it is worked continuously. With the accumulator none of these things occur and much steadier working is obtained.

Questions of Cost.

Now let us consider the annual budgets of two wireless men using similar three-valve sets. The first purchases a trio of ordinary valves with a voltage consumption of .5 ampere, the second a set of dull emitters using .6 ampere. Each works his set on an average of two hours a day, or say, 700 hours during the year. Here are the first man's accounts:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Valves</th>
<th>3 Valves £3.10s. 0d.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prime cost</td>
<td>£1.10s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One year's charging</td>
<td>£1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The second man's accounts are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Valves</th>
<th>3 Valves £4.10s. 6d.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prime cost</td>
<td>£1.10s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One year's charging</td>
<td>£1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Diagram showing price and working cost of three bright emitter valves.

Fig. 2. Diagram to the same scale as Fig. 1, showing the cost when using 3 "DE" valves.

Here the user may break and replace all three valves during the year and still be on the right side as compared with the bright emitter man. Dull emitters, then, certainly make for economy, and if they can be worked off accumulators they will give results that will bear comparison with those produced by bright emitters of the same class.

The A.R.D.E.

If a rather more robust dull emitter such as the Ediswan ARDE were chosen for the test, the figures would be as under. Here the valve consumes .3 ampere with a potential of 1.5 volts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Valves</th>
<th>3 Valves at 21/-</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prime cost</td>
<td>£1.10s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accumulator charged, say, 7 times at 2s.</td>
<td>£6 4s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. Illustrating the costs with 3 A.R.D.E. valves. With D.E.R. valves charging would approximate 18/-.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Valves</th>
<th>3 Valves £3.3l. 6d.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prime cost</td>
<td>£1.10s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year's charging</td>
<td>£1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The D.E.V. and D.E.Q.

When I say of the same class I mean that with two exceptions all dull emitters are general purpose valves. It is therefore not fair to compare their performances with those of bright emitters especially designed for particular purposes. The two exceptions are the D.E.V. which is the low temperature counterpart of the V24, and the D.E.Q. which represents the Q valve in dull emitter form. These are both very expensive.

The D.E.V. and D.E.Q.

When I say of the same class I mean that with two exceptions all dull emitters are general purpose valves. It is therefore not fair to compare their performances with those of bright emitters especially designed for particular purposes. The two exceptions are the D.E.V. which is the low temperature counterpart of the V24, and the D.E.Q. which represents the Q valve in dull emitter form. These are both very expensive.
valves, their price being in the neighbourhood of 35s. apiece, and I am not sure that they are easy to obtain at the present time.

**Three Purposes of the Valve.**

The general purpose valve is, of course, a compromise. It is not always realized that on the multivalve set the valves are called upon to perform three entirely different duties.

**High-frequency.**

The valves on the high frequency side receive from the aerial or from the valves preceding them oscillations at radio frequency which, when we get down to such a short wavelength as 100 metres, occur 3,000,000 times a second. Their business (Fig. 4) is to amplify these oscillations and pass them on so that the form of the waves is absolutely unaltered, save that their amplitude is increased. The greater the frequency the more will the effects of any small capacities be felt. Hence it is desirable that these valves should be so designed that capacity between electrodes and between the points of the seating should be reduced to the lowest possible degree. Further, in order to prevent distortion from occurring, we require a valve in which the flow of grid current will be very small when the grid is in the neighbourhood of zero potential. On the high frequency side a high impedance in the valve is an advantage.

**The Rectifier or Detector.**

The rectifying valve presents a different problem. Its function is to receive oscillations, either direct from the aerial or in an amplified form from high frequency circuits, to reduce them to audio frequency and to pass on waves in which one half of each cycle has been as nearly as possible eliminated; the nearer the approach to the complete elimination of half cycles the more efficient will rectification be. Rectification may be done in two quite different ways; we may make use of the lower bend in the grid-volts plate-current curve or we may use the bend in the grid-volts grid-current characteristic. Certain special rectifiers such as the "Q" are intended for plate rectification and are therefore designed to have a very marked lower bend in the grid-volts plate-current curve. It may safely be said, however, that ninety-nine per cent. of the receiving sets now in use employ grid rectification which is accomplished by means of gridleak and condenser.

It is desirable that the rectifying valve, whichever form of rectification is used, should have a low capacity since it has to deal with oscillations at high frequency. It should also have a fairly low impedance to match that of the telephone or of the primary of the transformer which follows it.

**Note Magnifier or Low-frequency Amplifier.**

Note magnifying valves have a very much simpler task than either of the others (Fig. 6). In the first place they have to deal with oscillations at audio-frequency whilst capacity effects are not nearly so marked, and, secondly, oscillations which come to them have already been rectified. Low capacity, then, has not nearly the same importance as with valves of the other two classes. The most important requirement in a low-frequency amplifying valve is, that it shall possess a characteristic curve with a long straight portion. If the straight part is short the operating point may pass round the bend at top or bottom, and distortion will result when strong signals are being received.

**Grid Potential.**

It is desirable that the potential of the grid be kept considerably negative; hence the flow of grid current is automatically kept down. What is essential is that the straight portion of the curve should be very long, for if it is not the peaks of the waves will be cut off by their raising the grid potential to the point at which the upper bend in the curve occurs, as has just been explained. In the note magnifying valve a fairly low impedance is desirable for the same reasons as those which affect the rectifier.

**General Purpose Valves.**

A general purpose valve, such as the Mullard Ora, the M.O. "R," and "Rg," the Edisonian "A.R," and the "Xtraudion," is designed to function in any part of the set. Hence its curves, its impedance, and its capacity must all be averaged. That is to say, it will give good performances anywhere, but it is hardly fair to compare it with special purpose valves. To take an analogy of life a well-bred horse of sturdy build might be used for hacking, for hunting, between the shafts of a trap, or in the plough; it might even win a point-to-point race. It would do all these things quite well, but it could not be done rather better by a hackney, the cob, the hunter, the Clydesdale and the thoroughbred, each of which is a horse bred for a special purpose.

With the two exceptions mentioned, then, all dull emitters are general purpose valves. Valve manufacture and design have been brought to such perfection nowadays that the general purpose valve gives amazingly good performances in any part of the set. On the next page is a list of the dull emitters now available, with their particulars and some notes on their qualities.

**British-manufactured Valves the Best.**

The quality of the British general purpose valves is extremely good; in fact in no country in the world are amateurs so well provided for by valve-makers as in this. One can, therefore, purchase any type of valve of this class with entire confidence that it will be all that is expected of it. The purchaser should be guided to some extent by the size of his accumulator and the facilities for charging which are at his command. If, for

(Continued on page 507.)
Read what Users say about Ediswan Valves

Actual performance has proved beyond doubt the outstanding superiority of Ediswan Valves. Manufactured in the same factory as the famous Ediswan Electric Lamps, full advantage is taken of the 40 years' manufacturing service and research which has made the name "Ediswan" famous as a guarantee of perfect satisfaction.

Darlington, January 14th, 1924.

Regarding my reception of Calgary, Canada, C.F.C.N., with 3-Valve Broadcast Receiver using Ediswan A R Valves, I have also had the following stations:—

P.W.
Cuban Telephonic Company, Havana, Cuba.

W.M.A.L.

W.M.F.

In all 10 American transmissions, all taking place on an inside aerial, WMAL could be plainly heard a few feet from the 'phones, the last being an amateur station calling A RRL.

As I do a lot of experimental work, especially long distance receiving, I have tried many makes of valves, and I have always had the best results with your A R type. The advantage I have found is that they are superior to the others that I have experimented with in the following ways: their action being very stable (a great advantage in long distance receiving), they are good H.F. and L.F. Amplifiers as well as good Detectors, and clear speech is a special feature.

I do not hesitate in saying that the A R Valve is the best high temperature valve that I have had experience with and I can recommend the same for all types of receiving, either broadcast or experimental.

H. W. T.

| TYPE "AR" and "R" | 12/6 |
| TYPE "ARDE"     | 21/- |
| (Dull Emitter)  |      |
| TYPE AR 06      | 30/- |
| (Can be run off Dry Cells) | |

Have you had your FREE copy of illustrated booklet "Thermionic Valve"? If not, send a postcard today.

Your dealer holds stocks to supply you. If not, write us direct, giving his name and address.

The Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd.,
Contractors to H.M. Admiralty, War Office, Royal Air Force,
123/125, Queen Victoria Street, E.C. 4, and 71, Victoria Street, S.W. 1,
Works: Ponders End, Middlesex.

Branches in all Principal Towns.
Your results largely depend on the quality of Component Parts.

Build your own set from sound parts and materials—you will then thoroughly understand your set and know that the quality of every detail is right. We test every part before we decide to stock it, and offer our customers unbiased advice and assistance.

A Few Suggestions:

- Parts for Crystal Set: 7/6
- Parts for 1 Valve Set, without box panel or plug-in coils: £1 12 6
- Parts for 3 Valve Set, including variometer, condensers, oak box, drilled ebonite panel, screws and terminals: £6 15 0

3 Valve 'All Concert' Receivers

All parts and 3 coils for 3 va' ve “All Concert” receiver, excluding valves, batteries, phones, panel and box: £5 15 0

Transformers.

Ferranti, Igranic, R.I., Burnddept.

“W & M” Variable Condensers.

High quality, accurate, very low minimum capacity:

\[
\begin{align*}
&0.0001 \ 16/- \\
&0.0002 \ 12/- \\
&0.0005 \ 10/- \\
&0.0010 \ 7/6
\end{align*}
\]

Vernier 4/6.

Filament Resistances.


Hart and Exide Accumulators.

All sizes supplied ready for use.

No Receiver is better than its Components

Unless you can absolutely rely upon the efficiency of your components no experiment you make can give satisfying results.

Most of the foremost experimenters in this country use Bowyer Lowe Tested Components because they know them to be mechanically and electrically accurate.

It is worth much to you to know that the parts you are using are as good as they can be made.

Trade Supplied. Enquiries Invited.

The Bowyer-Lowe Co., Ltd.,

Radio Works, LETCHWORTH.


In replying to advertisers, use COUPON on last page
Which Valve Shall I Buy?—Continued from page 504.

example, he possesses a large low-tension battery and is the fortunate owner of the Tungar or some other equally good home-charging apparatus. The apparatus the amount of current consumed does not matter to him. On the other hand, the man whose accumulator is of small ampere-hour capacity will be well advised to go for valves whose filaments are at either side of the capacity valves is that made by the Mullard Company. The first of these is the Ora B, which is 

Special Purpose Valves.

Of the special purpose valves there are many interesting and extremely useful kinds. The first

The Marconi QX valve.

are those which are so designed as to eliminate as far as possible the capacity between electrodes and between the points of attachment to the mounting. The points at which capacity occurs are seen in the figure. Perhaps the best known of these is the famous V24, a valve of the test-tube type, in which the filament is suspended between supports sealed into the glass at either end, whilst the grid and plate contacts are at either side of the tube.

V24 and Q Valve.

V24 was designed particularly as a high-frequency amplifier, in which position there are few valves to equal it for short wave work. The rectifier of the same class is the Q valve, and its improved form QX. It is of the same shape and size, the main con-

The Mullard ORA B valve.

structional differences being in its grid and plate, which are especially designed for the work which it has to do. This valve is intended to function as a plate rectifier, working upon the lower bend of the characteristic; it therefore needs neither grid-leak nor condenser. It also makes a very efficient high-frequency amplifier, though owing to its amazingly high impedance, which is of the order of 250,000 ohms, it will not work well as a note magnifier except on sets with specially designed intervalve transformers. Both V24 and Q require .75 ampre at 5 volts. They are rather expensive valves, but if carefully handled their life is a long one. These valves are especially handy in making up sets where space is limited, since owing to their small size they occupy but little room.

Special Dull Emitters.

D.E.V. and D.E.Q. are the dull emitter equivalents of the preceding valves. Using these valves myself, though no direct reaction is used, I have found results extremely useful kinds. The first

of these is the famous V24, a valve of the test-tube type, in which the filament

B.T.H. B5

D.E.3

A.R.06

B.T.H. B3

D.F. Ora

M.O. R.

M.O. R5

Ediswan A.R.

Xtraudion

B.T.H.

\[\text{Fil. volts.} \quad \text{Fil. amps.} \quad \text{Notes.}\]

\begin{align*}
\text{D.E.V.} & \quad 3 \quad .2 \quad \text{Good note magnifier and rectifier.} \\
\text{D.E.Q.} & \quad 3 \quad .2 \quad \text{H.F. amplifier and rectifier.} \\
\text{A.R.D.E.} & \quad 1.5 \quad .3 \quad \text{Excellent valve, very robust.} \\
\text{D.E.R.} & \quad 1.8 \quad .4 \quad \text{Good performer, rather microphonic.} \\
\text{L.F. Ora (A)} & \quad 1.8 \quad .3 \quad \text{Very satisfactory, especially L.F.} \\
\text{L.F. Ora (B)} & \quad 1.8 \quad .3 \quad \text{Ora (C).} \\
\text{" Wecovalve"} & \quad 1.0 \quad .25 \quad \text{Good little valve, very robust.} \\
\text{Cosso "Wuncell"} & \quad 1.0 \quad .25 \quad \text{A good note magnifier and rectifier.} \\
\text{D.E.3} & \quad 3 \quad .06 \quad \text{Very efficient. Has long life.} \\
\text{A.R.06} & \quad 2.5 \quad .06 \quad \text{Rather fragile, but quite efficient and very economical. Good on H.F. side.} \\
\text{B.T.H. B3} & \quad 3 \quad .06 \quad \text{The list of general purpose bright emitters is as follows:—} \\
\text{D.F. Ora} & \quad 2.5 \quad .06 \\
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
\text{Mullard Ora} & \quad 3.5 \quad .6 \quad \text{An excellent valve.} \\
\text{M.O. R} & \quad 4 \quad .75 \quad \text{A fair performer, but rather heavy in its current demands.} \\
\text{M.O. R5} & \quad 5 \quad .5 \quad \text{A first-rate general purpose valve, particularly good as rectifier or note magnifier.} \\
\text{Ediswan A.R} & \quad 4 \quad .75 \quad \text{Works well anywhere.} \\
\text{Xtraudion} & \quad 4 \quad .4 \quad \text{Good note magnifier and does well as H.F.} \\
\text{B.T.H.} & \quad 4 \quad .75 \quad \text{A good sound valve throughout.} \\
\end{align*}

all British broadcasting stations, as well as those on the western side of the Continent, come in at good loud-speaker strength, and American broadcasting is often received on the loud-speaker. These valves are rated at .2 ampere at 3 volts. My experience is that the current required is usually rather less than the amount stated. The present quartet show an ammeter reading of .5. They are worked off a 4-volt 50-ampere hour (actual) accumulator, which, in spite of the fact that the set is in pretty constant use, makes very rare visits to the charging station. The valves in this case are two D.E.Q.s on the high-frequency side and two D.E.V.s as rectifier and note magnifier. The plate voltage used for the H.F. valves is 40, and for the others between 60 and 70. The high-tension current consumption is 6 milliamperes, which is well within the powers of an ordinary high-tension battery.

Mullard Valves.

Another good series of anti-capacity valves is that made by the Mullard Company. The first of these is the Ora B, which is
in size, are the S3 and the S7. The former is specially designed for low anode voltages, working quite well with as little as 15 volts on the plate. I have actually obtained quite good signals whilst using a single flash-lamp battery for the anode supply. S7 is a first-rate rectifier.

Cossor Valves.

Two other good special purpose valves are the Cossor Pr and P2, the former being a very good rectifier and note magnifier, whilst the latter is a high-frequency amplifier of particular merit. In this connection I should say that the Cossor Company are now making a special form of their "Wuncell" valve, the P4, for high-frequency work. I have not had the opportunity of testing this valve, but I hear good reports of it. This is, of course, a true dull emitter working at 1 volt and consuming about .2 ampere.

Power Valves.

The valves known as power amplifiers form a class by themselves. They are intended for loud-speaker use with very high anode voltages where a large volume of sound is required. For this reason they have been designed to give a very long straight portion of the grid-voltage plate-current characteristics. A very efficient member of this class is the Mullard P.A., which consumes .85 ampere on the filament with a working E.M.F. of from 3.6 to 4 volts. The anode voltage is usually from 150 to 200; with the latter amount the emission at zero grid volts is 22.5 milliamperes. The M.O. Valve Company turns out two very good types, the bright emitter LS.2 requiring 6 volts and consuming rather more than an ampere of current, and the dull emitter LS.5 which consumes only .4 ampere. The B.T.H. R valve B4, whose filament current is .25 ampere at 6 volts, works well with from 30 to 100 volts on the anode. It is a very satisfactory power amplifier, which will meet all the requirements of those who require a large output from the loud-speaker.

Special Rectifiers.

Very few special rectifiers are available for the amateur, and as a matter of fact there is little to be gained from using one in sets which have one or more stages of high-frequency amplification. One type, however, may be mentioned as being particularly good, and this is the M.O. R4C, whose filament current consumption is .65 ampere at 3.8 volts. This valve was, I believe, designed for use in the Navy. It is a splendid performer, and will stand any amount of work.

Dutch Valves.

For the single valve man there is nothing to beat one of the soft Dutch valves which are now obtainable at low prices from advertisers. The type recommended has a vertical grid and plate with a U-shaped filament. It is a rather squat cylindrical valve with a standard 4-pin mounting. If one can get hold of one of these valves with exactly the right degree of softness wonderful results can be obtained with a single valve set. Those who contemplate purchasing one should endeavour to see it tested in the shop and to select one which blue-glowes with between about 35 and 50 volts on the anode. It should be worked with a plate voltage in the neighbourhood of 25 with the filament fairly bright, though not bright enough to crackle. These valves are very stable; in fact, it is difficult to make them oscillate if one tries to do so. They are therefore ideal for use in single valve sets employed for broadcast reception. Owing to their rather soft nature the emission from the filament is high, since ionisation by collision occurs. Rectification is extraordinarily good, and with even a single valve a broadcast station 30 miles away can be brought in quite as strongly as is comfortable with the telephones. I have actually worked a loud-speaker from a single valve set, bringing in zLO, whose distance from my station is that mentioned, with sufficient volume to make the music audible to everyone in a room 15 ft. square.

Soft Valves.

It would, I think, be a good thing if British makers were to turn their attention to the soft rectifying valve, for I am sure that it would have a very large sale amongst amateurs. Our American friends have plenty. At the present time it is the single valve sets which cause most of the trouble by oscillating during the reception of broadcasting. The hard valve oscillates as a rule quite readily, and when it is worked at its most sensitive point the slightest adjustment of the controls may produce re-radiation from the aerial. The soft valve, on the other hand, is much more stable when worked at its sensitive point, and as its tendency to oscillate is very small it is not nearly so likely to be guilty of causing interference. If, therefore, a soft valve of well-known make were available for general use I believe that interference, which is at present a serious problem, would be very greatly reduced.

Conclusion.

In this article an attempt has been made to give a brief survey of the various kinds of valves which are at the disposal of the wireless man. I have used every one of those mentioned, with the exception of the Cossor Wuncell, and my experience has been that taking our valves as a whole British amateurs have nothing to complain of the way in which makers cater for their needs. There is one small improvement in the boxing of valves which might very well be introduced. In buying a valve of well-known make at the present time one knows that the valve itself is a good one, but there is no guarantee that it has not been used for demonstration purposes, and perhaps seriously overloaded. There is no reason why the valves should not be put in sealed boxes with the tips of their pins only protruding and with a small hole cut in the side of the box. The purchaser could then see the valve's filament tested, and he would buy it with the knowledge that he was obtaining a brand new article which had not already seen a good deal of work.
The Transatlantic Receiver

The Transatlantic set from your article in Modern Wireless, but I was anxious to be able to use DE, QX and ORA B. Mainly on account of the absolute necessity for economy in filament current—accumulator charging being a serious problem here—I have used four-pin sockets instead of V24 clips as in your design. Of course, I have taken every precaution to reduce, so far as possible, the capacity between valve legs—using separate legs, of rather smaller character than standard, and without nuts on back of panel.

In these conditions I have got perfect control of oscillation down to the shortest wavelength I have tried, viz., about 250 m., this being the least to which my transformers will tune—control being by filament rheostat with very little grid plus bias.

I thought that possibly this successful use of four-pin valves in your design might be of interest to you. The panel is otherwise a "Chinese copy" of your wiring diagram, but I had to make it 12 in. by 8½ in. owing to somewhat larger variable condensers than you used.

I used a Fallon "Duosonic" double condenser, which, incidentally, was not perfectly matched, and I had to correct it.

I do not suffer from "switchitis," as Mr. Hallows calls it; indeed, in the many sets which I have made—up to five-valve—I have used switching very sparingly. Therefore, having your warning in view, I of course did not make any alteration in this respect to your design.

However, whilst I was admiring the finished panel it occurred to me that such "switching" is possible, without any alteration whatever to the design, by making use of a short piece of flex with a wander plug (valve pin) at each end. Thus to cut out the first H.F. valve, remove valve and first transformer and plug the grid socket of first valve holder to first socket of first transformer—voula tout. Similarly, the second H.F. valve can be cut out, leaving the detectors only. If V24 valves are used there would have to be a clip instead of a plug at one end of the flex to clip on to the grid clip of first valve on the panel. This arrangement does not in any way affect the normal use of the three valves, and not a single internal connection is altered.

In the December number of Modern Wireless you promised that you would describe the construction of plug-in resistance-capacity units for long-wave work. Although a long time ago I made such units for my five-valve set (in pre-broadcasting days, when short-wave work was not so much used), it appears to me that in the case of the Transatlantic receiver one internal alteration must be made, viz., the grid leak will have to be connected to either the + or —filament, as it could not remain across the grid condenser with any other method of coupling than transformer. Is there any objection to connecting it then as standard in the receiver instead of, as shown in your design, across the grid condenser? In any event the two resistance-coupling units will have to be different in that the first will have to contain a blocking condenser and the second will not, as the existing grid condenser will act in this capacity if the

---

GAMAGES WIRELESS SALE

The Great Opportunity for the Wireless Enthusiast. Prices for Sets and Accessories reduced to the absolute minimum. Send your order now or pay us a visit. These prices hold good only till the end of March.

A FEW OF THE SALE BARGAINS

USE PERMANITE

Best quality ebonite throughout. Covers the Broadcasting Wave-length. Usually sold at 4½, this is offered during the Sale for only 3½.

SPECIAL LINE OF VARIOMETERS

1/6

INDUCTANCE SLIDERS AND RODS.

As sketch. Complete with terminal and holes drilled ready for fixing. The slider which is fitted with smoothly working plunger, ensuring perfect contact on the inductance coil, is made perfectly finished ebonite. All metal parts are of brass, burnished and lacquered. 2/6 each. For 30½ post free.

THE "BROWNIE" CRYSTAL SET

The new improved "Brownie" Wireless is now supplied with SOLID MOULDED Ebonite Cap and Highest Grade Nickel Fittings. British made, it is claimed that it is the most attractive Wireless Receiver on the Market, irrespective of Price. Sold ready for use, it will OPERATE 4 PAIRS OF PHONES. The price is only 7/6 plus B.B.C. Tax 1/6, post free.

Cheapside House, Benetfinks.
connection of the grid leak is altered as I suggest. I can see no way of avoiding them being different unless the name "FALLON" appears on same.

Aided by one of my students at this college, I constructed the set shortly before Christmas, inserting one or two slight modifications. I have used Lissaglan filament resistances on all three valves, and find them invaluable for fine adjustment on the two H.F. valves, the filament control of these two being, as Mr. Harris stated, extremely critical. The space saved by the one hole fixing has enabled me to align the two condenser dials, which, in my opinion, improves the general appearance considerably. When first using the set, we found oscillation to be very considerable, and even the potentiometer (an Igranic) was hardly sufficient to control this. A faulty Vz4 valve, with plate and grid unevenly fixed, was found to be the cause; and now that this has been replaced by a sound valve of the same make, the potentiometer appears to be unnecessary and is, in fact, never used.

A slight modification has been made in the manner of fitting the reaction coil to the plate telephone circuit, so as to enable the panel to be withdrawn intact from the cabinet when required, which, in my opinion, improves the general appearance considerably. When first using the set, we found oscillation to be very considerable, and even the potentiometer (an Igranic) was hardly sufficient to control this. A faulty Vz4 valve, with plate and grid unevenly fixed, was found to be the cause; and now that this has been replaced by a sound valve of the same make, the potentiometer appears to be unnecessary and is, in fact, never used.

A slight modification has been made in the manner of fitting the reaction coil to the plate telephone circuit, so as to enable the panel to be withdrawn intact from the cabinet when required, which, in my opinion, improves the general appearance considerably.

Your truly,

Mead J. C. Dennis (Col.)

To the Editor of MODERN WIRELESS.

Sir,—As I have not seen any results of tests of the "Transatlantic Receiver" published in MODERN WIRELESS from readers who have made this set from Mr. Harris's instructions, perhaps you may be interested to hear my experiences.

SIR,—As I have not seen any results of tests of the "Transatlantic Receiver" published in MODERN WIRELESS from readers who have made this set from Mr. Harris's instructions, perhaps you may be interested to hear my experiences.

Yours faithfully,

D. R. Edwarides-Ker
Newton Abbot, Devon.
Feb. 4, 1924.

Thoroughly BRITISH

Our Type All Condenser

—for Panel Mounting—still retains all the special features which have made it famous, and measure of its popularity can be further judged in the fact that again we are able to reduce our prices owing to increased demand. All Colonial and Foreign orders receive prompt and efficient attention. We have large experience in handling Overseas trade.

BRITISH REPUTATION.—Your Condenser is not a "FALLON" unless the name "FALLON" appears on same.

ALL-BRITISH MANUFACTURE.—Delivery ex Stock. Our Motto is QUALITY FIRST, and every Condenser carries our money back guarantee.

WE HAVE THE COURAGE OF OUR CONVICTIONS,
WE PUT OUR NAME "FALLON" ON EVERY CONDENSER WE MANUFACTURE.

SPECIAL FEATURES—

A.—Aluminium Screaining Disc, which, besides enhancing the appearance of the dial as it lies flush with the panel, prevents the hand of the operator producing capacity.
B.—Metal to metal adjustable bearings.
C.—Stout well-cut Aluminium Vanes.

Complete in EVERY respect and exactly as illustrated. Reduced Retail Prices are now as under:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plates</th>
<th>57</th>
<th>59</th>
<th>19</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>.0005</td>
<td>.0003</td>
<td>.00025</td>
<td>.0002</td>
<td>.0001</td>
<td>.0001</td>
<td>.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8/-</td>
<td>6/-</td>
<td>5/-</td>
<td>5/-</td>
<td>4/-</td>
<td>4/-</td>
<td>3/-</td>
<td>3/-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Some S.T.100 appreciations

Gas-pipe aerials.

SIR,—There are many people, it seems—I meet quite a lot—who cannot install wireless owing to being unable for some reason or other to erect an outdoor aerial. This particularly applies to flat-dwellers.

In your valuable paper I see regular articles on outdoor aerials, frame aerials, and makeshift indoor aerials, but never any suggestion of having no aerial but using two earths.

I have been using the S.T.100 circuit for about six months now, and find my outdoor aerial quite unnecessary. I connect my aerial terminal to the gas pipe in the room and my earth to the rising main (water, of course), and get perfect results on the loud-speaker; in fact, it seems (this may be imaginary) that the results are clearer and of a better tone. I find the 100,000 resistance unnecessary, and I get no A.C. hum, which I often get when using the outdoor aerial. I use for 2LO, with the two earths, a 33 and 50 coil, or 50 and 75, Igranic. The tuning is remarkably sharp; in fact, you can easily pass it over. I use a 0.001 microfarad A.T.C. in the aerial, and a degree right or left cuts the station out.

It appears to me that with an extra H.F. stage I ought to be able in this way to tune to other stations whilst 2LO is working, although only about three miles from 2LO.

However, my chief point is the suggestion for flat-dwellers.

As you may pointedly suggest that my gas-pipe, through insulation at joints, is really acting as an ordinary aerial, I would state that with an outside aerial I invariably use the gas as my earth (terrible though to some people). I took a lead to the water-pipe to see if the results were any better, but I found no difference whatever.

Yours truly,

G. R. S.

London, S.W. 5.

[Editor's Note.—The use of the gas-pipe as an earth with outside aerial is dangerous, and should never be permitted.]

An American appreciation.

SIR,—I have been experimenting with circuits for about three years. Your S.T.100 circuit gives me the best results as regards loudness of signals that I have been able to get.

Two tubes equal three tubes.

I have received stations as far as 900 miles. I intend to keep on experimenting with this circuit.

Yours faithfully,

Ray Offinger.

Bridgeport, Conn.

The envelope set.

SIR,—A few weeks ago I wrote you with reference to my intention of making an S.T.100 wireless set from the instructions and diagrams contained in Radio Press Envelope No. 1.

I have used ordinary variable condensers instead of those of ‘Polar’ type, and considering this is my first attempt at fitting up a set, I am perfectly satisfied.

On Christmas Eve I heard the carols broadcast from London very clearly on the loud-speaker; while on Christmas Day I took my set to Haslemere, Surrey, and threw a line over a bough of a tree, attaching the end of the aerial to this, and doing the same with the other end of the aerial, attaching it to another tree, the height above the ground being about 22 ft. The same evening we got Bournemouth, hearing a lecture on moths very clearly on the loud-speaker. Here at Windsor I am getting better results on an aerial 22 ft. long with buildings higher than the aerial all round. Aberdeen has been received clearly, and also Birmingham and Newcastle.

I am afraid you will be weary reading all this, but I feel sure you will be glad to know how successful I have been by following the instructions as supplied by you.

I am using dual-emitter valves.

Yours faithfully,

G. Chilcott.

Windsor.

An American appreciation.

SIR,—Having seen on many occasions letters published regarding the S.T.100 circuit in your valuable paper, it occurred to me that another would not be out of place.

I built up a set using the S.T.100 circuit some months ago, and the results are more than I expected. I have a single aerial 40 ft. long and about 20 ft. high, and not what one might term situated in an ideal place; however, I receive all the B.B.C. stations without difficulty. In fact, they come in on the loud side. I also get, I take it to be, 'Paris School of Posts' with equal strength. Aberdeen, Birmingham and others come in just the same as Cardiff, our nearest station. I also pick up in the forenoon at Croydon Air Station very clearly.

All components were purchased from Peto-Scott, Ltd. I use Mullard O.R.A. valves with a plate potential between 45 and 50 volts and three pairs of Western Electric 'phones in series. I think this performance does credit to the inventor of the S.T.100, and also to the manufacturers of the various components.

I have several friends who have heard this set and can bear out my statement, and am always prepared to demonstrate to anyone else. After tuning in the various stations I made out a list stating the coils used and their position, also the positions of the condensers, and in the L.T. circuit I have a tumbler switch, so that when a certain station is required I simply plug in the necessary coils, place the condensers, switch in, and there you are. This does away with the usual musical (or otherwise) sounds when tuning in, which not only upset yourself but all other com-rades. In my opinion there is quite enough of this at present without my bowling added.

I am, Sir,

Yours faithfully,

W. H. Hall.

Porth, Glamorganshire.
The Size of Coil to Use
By G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc., Staff Editor

So many readers find difficulty in the choice of coils for desired wavelengths that the following article is of especial interest and assistance.

Part of a set of interchangeable coils to cover all wavelengths

The commercial tuning method of winding yet devised is that which makes use of interchangeable inductance units mounted upon plugs. The correct size of coil for any given wavelength can be plugged into circuit with the minimum of trouble, dead-end effects are absent, and the whole of the wire in circuit is useful employed. The commercial coils are made with such numbers of turns that each covers, with a variable condenser of suitable size, a range of wavelengths which overlaps those of the coils above and below in the series. This is a desirable arrangement, since it is a fact that better signals are usually obtained with a large coil and only a small parallel capacity than with a smaller coil and a large reading on the condenser scale, for any given wavelength.

The choice of the correct coil for any particular station is therefore a matter of some importance, and also of appreciable difficulty to the novice. The whole question of turn numbers is one which at first sight appears most complex, but which is capable of being made very simple by the use of certain tabulated information and an understanding of the elementary fact just mentioned—namely, that where there is a condenser in parallel with a coil, that coil should be as large as possible.

The most useful type of table for choosing the proper size of coil for any particular purpose is that which gives the wavelength range of each coil when used with a variable condenser of a stated capacity. Such a table follows, and indicates the wavelength range of a series of coils of the standard turn numbers to cover the short and medium waves. It is assumed that the coils are wound upon a "former" of a diameter of two inches (the standard commercial size) and that they are shunted by a variable condenser having a maximum capacity of 0.0005 µF and a really low minimum, no other apparatus which would affect the tuning being connected to them. In particular, no aerial or earth is allowed for, and therefore the wavelength ranges covered are those which the coils would give in a tuned anode or a secondary circuit.

The wavelength ranges given must, of course, be regarded as approximate, since no mention is made of the method of winding of the coils. The figures given have been averaged from a number of tables of different types, but will be found to hold fairly closely for all the more common multi-layer types, such as the lattice and honeycomb. Differences in the method of winding will produce small variations, chiefly in the minimum wavelengths.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coil number</th>
<th>Number of turns</th>
<th>Wavelength range (metres)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100—250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>100—250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>150—350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>200—500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>300—700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>400—1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>500—1,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>800—2,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>900—2,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>1,200—3,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>1,500—4,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Basket coils will differ more seriously than the other types, since they give slightly less inductance per turn and their self-capacity is considerably lower. Their minimum wavelength with a given condenser will hence be much lower, and the maximum will also be reduced, although to a lesser extent.

To choose a coil from the table is simple: The wavelength which it is desired to receive must fall near the bottom of the range of the coil, and the correct coil to meet this requirement is easily ascertained by inspection of the table. For the sake of example let us suppose that we desire to pick a coil for the reception of signals upon a wavelength of 300 meters. Upon referring to the table, we find that this wavelength is included in the ranges covered by coils Nos. 2, 3 and 4. Coil No. 2, however, is ruled out as being too small, because the required wave is quite near the top of its range, while coil No. 4 is also unsuitable, since 300 metres is its actual minimum, and therefore if the variable condenser chances to have a rather large minimum value it may not be possible to tune down to the required wave. It is then seen that No. 3 is the correct coil, and a similar process of reasoning would indicate that No. 4 is the right coil for 400 metre reception.

In actual practice the figures given may be considerably modified by several factors, the chief of which is the minimum capacity of the variable condenser. Remember that when a condenser is set to the zero mark on its scale there still remains a certain amount of capacity in circuit, the magnitude of which depends upon the design of the condenser. A good condenser is one which, among other desirable features, a very low minimum value, and this usually is to be found in those possessing ebonite top and bottom plates, and air dielectric. If the condenser's minimum is rather high it will be necessary to use a coil size smaller, with a resulting loss of signal strength. For example, with an efficient variable condenser the coil to use in the tuned anode for broadcasting is one of 75 turns, but with a condenser of poor
performance a 50-turn coil will be the largest that can be used.

The arrangement of the wiring in the set will also affect the wavelength range of the coils to some extent. If the wires are all short and well-spaced from each other little difference will be found between the wavelengths given by the coils when in use in the set and when measured in a test circuit, but if on the other hand long leads are taken off to switches, coil holders, etc., and the wiring generally is straggling and tangled up, the effect will be to add all the stray capacity of these wires on to the minimum capacity of the condenser, and again it may be necessary to use a coil one size smaller than could be employed in an efficient set.

The matter is rather less simple when we come to consider the size of coil for the aerial circuit, because here we have not merely the inductance of the coil and the capacity of the variable condenser to consider, but also the unknown quantity of the capacity of the aerial, which, of course, varies with different specimens. It is therefore impossible to give definite figures which will fit the case of any aerial, but the general rule is to allow one size smaller for the aerial coil, having decided upon the correct size for the tuned anode coil. It will often be found, however, that a still smaller coil is needed, as is shown in the table above.

This table assumes an aerial tuning condenser of 0.00051 F and an anode condenser of 0.00037 F. The alternative sizes given for the anode coil are intended to show which coil to use in the two types of sets: (a) the efficient set with short wiring and low minimum condensers (large coil) and (b) the other kind of set wherein a smaller coil must be used.

Most of the manufacturers of coils now supply a special set of “shortwave” or “concert” coils for broadcast reception having distinguishing letters or numbers which do not indicate the number of turns. With these coils it is usually correct to use a No. 2 or 3 in the aerial, and No. 4 in the tuned anode for broadcast reception.
A PRIZE-WINNING SET

An ambitious receiver which has given remarkably good results.

An exterior view of the Woolwich Radio Society’s set.

The "Sparta" represents a definite advance in Loud Speaker construction. Singularly free from distortion, it permits a degree of clear and sweet-toned reproduction hitherto unattainable. The distinctive appearance of the "Sparta" makes it a worthy addition to any scheme of furnishing.

To see and hear a "Sparta" is to realise why it has been called "The Ultimate choice of the connoisseur." It will be well worth your while to learn more about this remarkable instrument.

Type "A" 120 ohms.
Type "H.A." 2,000 ohms.
Type "H.H.A." 4,000 ohms.

£5: 15: 0  Type "B." 120 ohms. The first Loud Speaker to provide for additional control through a 6-position tone selector.

FULLER'S UNITED ELECTRIC WORKS, Ltd.

Write to-day for Lists No. 315 and 316.

Sparta LOUD SPEAKER

FULLER'S UNITED ELECTRIC WORKS, Ltd.,

Woodland Works, Chadwell Heath, Essex.

London Depot, 58, High Street, W.C. 2.

Telex 1200 (6 lines), Wordland, Chadwell Heath, Essex.

Fuller, Chadwell Heath.
The "Royal" L.F. Transformer

From Messrs. R. A. Rothermel, Ltd., comes an attractive type of L.F. inter-valve transformer, of particularly fine workmanship and finish. It is of a compact type, measuring only 2½ in. by 2½ in. Small terminals are provided on the front, making rapid changes of connections in experimental work an easy task. On trial in actual reception, excellent amplification was obtained without noticeable distortion. Tested with the "Meg" by 500 volts D.C. between windings, and from each winding to the metallic casing, the insulation proved exceptional.

A Small Drawing-room Loud-Speaker

A great step of advance in the direction of adapting the radio-phone for permanent introduction into refined homes is implied in the design of the Ultra Hornless loud-speaker.

The sample submitted for practical test took the form of a "bonbon box" of chaste appearance, in black and nickel-plate, some 5 in. diameter and a little over 2 in. deep, standing on three low feet. The small terminals were underneath, as also the adjusting knob (of comfortable size and smooth adjustment) so that the connecting wires were readily overlooked, and no suggestion of a mechanical or electrical instrument remained. It could be described as elegant, but inconspicuous, and eminently suitable for use in a drawing-room, where it would take its place amongst other ornaments, or on account of its small size might easily be concealed amongst table decorations, etc.

The Ultra hornless loud-speaker.

The instrument owes its technical effectiveness to the use of a very large and exceedingly thin dished diaphragm, the electrical mechanism concealed in the base being of more or less conventional design. The diaphragm is protected by a metal grid and gauze on the top.

On actual trial, with a receiver which was known to give loud and undistorted reproduction, the tone was noticed to be soft, but loud enough to fill a small room. There was no noticeable distortion; the tone was as pure as that with a crystal and good head-phones, the gramophone suggestion being absent. We anticipate a considerable increase in the popularity of loud-speaker reception when the non-technical public begin to realise that a loud-speaker need not be the blatant, raucous thing that they have been accustomed to find it, but can be made as pleasant and refined as this example.

A Crystal Detector

A covered crystal-detector, of the cat's whisker-galena order, which is made as a scientific instrument, with micrometer adjustments is the "Mic-Met" Crystal Rectifier, a sample of which has been submitted for test by J. Arrigoni.

This is of the horizontal type, with glass barrel and ebonite ends; it is adapted for mounting on two terminals or small bolts spaced at 2¼ in., slotted metal feet being provided for this purpose.

Both crystal and cat's whisker-holder rotate and advance by means of fine-thread screws working against springs; but these are eccentric to one another, so that a slightly-cranked cat's-whisker has a radial motion over the crystal which, combined with the rotation that can be given to the crystal-holder, effectively searches the entire exposed face of the crystal. The latter is held in a capsule (which screws right out in a few turns) by a spring plunger, no set-screws or Wood's metal being necessary. Accordingly, it is an easy matter to turn over the crystal to expose a fresh surface, or to replace it wholly. The advancement of the whisker is effected by an independent micrometer screw, which was found to work smoothly and without shake. The whole mechanism was found to operate with conspicuous ease and certainty, with a refreshing absence of shake and back-lash. Few detectors are as immune from the effects of accidental shocks or vibration, and the finding of sensitive points on the crystal became a positive and systematic
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process, in place of the usual blind scratching. By actual measurement of signal-strength produced on the crystal with the local broadcast station's wave, it was possible to check up the effectiveness of the setting; with this instrument it was possible to find quickly an optimum setting without the use of the phones at all.

An example of the careful thought that has evidently been put into the design of this instrument is the provision of a tiny chuck to hold the whisker. The detector can be heartily recommended for use with any crystal set, and should do much to facilitate the most irksome part of crystal reception: the repeated search for these elusive sensitive spots.

Plug-in Coils

We have had an opportunity of submitting to a thorough trial and measurement of efficiency in reception, five coils, Nos. a, A, B, C, D, of the type put on the market by Messrs. Gambrell Bros., Ltd.

These coils correspond roughly in inductance values to the standard type of plug-in coils of about 25, 40, 60, 85, and 120 turns respectively. The makers claim an unusually low distributed capacity and large tuning-range in consequence.

The design is peculiar, in that the windings are actually in the form of a regular nine-sided figure, being wound on and supported by nine sets of small spacer-bars that pass through slots in the circular side-checks of the coil. The finished coils have a uniform diameter of approximately 4 in.

On trial, the resistance of the coils was found to be about normal; but both tuning-range with a given variable condenser and measured signal-strength in broadcast reception were sensibly higher than are usually observed with purchased coils. The efficiency of the A coil in the reception of 2LO was numerically considerably above that of any other coil compared with it under identical circumstances. The five coils covered conveniently from some 200 to around 1,500 metres wave-length on a P.M.G. aerial and with a tuning-condenser of reasonable size, and proper choice of reaction-coil could be made throughout the range.

Two-Coil Holder

Messrs. Gambrell Bros., Ltd., have sent in for trial a two-coil holder for use with their unique type of plug-in coil, which permits of exceedingly close coupling when desired, and enables the coupling to be reduced actually to zero by withdrawing the moving coil and rotating it into a position where it is at right angles to and in a line with the axis of the fixed coil. This is achieved by a swinging arm, on which the moving coil is mounted at an angle of 45 degrees, actuated by a handle sufficiently long to minimise hand-capacity effects.

The holder is mounted on a small ebonite panel 5 in. by 4½ in., adapted for screwing on to the top of a cabinet, etc., with the coils in a vertical position. A certain clearance is required for the connections and fittings at the back of the small panel. A spring-washer is fitted on the moving spindle, a set-screw locking the nut behind it; and ample bearing surface is provided, so that the spindle and arm move steadily; it would be inadvisable, however, with this pattern, to mount it on the side of a cabinet. The plug fittings are of the standard size; but the holder proved unsuitable for other makes of plug-in coils. The large Gambrell coils swing up readily, barely scraping one another, until the two coils are practically flat one against the other.

Connection is made to the moving coil by flexible wires. We noted with approval the reasonably large and convenient terminals fitted on the base.

On trial, the insulated proved excellent. In actual reception, using Gambrell coils, a smooth control over reaction-coupling was observed, making fine tuning possible, and greatly facilitating the process of searching for distant stations.

Non-Inductive Resistance Strip

We have received a sample of the "Nonindohm" resistance rib-
Secure Perfect Radio Reception

BY USING

"IGRANIC RADIO DEVICES"

IGRANIC HONEYCOMB CONCERT COILS.

(De Forest Pat. No. 141344).

In addition to the existing range of gimbal and plug mounted honeycomb coils, we have now developed a set of concert coils which are suitable for the range of wavelengths covering the British Broadcasting Company’s stations. Supplied in sets of four only.

PRICE 21/- PER SET.

IGRANIC HONEYCOMB COILS.

(De Forest Pat. No. 141344).

These coils are scientifically designed and carefully made, and are renowned for their high efficiency, low self-capacity, small absorption factor and minimum high-frequency resistance. Made in two types—Gimbal and Plug Mounted. Wave-length range approximately 100 to 25,000 metres.

FILAMENT RHEOSTATS

(Pat. No. 190303).

"Igranic" Filament Rheostats ensure smooth and silent operation under all conditions of filament control. Adjustable contact fingers. Nickel finish. Resistance range from zero to four ohms by fine variation. Supplied in two types—Plain and Vernier.

PRICE: PLAIN, 4/6. VERNIER, 7/-

TRIPLUG COIL HOLDERS.

Panel Mounting Type,

Type H.

Type S.R.

VARIOMETERS.

Made in the two types as illustrated. Type " H " for tuning the aerial circuit and type " S.R. " for the middle circuit of a high frequency valve. Both covering an approximate wavelength range of from 250 to 25,000 metres in their respective circuits, they accomplish all that could be desired in variometer tuning. Rotor and stator of hard moulded ebonite. Rotor externally and stator internally wound.

PRICES: type H 15/-, type S.R. 18/-

Complete in both cases with knob and dial.

INTERVALVE TRANSFORMERS.

(Pat. No. 205013).

By recent improvements in design these transformers have brought low frequency amplification of speech and music up to the highest stage of satisfactory reproduction. Scientifically constructed of the finest materials.

PRICE: SHROUDED, 21/- OPEN, 20/-

TYPE H.R. VARIOPHASE.

This variocoupler covers the entire range of B.B.C. wavelengths. Stator and rotor of hard moulded insulation. Windings self-supporting and impregnated solid. Tapping points shown on stator are staggered to facilitate soldering of connections. Highest possible grade of workmanship and finish.

PRICE 19/-

In replying to advertisers, use COUPON on last page.

Obtainable from all high-class dealers.

Manchester : 30, Cross Street.


Glasgow : 50, Wellington Street.

Cardiff : Western Mail Chambers.

Bradford : 18, Woodview Terrace, Manningham.
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How to determine suitable Values for Rheostats.

TABLE 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Valve</th>
<th>Ordinary Light Emitter (No. of Cells = 1)</th>
<th>Type B Light Emitter (No. of Cells = 2)</th>
<th>Type C Light Emitter (No. of Cells = 3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resistance</td>
<td>Current Carrying Capacity</td>
<td>Resistance</td>
<td>Current Carrying Capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.0 ohms.</td>
<td>2.0 amps.</td>
<td>5.0 ohms.</td>
<td>1.5 amps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.0 ohms.</td>
<td>1.0 amps.</td>
<td>10.0 ohms.</td>
<td>0.5 amps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.0 ohms.</td>
<td>0.5 amps.</td>
<td>15.0 ohms.</td>
<td>0.25 amps.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is essential that suitable filament rheostats be used in conjunction with the above valves and batteries, in order that the best results may be obtained. It should be specially noted that most of the rheostats now offered for sale were designed for use with bright emitter valves, and are unsuitable for use with the new dull emitter valves.

It is important to have the resistance of a value sufficient to reduce the voltage to the minimum voltage required, as otherwise the filament will be over-heated and this will, in some types of dull emitter valves, reduce their efficiency to that of the bright emitters. On the other hand, if the resistance be of too high a value, the greater part of it is useless, and the regulation on the useful part is comparatively coarse.

To obtain the correct value of resistance required, the following formula may be used:

Value of resistance required = (Number of cells in series) - (Lowest voltage required to operate valve) / (Current required per valve) x (Number of valves controlled by rheostat)

The values given in Table 3 have been obtained by the use of this formula.

The above illustration gives an idea of the amount of valuable information contained in the new 12-page Exide Booklet.

The book has been entirely re-written, and contains much technical information of value to every wireless user.

A Post Card will bring a copy by return.

Ask for BOOK 4027d.
A Valve-Panel Window

A neat window-fitting for use with the modern type of valve-mounting behind the panel, for viewing the state of the filament, is produced by the Grafton Electric Company. This takes the form of a plated ring 1½ in. diameter, with a false ring for the reverse side of the panel, fixing by three small bolts. The 1 in. diameter window thus formed is filled up by fine metal gauze. The fitting is well finished and would grace any set.

A Plug-in H.F. Transformer

A high-frequency transformer suitable for the broadcast wavelengths, and of the small plug-in variety, wound on an ebonite bobbin, has been submitted for test by Messrs. Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd. On test with a standard type of two-valve set, it was found to tune well over the range from 390 to 600 metres and to give satisfactory amplification in this region. It is neatly finished and strongly constructed; it proved convenient in use, and with reasonably large series aerial condenser there was no trouble with instability when using one H.F. stage.

Filament Resistance

A type of filament resistance which will appeal to the amateur constructor is that marketed by Messrs. Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd., samples of which have come to us for practical trial. The resistance is of the usual circular type for mounting behind a panel; it is provided with screws and already tapped bosses for this purpose. The contact is made very positively and smoothly by a special spring device mounted on the end of a moving arm, and the latter is fastened securely to its spindle (where allowing for longitudinal adjustment to accommodate different thicknesses of panel) by a substantial set-screw, which represents a commendable improvement over the customary rather insecure type of fastening. Substantial terminals on extension arms, well away from the moving parts, will delight the home constructor. A sturdy and positive stop at "full on" and "off" positions is provided, and a "taper" indicator on the neat knob which operates the device. The resistance is around 4 ohms; in actual operation it carried the current for two R valves without undue heating and gave smooth and silent control. It is well finished, the workmanship being considerably above the average.
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A type of filament resistance which will appeal to the amateur constructor is that marketed by Messrs. Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd., samples of which have come to us for practical trial. The resistance is of the usual circular type for mounting behind a panel; it is provided with screws and already tapped bosses for this purpose. The contact is made very positively and smoothly by a special spring device mounted on the end of a moving arm, and the latter is fastened securely to its spindle (where allowing for longitudinal adjustment to accommodate different thicknesses of panel) by a substantial set-screw, which represents a commendable improvement over the customary rather insecure type of fastening. Substantial terminals on extension arms, well away from the moving parts, will delight the home constructor. A sturdy and positive stop at "full on" and "off" positions is provided, and a "taper" indicator on the neat knob which operates the device. The resistance is around 4 ohms; in actual operation it carried the current for two R valves without undue heating and gave smooth and silent control. It is well finished, the workmanship being considerably above the average.
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A high-frequency transformer suitable for the broadcast wavelengths, and of the small plug-in variety, wound on an ebonite bobbin, has been submitted for test by Messrs. Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd. On test with a standard type of two-valve set, it was found to tune well over the range from 390 to 600 metres and to give satisfactory amplification in this region. It is neatly finished and strongly constructed; it proved convenient in use, and with reasonably large series aerial condenser there was no trouble with instability when using one H.F. stage.

Filament Resistance

A type of filament resistance which will appeal to the amateur constructor is that marked by Messrs. Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd., samples of which have come to us for practical trial. The resistance is of the usual circular type for mounting behind a panel; it is provided with screws and already tapped bosses for this purpose. The contact is made very positively and smoothly by a special spring device mounted on the end of a moving arm, and the latter is fastened securely to its spindle (where allowing for longitudinal adjustment to accommodate different thicknesses of panel) by a substantial set-screw, which represents a commendable improvement over the customary rather insecure type of fastening. Substantial terminals on extension arms, well away from the moving parts, will delight the home constructor. A sturdy and positive stop at "full on" and "off" positions is provided, and a "taper" indicator on the neat knob which operates the device. The resistance is around 4 ohms; in actual operation it carried the current for two R valves without undue heating and gave smooth and silent control. It is well finished, the workmanship being considerably above the average.
Trouble Corner
Conducted by "ADSUM"

It is intended under this heading to deal month by month with various rather out of the way faults which occur in receiving sets. The writer has kept for some time a record of those which have happened to himself and has also noted down such as have been experienced by his friends at various times. Some are fairly straightforward and might have been discovered almost at once if luck had been upon the searcher's side. Others however are of quite a different nature and unless one had some idea of what to suspect it might have been—indeed it usually was—a long and difficult business to track them down to their sources. It is hoped that readers who are interested will give others the benefit of their experiences by sending in brief accounts of such breakdowns, giving all the necessary details of the way in which the trouble first manifested itself and of the means whereby it had been eventually traced and cured.

A Wise Precaution
When asked by a beginner at wireless what is the most useful instrument to buy, the writer always recommends the purchase of a milliammeter and strongly advises that it should be kept wired in series with the high tension battery when the set is working, in the way shown in Fig. 1. If this is done one has one's finger so to speak always on the pulse of the set and one's search for faults when they occur is considerably narrowed down. Take for example the case of a set such as that shown in Fig. 1. The milliammeter reading when the set is working perfectly is taken and noted down for future reference. Let us suppose that it is two milliamperes. If at any time signals become weak the first thing to do is to glance at the pointer of the instrument. Should it still register two milliamperes we know (a) that there is nothing wrong with the plate circuits; (b) that the valves are above suspicion as regards at any rate three out of their four connections (filament and plate); (c) that we need not look to batteries or battery connections for the source of the trouble; (d) that there is no short circuit or broken circuit on the high tension side of the set. This narrows down the field of your search to quite small dimensions. The fault, if it is not in the phones, must lie either in the grid circuits, which include grid condenser, grid-leak and transformers or in what we may call the tuning part of the set. So far as transformers are concerned we are limited to the secondaries, for their primaries are in the high tension circuit. By the tuning part of the set is meant (1) the aerial; (2) the earth; (3) the aerial tuning inductance, and aerial tuning condenser; (4) the closed circuit inductance and closed circuit condenser. The grid circuits can be tested out very easily. Begin with that of the high frequency valve. Increase the biasing battery and watch the milliammeter. If without any increase it will drop quite suddenly to something very much below the normal reading are you running your filaments too bright? The milliammeter will tell you. If without any increase of plate voltage you find a slightly higher reading than normal shown then you are obtaining a greater emission by overheating the filaments. In the same way if the filament voltage remains unchanged the milliammeter will enable you to see whether you are using too high a voltage from the high tension battery. It will tell you better than any voltmeter the condition of either battery.

Uses of the Milliammeter
Besides enabling you to trace faults the milliammeter will tell you a whole host of things about your set. You wonder perhaps whether oscillation is taking place; watch the pointer of the milliammeter as you tighten couplings or adjust the variable condenser. As the oscillation point is approached the needle will begin to fall back a little, and when the set actually oscillates it will drop quite suddenly to something very much below the normal reading. Are you running your filaments too bright? The milliammeter will tell you. If without any increase of plate voltage you find a slightly higher reading than normal shown then you are obtaining a greater emission by overheating the filaments. In the same way if the filament voltage remains unchanged the milliammeter will enable you to see whether you are using too high a voltage from the high tension battery. It will tell you better than any voltmeter the condition of either battery.

Fig. 1.—How to connect a milliammeter.
A milliammeter was fitted to the set. Quite an accurate reading. It will be no difficulty in obtaining the divisions are fairly large there from 0 to 20 or 25 milliamps. As chase is one with a scale reading bargain.

Fig. 2.—Testing the accumulator.

slightly different you can calculate it at once by Ohm's Law

\[ R = \frac{1}{E} \]

Once the resistance is known exactly the voltage can be measured at once by the formula

\[ 1,000 \times E = C \text{ (milliamps)} \times R \text{ (ohms)} \]

For example if the reading is 9 milliamperes and the resistance 500 ohms then

\[ 1,000 \times E = 9 \times 500 \]
\[ 1,000 \times E = 4,500 \]

Therefore \[ E = 4.5 \]

To test the high tension battery it is best to use a resistance such as that employed in anode circuits with a value of about 50,000 ohms. Its true value may be found in the same way as before by actual test with the milliammeter and a new high tension battery. Future readings can be worked out in a moment by the formula. This method has the great advantage that it throws only a very small strain upon the high tension battery when the test is made, for the current passed even with a 100 volt battery will not exceed two milliamperes. Milliammeters are not expensive to buy; in fact they can often be picked up from dealers in disposals goods for quite small sums and anyone who requires one will soon find that it is an extremely good bargain. The best type to purchase is one with a scale reading from 0 to 20 or 25 milliamps. As the divisions are fairly large there will be no difficulty in obtaining quite an accurate reading.

A Curious Case

Here is a strange case, liable to happen to anyone, which occurred to the writer some time ago before a milliammeter was fitted to the set.

On the previous evening reception had been very good indeed, but this time when the set was switched on signals had fallen off to but a fraction of their proper strength. The set was a four-valver with two high frequency stages, tuned-anode coupled, a rectifier and a note magnifier. Aerial and earth came through all tests with flying colours, there was nothing wrong with any of the coils or the condensers which tuned them, no loose connection or short circuit could be found in connection with any of the plates or grids. The telephones and transformers were tried and found perfectly in order. The batteries were up to their full voltage. All terminals were tested and found properly tightened up. The valves fitted tightly into their sockets and no grid had sagged on to a plate.

When all these tests had been made it seemed as if nothing else was left to be done and the matter might have remained a mystery had it not occurred to the victim to take a new valve (dull emitters were being used) and to try the result of using it to replace each of the four in turn. Nothing happened when it was placed in the sockets of the high frequency valves or the rectifier, but when it was employed as a note magnifier signals suddenly resumed their wonted strength and clearness.

The telephones and transformers were tried and increasing the capacity added to the primary to something considerably beyond the ordinary amount required. But when this was done the set was very unstable, oscillating on the slightest provocation.

The cause was not discovered for some minutes but a little thought showed that something must have happened to either aerial or earth. A walk outside showed that the aerial lead was no longer attached to the terminal of its insulated tube. A recently acquired puppy had found it a splendid thing to play with and his teeth marks on the insulation of the wire showed that he had pulled and pulled until it came adrift. A note was made for future reference: if the set is unstable and if more capacity is required in the aerial tuning condenser examine the earth lead.
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A Curious Occurrence

One night the set, when adjusted to the known setting of 2LO, responded so weakly that signals were barely audible in the loud speaker though normally they could be heard all over the house. Though usually the particular set in use (one high frequency, aperiodic transformer coupled, a rectifier and two note magnifiers) was so stable that it could not be made to oscillate upon broadcast wavelengths, it was now found to emit squeaks when either the tuning condensers or the coupling between primary and secondary circuits were altered. A trial showed that 2LO could be brought in by leaving the secondary at its normal setting and increasing the capacity added to the primary to something considerably beyond the ordinary amount required. But when this was done the set was very unstable, oscillating on the slightest provocation.

The cause was not discovered for some minutes but a little thought showed that something must have happened to either aerial or earth. A walk outside showed that the

Fig. 3.—A disconnected earth lead makes the set unstable, though signals can be brought in by increasing the capacity of the A. T. C.
Transformer Trouble

Here is another rather strange case. I received from a correspondent some time ago a long letter—six quarto pages—in which he told me that a perfectly untraceable fault had occurred in his 5-valve set (2 H.F. transformer coupled, a rectifier and two note magnifiers). Here is his account of the mishap.

On the Thursday evening the set had been working perfectly. When switched on the next evening it refused to function. The greatest feats of tuning could extract nothing more from it than occasional faint signals from a high-powered station no great distance away. Eventually the set was taken to pieces, most of the connections being resoldered, since a friend had suggested that the trouble might be due to the oxidation of the solder. The fault was at length traced to a burnt primary winding in the first low frequency interstage transformer. This trouble again could have been diagnosed without much loss of time had a milliammeter been available. The reduced output reading would have shown that, since all was well with the batteries, something must be amiss with one of the plate circuits. Had the instrument been applied to each in turn it would have registered nothing or very nearly so when the low frequency valve was reached. In this case one could first suspect the transformer and would test it for continuity with the help of the milliammeter, thus coming to the solution of the problem.

A Useful System

I have always found it most useful with multi-valve sets to provide an easy means of cutting out either the high frequency or low frequency valves or both at will. In this way one can make extremely rapid tests without the necessity of using any instruments. One of the simplest systems of doing this is as follows:—Place a group of four terminals upon the panel in the neighbourhood of the first H.F. valve. To two of them are connected (A, B, Fig. 4) the leads from the secondary coil of the tuner. The other two (C, D) are connected to the slider of the potentiometer and to the grid of rectifier C.R. 13.

This having been done one can rejoin KM and LN so as to see whether the fault, if not so far discovered, is in the note magnifiers. If preferred double pole single throw switches may, of course, be used instead of the four terminals, but I much prefer the latter since switches are apt to add to the capacity of the circuits and one cannot feel perfectly sure that their contacts are beyond reproach. The use of double pole double-throw switches to effect the changes in one simple movement is not recommended, since to employ them means using long leads, which is not good.


To the Editor of Modern Wireless

Dear Sir,—During the last few days I have been testing the Grebe C.R. 13 circuit as described in Modern Wireless, and thought you might be interested to know that I have found it far more efficient than any other H.F. amplifying circuit. The results obtained were quite as good as the author described, although a little reaction on the secondary coil was necessary for very long distance stations.

You can assure the readers of your two very excellent journals who have not yet tried this circuit that it is superior to tuned-anode coupling both for signal strength and simple sharp tuning.

Yours faithfully,

Eric G. Warr.

East Sheen, S.W. 14.
Further Experiments with the "All-Wave" Receiver

By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E.

This article deals with further circuits which may be tried on the All-Wave Receiver.

In our last issue full constructional details of the All-Wave Receiver were given, together with three circuits which will be found particularly useful.

There is, however, no reason why this set should not be used for various other purposes, and two or three more circuits are given in this article, so that those who have constructed the set may try them out if they only desire to use two valves.

Fig. 1 is a reproduction of the circuit diagram of the three-valve receiver. When trying out different circuits with the set, it is very convenient to note the terminals of this circuit.

A Very Simple Two-Valve Receiver

A very simple two-valve receiver is illustrated, in circuit form, in Fig. 2. It will be seen that the second and third valves of the All-Wave receiver are used, the first valve being out of action. This valve is preferably taken out of its socket, but it may be left in position if the filament rheostat of the first valve is switched off.

Assuming that the rubber-covered connecting leads have all been disconnected, the following connections are now made. Looking at Fig. 3, the aerial is connected to the terminal A1, and the earth to the terminal E; T1 and T2 are joined together, and T3 and T4 are also joined. A lead is now taken from T3 to T4; the variable rheostat, shown as R1 in Fig. 3 and as R4 in Fig. 1, is adjusted so as to be switched off, that is to say, it is assumed, of course, that the high-tension and low-tension connections have been made, and that the telephones have been connected to the telephone terminals.

The operation of this circuit is of the simplest possible, the only adjustment being the variable condenser. If desired, of course, the constant aerial tuning system need not be adopted, in which case the aerial would be connected to the terminal A2. This, of course, would need a re-tuning of the circuit, and probably the use of a smaller inductance coil in L1.

A Two-Valve Circuit Using Reaction

Fig. 4 illustrates a two-valve circuit which is rather similar to Fig. 2, but provides for reaction on to the grid circuit of the valve. As before, the first valve is out of circuit, and all the connections are identical to those already given, except the connections T10 to T7.

In place of this connection, we connect T10 to the terminal of T1, and connect the terminal T4 to T1.; at the same time we insert a reaction coil L3 into the moving coil-holder L3 of Fig. 3. This reaction coil, in most cases, should be a No. 75 plug-in coil, or its equivalent. The operation of this receiver is not quite so simple as in the case of the Fig. 2 circuit.
coils should first of all be well apart, and under these conditions the aerial condenser $C_1$ of Fig. 3 should be adjusted until the loudest signals are obtained. The reaction coil $L_2$ is then brought closer to $L_1$ and the condenser $C_1$ is returned. Bringing the coil $L_2$ closer to $L_1$ should result in an increase in signal strength, after a re-tuning in each case, of the condenser $C_1$. If the signal strength does not increase, it is a clear indication that the reaction coil is the wrong way round, and the next step is for the experimenter to reverse the leads to the coil $L_1$. We have stated that the terminals $T_1$ and $T_3$ are connected, and that $T_2$ and $T_4$ are also joined. The experimenter should now disconnect these leads and connect $T_2$ to $T_4$ and $T_3$ to $T_1$. The process of gradually bringing up the reaction coil to the coil $L_1$ and re-tuning on $C_1$ should be gone through, and it will be found that the strength of signals will increase. The coupling should not be made too tight, otherwise the second valve will oscillate and a chirp or howl heard when the condenser $C_1$ is adjusted. If this howl is heard, immediately loosen the coupling, or distance, between $L_1$ and $L_2$.

Fig. 3.—The panel of the "All-Wave" receiver.

Another Two-Valve Circuit

Fig. 5 illustrates another two-valve circuit which is really the same as that given in Fig. 4, but now has the variable condenser $C_a$ connected in the anode circuit. This is brought into circuit by adding to the connections given when describing Fig. 4, by joining $T_2$ to $T_4$.

This circuit is very liable to oscillate, and is not recommended. In any case, the reaction coil should be kept well away from the other coil at all times.

A Single-Valve Circuit

A single-valve circuit, using the All-Wave receiver, is illustrated in Fig. 6. Assuming that the aerial, telephone and battery connections have been made and that all other leads have been disconnected, the following connections are necessary:

The first and third valves are switched off. $T_1$ is connected to $T_2$, and $T_3$ to $T_4$. $T_4$ is connected to $T_3$, the anode resistance $R_1$ being switched off. The terminal $T_2$ is connected to $T_3$, while $T_4$ is connected to the right-hand telephone terminal of Fig. 3.

(Continued on page 529)
THE
FAMOUS POLAR .001 MICROFARAD VARIABLE CONDENSER
THE BEST ALL-ROUND CONDENSER ON THE MARKET
Is admirably adapted for the efficient tuning of aerials. This applies especially to the case of a loosely-coupled aerial, where the .001 value should be used for the PRIMARY of the aerial system.

The capacity curve of a POLAR CONDENSER is a STRAIGHT LINE. This means that its tuning is ACCURATE and CONTINUOUS.

The .001 POLAR CONDENSER is equally useful for REJECTER CIRCUITS and WAVE TRAPS.

The following circuits give their best results when fitted with POLAR .001 CONDENSERS:
ST700 Flewelling, ST75, ST76, ST34, PW.

Proof of our confidence is the fact that ALL RADIO COMMUNICATION COMPANY Sets—both Marine and Broadcasting—are fitted with POLAR CONDENSERS.

Every POLAR VARIABLE CONDENSER carries a definite guarantee for twelve months. If during this time it develops any mechanical defect it will be replaced free of charge.

BEST VALUE. HANDIEST SIZE.
It is of general utility, indispensable alike to amateur, experimenter and export.

Prices:—Unmounted, 14/-; Mounted 20/-.

RADIO COMMUNICATION COMPANY LTD, 54-56 FOPPARD ST, LONDON, W.C.2
Branches: YASTI, CARDIFF, LUTON, GWIL.
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R.1. Transformer 5-1 .... 25/-
Irganic (shrouded) .... 21/-
Formo (.0003) .... 16/-
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Various Makes .... 10/6

EDISON BELL PARTS

Twin Detector 5/6
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Grid Leak, Condenser .... 2/6
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Many thousands sold last year
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FREE Constructor's Licences.
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Ebonite, D.C.C. .... 4/-

TRANSFORMER

LISSEN T3
One of the best light transformers made is the LISSEN T3. May be used for all stages of audio-frequency. A really excellent transformer and actually compares with many expensive transformers now on the market because of its skilfully balanced design.

16/6

FILAMENT RHEOSTATS

With finished brass bush for panel 
mounting. Resistance wire wound on 
insulating rod, thereby giving perfectly smooth adjustment.

3/6

PLASTIC METAL 6d.

BRITISH THOMSDX.HOUSTON

(BRISTOL)

BRUNET.
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R
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IN THIS COLUMN.

Switch Arm, one-hole fixing (best) ................... 1/6
Above, with 12 stud and nuts ........................ 1/6
Valve Meter, Case, 0-15 .................................. 1/6
Valve Windows .............................................. 1/6
Ebonite Dial and Knob, hand-polished .......... 1/6
Ebonite Dial (scale 0-150), hand-polished .... 1/6
Dial and Knob, scale 0-150, two designs .... 1/6
in. Ebonite Condenser Ends and Bases ....... 1/6
Spade Terminals, screw pattern ............... 1/6
for 1/2
D.P.D.T. Switch on Ebonite ..................... 1/6
S.P.D.T. ..................................................... 1/6
D.P.D.T. Switch for Panel Mounting ...... 1/6
S.P.D.T. ..................................................... 1/6
Phone Cards, double, 54 in. long .......... 1/6
Phone Cards, double, 50, 50 in. long .. 1/6
100 feet Aerial Wire and 4 Egg Insulators... 1/6
Hand-polished Ebonite Valve Holders, 8 in. .... 1/6
Ebonite (Molded) dial ............................... 1/6
Twist Flex for long leads ......................... 2/6
easy fix
High-class Rubber Lead-in ..................... 10 yds.
Bell Wire, D.C. I.R.G.(not rubbish) .... 1/6
Coil Plugs, Ebonite, not substituements .. 1/6
Ditto on Stand, with Terminals ...... 1/6
Single Holder and Plug for Basket Coils .. 1/6
Basket Coils, set of 6 up to 3,500 metres .... 2/6
Raymond Fixed Condensers, guaranteed :. . . 1/2
no. to 1000 ................................................. 1/6
no. 1001 to 1000 ....................................... 1/6
Filament Resistance (Edison Bell) ....... 1/6
Filament Resistance, with Dial ............... 1/6
Telephones Terminals Not Net ......... 1/6
Large W.O. Pillar and Army Type ......... 1/6
Small Pillar .................................. 1/6
Extra Large for Aerial and Earth ......... 1/6
Strip Copper A/B Wire (Yape), 200 ft. .... 1/6
Tinned Copper - 14-gauge, 10' for 36 feet. 1/6
18-gauge, 10', 20-gauge, 8 ft. .......... 1/6
Screw Ends, 10 ga. and 12 ga. ......... 1/6
2 for 10 yds. ........................................... 1/6
Screw Ends, 12 ga. and 14 ga. ......... 1/6
2 for 8 yds. ........................................... 1/6
Screw Ends, 14 ga. and 16 ga. ......... 1/6
2 for 6 yds. ........................................... 1/6
Globe Scents, 0-180 ........................... 1/6
Dial Scents, 0-300 ........................... 1/6
Ditto with Knob ................................ 1/6
Ditto with Knob ................................ 1/6
Gotro Scents, 0-200, Black or White . 1/6
0-100 ........................................ 1/6
Set of 12 Nashes, Black or White ....... 1/6
Gold Steel Plastic Metal .................... 1/6
Grey Steel, 4 mm. with 1933 Condenser .... 1/6
Valve Sockets with Shoulder .............. 1/6
Ditto pair, all with 4 nuts ......... 1/6
Special Screw Crystal Glass, quick fix 6/6
Telephone Wood Screw Terminals .... 6/6
100,000 ohms resistance .............. 1/6
Ebonite Plates, /, best quality ... 1/6
2 x 6, 1/2, 1/4 x 6, 1/2, 1/8 x 6, 1/2 ... 1/6
2 x 6, 1/2, 1/4 x 6, 1/2, 1/8 x 6, 1/2 ... 1/6
Lissomot Midget ................................ 1/6
Waxless End Cap ................................. 7/6
Ironic Concert Coils, set of 4: .......... 1/6
310-385 metres ................................ 1/6
200-250 metres ................................. 1/6
34-700 to 1,100 ................................ 1/6
200-250 metres ................................. 1/6
100-150 metres ................................. 1/6
For Ironic, Radio Instruments, Ironic and proprietary articles see separate announcements.

VARIABLE CONDENSORS.

NEW MODEL

ONE HOLE FIXING

Cap. guaranteed. Minimum space required. Fully adjusted 0.75 m. spacers. Aluminium ends. Fully assembled for panel mounting as sketch. Including Knob and Dial.

001 ........................................ 8/3
00075 ........................................ 7/3
0005 ........................................ 6/3
0003 ........................................ 6/3

POST FREE .................................................. 3/2

OUR USUAL CONDENSER

ONE HOLE FIXING

088 spacing. Fully assembled for panel mounting. Complete with Knob and Dial. If no dial required deduct 6d.

001 ........................................ 6/6
00075 ........................................ 5/9
0005 ........................................ 5/9
0003 ........................................ 5/9

Vernier ........................................ 3/2

DUOPEX CONDENSERS

This Condenser is composed of two equal units, each of 900 mfd., operated by one knob and dial, thereby enabling you to tune two circuits by one knob of the dial. Can be used in series or parallel. Complete, with aluminum ends, Knobs and dial.

Duoex is designed for panel mounting as sketch.

Condenser ....................... 15/6

VERNEY COMBINED

Require no flowery language to tell them.

VERNEY AND VERNEY COMBINED 12/6 10/6 8/6

TRADE COUNTER OPEN.

In replying to advertisers, use COUPON on last page.

K. RAYMOND
27, LISLE STREET, W.1

HOURS OF BUSINESS: DAILY, 9 to 7.15
SUN, 10.30 to 1.

In replying to advertisers, use COUPON on last page.
The Valve that made the Sensation!

Here is the SECRET.
Consumption, 0'42 amp. average.
Filament Voltage, 5'0 volts.
Anode Volts, 50—100.
British make throughout.
Every Valve stamped 'B.B.C.'

The Thorpe K.1 Valve
is adaptable to every type of receiving circuit, but more especially to those employing dual amplification and super-regeneration. The high efficiency of this Valve is due to the employment of a special anode which forms a perfect electron trap—owing to the great surface area presented.

A new and original method of exhaustion has been adopted which guarantees a very accurate degree of vacuum.

The Valve has been subjected to exhaustive tests, and has been received with approbation everywhere.

BORWER ELECTRIC, Ltd.,
15, Grape Street, Shaftesbury Avenue, LONDON, W.C.2.

In replying to advertisers, use COUPON on last page
Further Experiments with the "All-Wave" Receiver
(Continued from page 524)

The only disadvantage of this arrangement is that the primary of the intervalve transformer is permanently included in the anode circuit, but this does not make any difference to the operation of the circuit.

The same remarks regarding reaction apply to this circuit as to the previous ones. The reaction coil should be brought up gradually to the other inductance, and if the reaction is the wrong way round then the connections between $T_1$ and $T_2$ and between $T_1$ and $T_4$ should be altered as previously described.

Fig. 6.—A simple single valve circuit with reaction.

Foolproof Attachment to Valve Sets

Constructional details of a little attachment which will prevent valve accidents

THE prevalent tendency in wireless, as in everything else, is towards the dawn of the foolproof era, but there still are one or two directions in which improvements remain to be effected.

One of these—which not a few careless experimenters have already realised to their sorrow—is in regard to coupling the high- and low-tension batteries to their respective terminals on the panel. Many little things can here go wrong. The attachment of the H.T. leads to the L.T. screw terminals may ruin the valves. An accidental contact between two of the spade terminals may short-circuit the battery in a moment. Then again there is the hindrance which follows the mingling of the positive and negative leads.

To overcome these sources of worry is quite a simple matter. No materials are needed beyond a couple of small pieces of ebonite, about 2 in. long and $\frac{1}{2}$ in. wide, and each of these is fashioned to form a frame, into which one of the respective pairs of spade terminals can engage. This prevents accidental contact, and consequent short-circuiting, between any of the spade terminals, it ensures that the two H.T. leads and the two L.T. leads are maintained in their proper pairs, and it eliminates the possibility of the one H.T. and one L.T. lead being accidentally paired together.

Diagram 1 shows the construction of the frame, which merely consists of the plain piece of ebonite, drilled with two $\frac{1}{2}$-16 in. holes to accommodate the milled edges of the spade terminals. The distance between the holes (a) should correspond to the distance between the positive and negative screw terminals on the panel, so that the positive and negative spade terminals can engage with them.

It will be observed that the holes are not equidistant from the two edges of the frame, but, as shown by measurements "a" and "b," that they are appreciably nearer to one edge than to the other. Distance "b" should be about $\frac{1}{2}$ in. or such as will not hinder the spade terminals from making contact with the screw terminals on the panel (see diagram 2), whilst distance "c" should be greater, say $\frac{1}{2}$ in., so that the frame, if inadvertently inverted, will not allow connection to the wrong terminals to take place.

The only danger that then remains is that the L.T. frame, in toto, might be connected to the H.T. terminals on the panel, or vice versa. This can be overcome if the two frames are marked "H.T." and "L.T." respectively; or if the screw terminals on the panel are so arranged that the distance "a" on the L.T. frame is different from distance "a" on the H.T. frame; or again, if the position of the screw terminals on the panel will permit, by combining the two short frames into one longer one.

I have made this simple improvement on my own valve set, and have been more than repaid for the trouble incurred, by the worry and anxiety which I now find myself spared.

J. L. COUPS.
Some Notes on the Transatlantic Receiver

by PERCY W. HARRIS, Assistant Editor

So much interest has been shown in the transatlantic receiver described in the November issue of MODERN WIRELESS that a few further notes on the subject may perhaps be useful. At the same time I will take this opportunity of answering a few queries about the set.

First of all, with regard to the valves; these in many cases seem to have given trouble as for some reason or other (best explainable by the makers) there is a lack of uniformity in producing this type. Excellent results with this set have been obtained in using the dull emitter equivalent of the V.24 and QX valves, i.e., the D.E.V. and D.E.Q. respectively. Occasionally trouble has been given by the lack of matching of the two transformers,

but in the majority of cases these have been satisfactory.

A large number of readers have written to ask whether it is possible to use the ordinary four-pin valves in this set. Generally I have not recommended their use seeing that a large part of the virtue of this set is due to the absence of stray capacities which are often so detrimental in high-frequency amplification. Several readers, however—by careful arrangement and by using the separate pins rather than the ebonite sockets—have obtained excellent results, and I would like to draw the attention of readers to a letter in this issue giving details of how one set has been made in this way.

If four-pin valves are used, the first two valves should be chosen with a view to their high-frequency amplifying properties. The popular "general purpose" valves are not the best to use and the reader should pick those which are designed for high-frequency amplification. It is quite a good plan to cut the valve sockets to half their usual length and, instead of securing them on the panel with nuts at the back, to cut a screw-thread in the panel so that nuts are obviated.

The original transatlantic set is still in practically daily use on my experimental table and continues to give extraordinarily good results. Using a 2-ft. frame aerial with 10 turns, I have been able to hear Aberdeen, Newcastle, Glasgow, and other of the broadcasting stations quite clearly in the telephones, without using any subsequent amplification, and by using the note magnifying addition described in the December issue it has been possible to work a loud-speaker quite well in this way.

With the resistance coupling about to be described I have read most of the East coast United States high-power stations on the very long waves, while at the other extreme on the smallest transformer I have had no difficulty in working the loud-speaker (using the amplifying panel) on the "Old Vic" short-wave-length transmissions.

The actual wave-length used is below 150 metres, and I have been asked not to reveal it in print to save the transmissions from the inevitable howling which might occur through the misuse of reaction receivers in searching for the carrier-wave.

Even down on 100 metres it is possible to use this set although naturally the size of tuning condenser is such that tuning is exceedingly difficult. The control of oscillation by means of the potentiometer remains uniform and
smooth on all wave-lengths, although over about seven or eight hundred metres on my own aerial the set requires additional external resistance to check self-oscillation. The two-coil holder mounting described in the December issue provides all that is necessary in this way, and if a holder is used in which it is possible to reverse the reaction coil interesting experiments may be made with reverse reaction to check self-oscillation.

It is a comparatively simple matter to make up two units by which resistance capacity coupling can be used. The two units are somewhat different in construction, for in the first case it is necessary to include a grid condenser and leak, whilst in the second these are already provided in the set. One internal change is necessary. In the original design it will be found that the grid leak is placed across the grid condenser. If resistance capacity coupling is desired it is necessary to alter the position of this grid leak so that it comes between the grid side of the grid condenser and the positive filament. This change is easily made and the reader can, if he likes, take the opportunity of substituting a variable grid leak for the fixed although it will not be found to give any marked improvement. This position of the leak works in every way just as well on transformers as with the resistance capacity coupling unit.

The first resistance capacity coupling unit is shown on the previous page. The resistance should be about 50,000 or 60,000 ohms, the leak about 3 megohms and the coupling condenser 0.0003 µF. The mounting can take any convenient form, but care must be taken that the overall dimensions are such that the device will not foul the two adjacent valves. The second coupling unit consists merely of a resistance of the value already given.

One precaution is necessary. Before using the resistance capacity coupling you must set the high-frequency tuning condenser on zero, or you will get very little amplification.

The resistance capacity coupling is not recommended on a wave length below that of Radiola, but above this it will be found uniformly satisfactory. Variable anode resistances can be tried here, but the value of 50,000 ohms is generally about satisfactory for the valves in question. If four-pin valves, however, are used then it is advisable to make the resistance variable so that it can be suitably adjusted for any different types of valves which may be utilised.

Making Crystals

To the Editor of Modern Wireless.

Sir,—With reference to the paragraph in the January issue of Modern Wireless on making artificial galena, I think a word of warning should be given, especially to those youthful enthusiasts who may be induced to experiment in this direction. The reaction between the lead and sulphur is somewhat vigorous and might easily lead to serious consequences to one who doesn't know what to expect.

On adding the sulphur to the molten lead the former burns, but heating should be continued gently until the mass bursts into vivid bluish flames. When this dies down any excess of sulphur that remains burns away, and then the residue can be cooled.

Excess of sulphur over that required by the theoretical formula should be added in the first instance, as there is waste by the combustion of the sulphur before the reaction begins.

I might add that I obtained some samples of quite passable sensitivity, although the sensitive spots were difficult to find, as with natural galena.

With best wishes for your magazine.

I remain yours faithfully,
H. W. S.
Warwick Square, S.W.1.

March, 1924

MODERN WIRELESS

PLUGS and JACKS
Plug and Jack Complete 3/- Post Free.

TWO-WAY PLUG.
A. ROBERTS & CO.,
42, Bedford Hill, Balham, S.W.12.

STEEL LAKER MASTS
STRONG, LIGHT, DURABLE.
BUILT FOR SERVICE.
More "LAKER" Masts are sold than all other makes combined. Each mast is a standing testimonial. Made from best Steel Tubing, 2 in. diameter, in 10 ft. sections. Quickly assembled and erected. 25 ft., 35/-; 30 ft., 45/-; 35 ft., 52/6; 40 ft. 63/-, 45 ft., 75/- complete with all accessories. Ask your dealer or order from us direct.
SEND POSTCARD FOR CATALOGUE.

CONDENSERS

The most perfect variable condenser made ; thick plates ; very small spacers; one hole fixing; ebonite knob and dial to fit flush with panel; no spring washers.
.

"001-B/- Complete
"'0005-6/-
"0005-6/6

S. E. BLAND, A.C.G.I., B.Sc.
82a Queen St., Cheapside, E.C.4
POSTAGE 6d.—TRADE SUPPLIED

FIRST AMONGST THE BEST
J.W.B.
ACCUMULATORS
Every Battery Backed by
30 YEARS EXPERIENCE.
OF ALL DEALERS.
Repairs to any make.
J. W. BARNARD & HAYNES, Ltd.,
45, Gl. Ormond Street, W.C.1.
Phone Museum 1022.
The most interesting of all the time signals is perhaps the series sent out every night from the Eiffel Tower at 10.44, 10.46, and 10.48 p.m., Greenwich Mean Time. These time signals are preceded by certain Morse signals which the beginner can ignore. Exactly at 10.44 p.m. the station begins a long series of dashes, spaced at regular intervals and precisely on 10.45 a dot is sent. At 10.46 a second series of dashes begins, and this time each dash is followed by two dots and precisely at 10.47 a dot is once more given. At 10.48 a series of dashes and 4 dots commences, terminating at 10.49 with a final dot. Thus one is able to check to a fraction of a second, the time at 10.45, 10.47, and 10.49 p.m. An identical series is sent out at 10.44, 10.46 and 10.48 a.m.

If your set is so arranged that you can tune up to 2,600 metres, you will have no difficulty whatever in picking up these Morse and time signals. If your crystal set is fitted with a plug and socket for increasing the wavelength range, you will need to withdraw the plug from its socket and insert in it a No. 300 plug-in coil, whereupon you will hear signals quite distinctly. A valve set, of course, will give very loud signals and with three valves its strength will be much more than you can comfortably bear in the telephones. For the benefit of those who are accustomed to listen to Eiffel Tower telephony we may say that the time signals take place on exactly the same frequency. The tuning, is much less sharp than in the case with telephony.

These are not the only time signals sent out by the Eiffel Tower: there is another series known as the "scientific time signals" which, however, cannot easily be interpreted by the beginner. These are sent out about 10 o'clock a.m. and p.m. and consist of a series of dots regularly spaced. They are useful for tuning up your set preparatory to receiving the 10.44 signals, but can only be fully utilised with the aid of scientific apparatus. They are really sent out in order that astronomers and others may check their astronomical clocks with a degree of accuracy not possible on the 10.44 time signals.

If you study a complete radio time-table you will find that time signals are sent out from Paris at other times of the day, i.e., at 10.44 a.m. (these signals as stated are the same as those at 10.44 p.m.) and at 9.26 until 9.30 p.m. These last are known as the international system of time signals and are somewhat different in their formation. Five seconds after 9.26 there occurs a series of three dashes, each dash a second long and the dashes separated by an interval of exactly one second. At 15 seconds after 9.26 another series of three is sent, and between 25 and 30 seconds is a continuous dash. Again at 35 seconds we have three dashes a second long with one second intervals and at 45 seconds after the minute a further series. Precisely at 9.27 we have the Morse letter X (dash, dot, dot, dash) repeated a number of times until at 55 seconds after 9.27 occurs a series of three dashes each a second long and with a spacing of one second, the last dash terminating exactly at 9.28. Shortly after 9.28 the Morse letter N (dash dot, dash dot, dash) is sent at regular intervals and a series of three dashes terminates at 9.29. Shortly after 9.29 we have the Morse letter G (dash dash, dot, dot), and three dashes with the last terminating at 9.30 finish up the series.

Another series of time signals which can be read with a well-adjusted crystal receiver is that sent out from the Nauen station near Berlin. These are also in the International code of time signalling just described, and are sent out at 11.57 a.m. and 11.57 p.m. The wavelength is 3,100 metres and identical signals are also sent out at the same time by continuous waves on 13,000 metres. Of course these latter cannot be heard on a crystal set, but the strength of the 3,100 metres (a 400 coil will do for this) is quite sufficient for anyone to read when listening carefully.

If you are fortunate enough to possess a receiver which is capable of receiving continuous wave signals on long wavelengths, and if you are sufficiently experienced in tuning, you will find it interesting to try to pick up the time signals from Annapolis in the United States. The Annapolis station is very powerful, and although its signals are rather mixed up with those of many other high power stations, it is a comparatively simple matter to pick them up when you have acquired skill in tuning. The midday American time signals sent out from Annapolis are heard in this country at 5 p.m. in our time owing to the five hours difference. Annapolis signals are sent out as a series of dots, one dot a second, the dots for last 5 seconds of each minute being omitted. Exactly on the hour a dash is made. The midday signals start 5 minutes before the hour and there is another series of signals sent out between 5 minutes to 10 and 10 p.m. (being heard here between 2.55 and 3 a.m.). The call sign is NSS (— ... ... ... ) and the wavelength 17,415 metres. The signals are sent out with an arc transmitter of very high power.

Time signals bring home to us very forcibly the wonderful distances which wireless signals will travel and still be heard. They also emphasise the differences in time between two countries: thus an experimenter in Boston with a really good set can listen about seven p.m. to the midday signals from Pearl Harbour, Hawaii, and the midnight signals from Nauen in Germany, the interval being only a few minutes.
Have you a Wireless Set?
Then you need

CLIX

(CLIX is the most ingenious and efficient contact or terminal on the market to-day, and most inexpensive. It consists of a combined plug and socket which readily solves every wiring problem, and supersedes every kind of Terminal. This is how it is used:

CLIX may be wired at any of the points A, B, C, D or E, by passing the end of the wire

A Down the socket, through the slot—clamping the end at C.
B Through the slot, down the socket—clamping the end at C.
C Round the shank under the rim—clamping the end at B or D.
E Through the slot or round the thread—clamping the end at C or E.
F Affords an ideal point for soldering when permanent connections are required.

RETAIL PRICES.

CLIX ................ 3d. each
CLIX LOCKNUTS ....... 1d. each
" INSULATORS (six colours) ... 1d. each
" with Locknut and Insulator . 4d. each
" Bushes (six colours) ..... 1½d. each
" with Locknut and one pair Bushes... 4½d. each

Postage extra—2d. per doz.; 4d. per gross.

CLIX is obtainable from all high-class wireless dealers or direct from the Patentees and Manufacturers:

AUTOVEYORS Ltd
Radio Engineers and Contractors,
84, VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.1

Ask your dealer for a demonstration of the

3-E.V.C.

Because it is the PROVED rejector of all interference in listening-in. The 3-E.V.C. is the most important of all Wireless accessories.

WIRELESS VALVES

First Across

YOU know the keenness and the rivalry which goes to win the coveted phrase “First across.” Every wire is subjected to most careful scrutiny, but the choice of valve is almost a religious ceremony, so essential is the right selection of the valve.

The First amateur “Just across” the Atlantic, working both ways, was Mr. PARTRIDGE, MERTON LANE, MITCHAM and the first schoolboy
Mr. C. W. GOYDER, MILL HILL SCHOOL

They both used

MULLARD VALVES

Why not get the best out of your set? The Mullard range is comprehensive and any dealer can supply you with the right Mullard Valve for your circuit or set.

Ask him today.

In replying to advertisers, use COUPON on last page
"ATLAS" SPECIALITIES.

"ATLAS" PATENT PLUG-IN COILS

Customer. "I see you stock 'ATLAS' PATENT PLUG-IN COILS. Could you tell me how it is they are so efficient, please?"

Dealer. "Well, one of the principal reasons is that since High-Frequency Currents tend to keep to the surface of a conductor, it follows that the greater the circumferential area the less the effective resistance; and as the Patent Winding of these Coils is comprised of TWIN WIRES, with a consequent larger surface area (or skin effect) than is possible with single-wire wound coils, the 'ATLAS' PATENT PLUG-IN COILS offer the least possible resistance to such High-Frequency Currents."

Customer. "Now what about cutting out unwanted stations for which the manufacturers are making such a big claim?"

Dealer. "The 'ATLAS' COILS being wound in true concentric circles, there is an entire absence of sharp bends which are so detrimental to any coil. Furthermore, the special arrangement of 'Separators,' separating the layers of the windings from one another, provide the MAXIMUM amount of AIR-SPACING, which renders FINE TUNING not only a possibility, but an actuality and which, of course, is the GREAT ESSENTIAL in the CUTTING OUT of UNWANTED STATIONS. A marked increase in signal strength is also effected."

Manufactured Solely by

H. CLARKE & CO. (MANCHESTER), LTD.,
RADIO ENGINEERS,
"ATLAS" WORKS,
OLD TRAFFORD,
MANCHESTER.

Phones: 603 & 793 Trafford Park.
Grams: "Pitoid" Manchester.

In replying to advertisers, use COUPON on last page
Aerial Circuit Tuning


(Continued from page 326 of previous issue. This part was unavoidably left over.)

The greatest advantage of the series condenser arrangement is that the set will work on widely different aerials without the necessity of constantly changing the plug-in coil. From the point of view of semi-constant aerial tuning the Fig. 7 circuit is much to be preferred to the Fig. 5 arrangement.

Neither the series nor the parallel arrangement, however, is good enough. It is not possible to specify, for example, in an article that the correct coil for broadcast wavelengths is a No. 50 plug-in coil. Authors have to specify alternative numbers; for example, No. 25, No. 35, No. 50, or No. 75 coil. These alternatives need not be given in the case of the constant aerial tuning system.

The Constant Aerial Tuning System

This system involves the use of a small series condenser which is connected in series with the aerial, the aerial inductance being shunted by a variable condenser of the usual size, say, 0.0005 μF. The series condenser in the aerial circuit is fixed, and has a capacity of 0.0001 μF.

The idea, broadly, is that by using a very small series condenser in this way, this condenser acts in series with the condenser formed by the aerial and earth, with the result that the inductance L of Fig. 9, which shows the system, is shunted by an almost negligibly small capacity due to the aerial. On the other hand, this capacity would have quite an appreciable effect if the inductance $L_1$ were not itself shunted by the variable condenser $C_2$, with which the tuning is accomplished.

In Fig. 9 the capacity of the aerial is shown by $C_a$, and this condenser, in series with $C_3$, gives a resultant capacity which is always negligible with regard to the capacity of $C_2$. Consequently all sizes and shapes of aerials may be connected on to the circuit without in any way affecting the tuning of the circuit $L C_2$. I can, for example, tell you that you will get 2LO by using a No. 50 honeycomb coil shunted by a variable condenser $C_2$ of 0.0005 μF maximum capacity adjusted to a fixed degree. Whatever kind of aerial you use, and wherever you may be, you will always be able to tune on to 365 metres with a No. 50 coil and a 0.0005 μF variable condenser. There is absolutely no necessity for me to say: "Try a No. 25. If you do not get 2LO, try a No. 35 or a No. 50, or a No. 75 coil." I simply say: "Use a No. 50 aerial, and whether it is an indoor aerial or a large outdoor aerial, you will not need to modify your coil."

The use of this constant aerial tuning system will be a great factor in ensuring uniform results in home-made sets or commercial sets. The system makes tuning simplicity itself, and it makes the set foolproof. Even the experimenter with long experience in tuning will find the arrangement exceedingly useful, although if an extra terminal is provided on the set it is always possible to connect the aerial directly on to the top of $L$ in Fig. 9, thereby cutting out $C_3$.

On the broadcast waveband the use of the small fixed condenser in the aerial circuit does not noticeably affect signal strength, but on the longer wavelengths it is better to connect the aerial directly to the top of $L$.

Apart from the fact that tuning is substantially independent of the aerial used, a much wider range of wavelengths is obtained with a given coil and variable condenser. Since the shunt capacity due to the aerial is rendered almost negligible, the same range of wavelengths may almost be obtained, as in the case of a secondary circuit or tuned anode circuit. Similar sizes of coils will also usually be used for aerial and anode tuning.

Fig. 10 shows the circuit corresponding to Fig. 9. The capacity across $L_1$ due to the condensers $C_3$ and $C_4$ in series, may almost be neglected, because $C_3$ is very small, and the total capacity to the left of $L$ is still smaller. An interesting comparative figure is given later.

The Ballast Method

Another attempt to solve the same problem resulted in the Ballast circuit illustrated in Fig. 11. In this case a fixed condenser $C_3$ of 0.0003 μF capacity is connected across the aerial and earth terminals of the receiver, while tuning is accomplished by means of the condenser $C_2$ which has a maximum capacity of 0.0005 μF. The inductance $L$ is not shunted by any condenser.

In Fig. 11 the capacity of the aerial is represented by the phantom condenser $C_a$. A simplified form of the circuit is shown in Fig. 12, from which it will be seen that the inductance $L$ is shunted by two capacities in series, one of the capacities being the variable condenser $C_2$ and the other being a composite capacity, consisting of the Ballast condenser $C_3$, which has in parallel with it the aerial capacity $C_a$.

From the point of view of making the receiver insensitive to changes in aerial capacity, the circuit is an undoubtedly a success, and is very much better than the series arrange-
The circuit can be made more and more insensitive to changes of aerial capacity by increasing the Ballast capacity $C_b$, but even when $C_b$ had a value of 0.0003 $\mu$F, signal strength was greatly reduced, and this is much worse when $C_b$ is increased. The circuit of Fig. 11 cannot, therefore, be recommended as an efficient constant aerial tuning system.

**A Very Constant Circuit**

The most constant of all the circuits described in this article is illustrated in the smaller circuit of Fig. 14. This circuit is a combination of Fig. 11 and Fig. 9. Three condensers are employed. The condenser $C_2$ has a value of 0.0001 $\mu$F, while $C_3$ has a maximum value of 0.0005 $\mu$F, and $C_4$ is a fixed condenser having a value of 0.0003 $\mu$F. The aerial capacity is shown by the phantom condenser $C_1$, which is the capacity of the small aerial.

The circuit may be said to be entirely independent of changes in aerial capacities for all practical purposes, but while the ideal is achieved in this respect, the signal strength is very considerably impaired, and the circuit shows the disadvantages of the Fig. 11 Ballast circuit. I cannot, therefore, recommend the Fig. 14 arrangement, and my final conclusion is that the arrangement in Fig. 9, which uses a fixed condenser $C_1$, of 0.0001 $\mu$F capacity and a further condenser $C_3$, of 0.0005 $\mu$F capacity, is the best all-round arrangement for constant aerial tuning.

**Variometer Circuits**

Fig. 13 is a simple variometer circuit, but a fixed condenser $C_3$, which may have a value of 0.0003 $\mu$F is connected in series with the variometer. The aerial capacity is shown by the phantom condenser $C_1$.

This circuit is extensively used in crystal receivers using variometers, and the arrangement has the advantage of being far less susceptible to changes in aerial capacities than the arrangement of Fig. 3. The circuit, of course, cannot compare with the Fig. 9 circuit or any of the other constant aerial tuning methods, but nevertheless it is not bad. It is to design a crystal receiver using variometers, and the arrangement does not lend itself to the use of plug-in coils or for use when a wide band of wavelengths is desired. On the other hand, with a given inductance and condenser, the waveband obtained is equal to that of a tuned anode circuit or a secondary circuit.

**Some Actual Figures**

I have worked out a few figures to corroborate the experimental results I have obtained with the circuits given in this article. I have assumed that the variable condenser $C_1$, shown in the various circuits, is adjusted to a capacity of 0.0003 $\mu$F. Two aerials are considered, one having a capacity of 0.0002 $\mu$F and the other twice the capacity—viz. 0.0004 $\mu$F. It is supposed that both aerials are tuned near the middle of $L_1$, and this circuit is also independent of changes in aerials, but the arrangement does not lend itself to the use of plug-in coils or for use when a wide band of wavelengths is desired. On the other hand, with a given inductance and condenser, the waveband obtained is equal to that of a tuned anode circuit or a secondary circuit.

The results in too per cent. increase in the capacity across the inductance. This means a very large change in the tuning of the aerial circuit.

1. In the case of Fig. 3, the only capacity across the inductance is the capacity of the aerial. Hence such a circuit is very susceptible to aerial changes. In the case of Fig. 4, of 0.0002 $\mu$F and 0.0004 $\mu$F, the use of the larger condenser means a 100 per cent. increase in the capacity across the inductance.

2. The Fig. 5 arrangement, using a parallel tuning condenser, is considerably better. With the small aerial in use, the total capacity across the inductance $L$ is 0.0005 $\mu$F, of which 0.0003 $\mu$F is the condenser $C_1$, and 0.0002 $\mu$F is the capacity $C_2$ of the small aerial. With the large aerial, the total capacity across $L$ is 0.0007 $\mu$F. Using the large aerial, we have an increase of the total capacity of 0.0002 $\mu$F, an increase of 40 per cent., which is far less than the 100 per cent. in the preceding case, but even now the change in tuning is very considerable.

3. The Fig. 7 arrangement, using a series tuning condenser, is not nearly so bad. In the case of a small aerial, the total capacity is 0.00012 $\mu$F, while with the large aerial the total capacity across the inductance $L$ is 0.00015 $\mu$F. The use of the large aerial is equivalent to adding 0.0003 $\mu$F to the total capacity, which represents an increase of 25 per cent. This compares very favourably with the 40 per cent. in the case of parallel tuning. Different aerials, however, still produce widely different tuning of the aerial circuit.

4. The Fig. 9 constant aerial tuning system is the recommended circuit. The total capacity across $L$ in the case of the small aerial, is 0.000367, while with the
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**Deliberately designed**

**COSMOS RADIO COMPONENTS**

---

**"COSMOS" FILAMENT RHEOSTAT**

Made in two standard patterns constructed with phosphor-bronze contact arm ensuring reliable contact. Resistance is carried on a porcelain former absolutely unaffected by heat.

Supplied complete with terminals, screws, dials and knobs, suitable for back of panel or face of board.

*Face of Board: 6d. extra.*

For one valve (6.0 ohms): 4/-

For 2 or 3 valves (2.75 ohms): 4/-

---

**"COSMOS" PLUG-IN TYPE STRIP INDUCTANCE COILS.**

*Patent applied for.*

Constructed on an entirely new principle, these coils are wound with strip of special design, composed of a number of copper wires embedded side by side in prepared paper. The coils have extremely low self-capacity and small high-frequency resistance. They are provided with plug and socket to fit standard coil holders.

*Made in seven inductance values.*

4/6, 4/9, 5/-, 6/-, 6/6, 7/-, 8/9.

---

**"COSMOS" High Frequency Inter-Valve Vario-Transformer.**

*Patent applied for.*

Tuned on the Vario-meter principle. Has primary and secondary windings ON BOTH the fixed and moving bobbins. Uniformly high efficiency and amplification are obtained over the whole broadcast waveband.

*18/6* for one valve

---

**"COSMOS" FIXED CONDENSER and GRID LEAK.**

The condenser, as shown, is enclosed in a moulded ebonite case with external terminals. It is built up of plates of copper foil separated by selected mica dielectric rigidly fixed in position.

Condensers only with "Leak" clips, 0.003 mfd. 2/-

Condensers only, without "Leak" clips, various capacities 1/2 to 2/6 each.

Grid leak, 1, 2 or 3 Megohms, 1/-

---

**"COSMOS" VARIABLE AND VARIO-COUPLE.*

Wound on best quality biocarta tubing having high insulation and low dielectric loss. Supplied with terminals, dial knob, pointer and fixing screws. VARIO-METER for tuning aerial circuits over wave-lengths of 300 to 600 metres. With .0002 mfd. in parallel it is suitable for tuning anode circuits over similar wave-lengths. VARIO-COUPLE is suitable for wave-lengths up to 1,000 metres.

*8/-* for 15/- to 15/-

---

**"COSMOS" RADIO COMPONENTS are obtainable from all wireless retailers. Demand "COSMOS Components" by name. If you have any difficulty, write to our works giving name and address of your usual dealer.**

---

**Metropolitan Vickers Electrical Co. Ltd.**

Head Office and Works: Trafford Park, Manchester.


---

A copy of the "COSMOS Catalogue and Handbook (D.S.24/17/1) post free for 2d. stamps.
**Aerial Circuit Tuning.**

(Continued from page 586.)

large aerial it is 0.00038 µF; the difference is 0.000013 µF, or 5 per cent. variation in the total capacity as a result of using an aerial of 100 per cent. greater capacity than the smaller aerial. This figure is eloquent of the usefulness of the constant aerial tuning system.

5. In the Fig. 17 circuit, the use of a Ballast condenser, which is not recommended on account of the resultant decrease of signal strength, a large measure of constancy is obtained. The small aerial in use gives a total capacity of 0.00019 µF across the inductance L. In the case of the large aerial the capacity is increased to 0.00021 µF, which represents a 1-08 per cent. increase by the use of the larger aerial. This, of course, would not make very much difference in the aerial tuning, but the result is not nearly as good as the Fig. 9 circuit.

6. In the Fig. 14 arrangement we have by far the best circuit from the point of view of constancy of aerial tuning. The capacity with the small aerial is 0.00038, while with the large aerial it is only very slightly different, and is 0.000388. By the use of an aerial of twice the capacity, we only add 0.000005 µF to the total capacity across the inductance L, which does not alter the tuning. The change in aerials only results in a 1 per cent. increase in the total capacity across the inductance, but on the other hand, signals are considerably weakened, and the circuit is therefore not to be recommended.

![Fig. 15.—Fig. 14 simplified.](image)

0.000005 µF to the total capacity across the inductance L, which does not alter the tuning. The change in aerials only results in a 1 per cent. increase in the total capacity across the inductance, but on the other hand, signals are considerably weakened, and the circuit is therefore not to be recommended.

**Conclusion**

The conclusion to be drawn is that the Fig. 9 circuit is easily the best, and that greater constancy of aerial tuning could be obtained by making C, of smaller capacity than 0.0001 µF, but if a smaller value than this is used, the signal strength falls off, and the value given is the one recommended.

---

**LONG DISTANCE CRYSTAL RECEPTION.**

To the Editor of *Modern Wireless*

Str.—This place is equidistant from Lowestoft, Ipswich and Norwich and fully 100 miles from London. Using a good aerial single wire, full length, 40 ft. high, which is practically unscreened, being well above my house, which is the only one near it, and a good earth.

I have heard the following stations on the plain crystal circuit and Brown's phones:

- Basket coils for A.T.I., up to 500 metres and staggered lattice coils above that; a .001 polar condenser, galena type crystal and gold cat's whisker; detector circuit straight off the A.T.I.; phones, 4,000 ohms.
- 2LO, 375—Average strength 21 by shunted phones, i.e., just audible with 200 ohms across 'phones. A perfectly reliable reception here on the crystal.
- Bournemouth, 285—Speech intelligible nearly all the time, but some fading.
- Newcastle 5NO, 400—Heard him say "5NO calling"; speech intelligible occasionally; much fading and noise.
- Aberdeen, 495—Never intelligible but faintly audible.

These results seem to be rather at variance with the average experience, but my own conclusion is that given sensitive phones, silence, and well-adjusted crystal, telephony is not worth amplifying unless it can be heard faintly but clearly on a plain crystal circuit, as the extraneous noises, all amplification seems to delight to honour, will spoil it.

Yours faithfully,

F. C. JAMES.
THE crystal receiver about to be described has given very good results on the B.B.C. stations up to 10 miles, and can be made very easily by even a beginner. Fig. 1 gives a good idea of the finished receiver, and, as can be seen, provision is made for coarse and fine tuning, with terminals for aerial, earth and telephones.

Materials Required

For the Set:
4 terminals.
16 contact studs.
4 stops.
2 switch arms, radius 1½ in.
1 cardboard tube, 3 in. diameter, 4½ in. long.
1 crystal detector.
1 piece ebonite, 7¼ in. x 6⅞ in. x ¾ in.
Some 20 S.W.G. D.C.C. wire.

For the Box:
2 pieces of hard wood, 7 in. x 5½ in. x 3 in. for the sides.
2 pieces of hard wood, 5 in. x 5½ in. x ¾ in. for the ends.
1 piece of hard wood, 7¼ in. x 6½ in. x ¾ in. for the base.

If desired, the ebonite panel may be replaced by wood, but the latter should be dry and about ¼ in. to ¾ in. thick.

The Inductance

The inductance can be made first, and should be commenced by making a hole about ½ in. from one end of the former and threading the wire through this. Make another hole near the edge, and thread the wire through this also, leaving...
Fig. 4.—A plan of the panel showing disposition of switches, etc.

about 2½ in. of free wire. Now wind one turn of wire round the former and make a tapping here. This is best done by making a hole in the former close to the turn and a little beyond the first hole, and threading the wire through. Make a hole near the edge of the former and thread through, leaving about the same length of free wire as before. Make eight tappings in this manner, and then wind eight turns straight off, make a tapping, eight more turns, a tapping, and so on, until the total of 71 turns has been completed. Bring the last eight tappings out of the opposite side of the former to the first eight.

The Panel

Turn now to the panel, and fix the positions of the centre spindle of the switch arms. Now take a compass, and with a radius of 1¼ in., the same radius as the switch arms, make a circle on the reverse side of the panel. The holes for the contact studs may now be drilled, and care must be taken that the holes are just far enough apart to allow the arm to rest on two studs without falling down between them. With studs of ½ in. diameter head the holes should not be more than ½ in. apart if the width of the switch arm is ½ in. A good average distance between the centres of the studs is 1 in. Next, a stop should be placed at each end of each set of eight studs, to prevent the arm going too far.

Ordinary brass screws may be used for the stops, and also, if desired, they may be used to replace the studs, the arm moving over their flat heads.

The terminal holes may now be drilled and the terminals fitted. The crystal detector may be made if desired, but as this component can be purchased very cheaply, the saving hardly warrants the extra work involved. The detector should be mounted, and when all the studs are slipped into position, the inductance may be wired up.

Looking at the panel from the underside (Fig. 6), connect the beginning of the winding to the stud marked No. 8, the first tapping to No. 7, and so on, until all the first eight tappings are used up. Then start at No. 1 on the coarse tuning switch, making sure the tappings are being connected in their right sequence. If screws are used for the studs, the wires will have to be soldered on to the "studs," but if the ordinary contact studs are used the wires can be held under the nut on each stud.

Wiring Up

Next wire up the terminals as shown in Fig. 6, taking a wire from the aerial terminal to the "fine tuning" switch arm and also to the crystal. Connect the other side of the crystal detector to the telephones, and the other side of the telephones to earth and the "coarse tuning" switch arm. Use 20 S.W.G. wire for connections.

The panel is now complete, and we may turn our attention to the box, which is seen in Fig. 7. The pieces of wood should be planed.
Splendid Broadcast Sets made without special skill.

It is not often easy to condense into a single constructional Article all the details necessary for a complete beginner to build up a Broadcast Receiver. Naturally the space in a Magazine like MODERN WIRELESS is rather limited. Therefore, if you are looking for a first-class book on how to build good Crystal Sets, you cannot do better than get this one. "How to make your own Broadcast Receiver" is written by John Scott-Taggart, F.Inst.P. (Editor of MODERN WIRELESS and Wireless Weekly). It deals with the whole subject from A to Z, and if you are at all handy with your fingers, you can easily build up an excellent Receiver at small cost.

Remember you do not need to know a single thing about Radio—it's all in the book, and you can learn it in a few hours.

Get a copy TO-DAY.

1/6

From all Booksellers, or 1/8 post free.
RADIO PRESS, LTD.
DEVEREUX COURT, STRAND, W.C.2.

Fig. 6.—Wiring plan.

 Operating

To tune in, connect up aerial, earth and 'phones, see that the cat-whisker is touching the crystal, and put the coarse switch on Stud 1. Now move the fine tuning switch over its studs to find a signal. If there is no result, move the coarse switch to No. 2 stud and again move the fine switch over its studs. Repeat this on all studs of the coarse switch until the signal is heard at its best, after adjusting the detector to give the best result. When the signal is heard, adjust the fine tuning switch so that a movement either side of the best point decreases the signal strength.

When broadcasting is not on local amateurs may be tuned in, and if the set is fairly near the coast ship signals may be heard. The set will easily cover the whole broadcast wave-band on any aerial. In conclusion, the set has given loud signals on local broadcasting, and was found to be in every way satisfactory, and well repaid any pains taken in the construction.
ALTHOUGH the Eureka L.F. Transformer has only been on the market a month, keen experimenters are already wondering what black magic is responsible for the immense amplifying properties sealed up in its steel case.

Science and skilled engineering practice are happily combined in the Eureka—its handsome coppered case not only gives life-long protection to its contents but actually prevents interaction through radiation. Even when two Eureka Transformers are adjacent no distortion or howling can result.

And its amplification factor compels critics to revise their opinions as to what an L.F. Transformer really can do. To the non-technical it is sufficient for us to say that with a strong plate voltage and sufficient negative grid bias, the Concert Grand will give louder and purer signals than two ordinary L.F. Transformers.

Remember that in a 3-Valve Set, for example, the cost of the intervalve Transformer is less than 10 per cent. of the whole cost—yet no other component carries such a responsibility for ultimate success or failure.

While you are building your Set make the first cost last cost by using a Eureka Concert Grand, guaranteed to give you faithful and enduring service.

Dealers: Eureka Transformers will be widely advertised and a heavy demand is anticipated—apply to your factor now.

THE ELECTRIC APPLIANCES CO. LTD.
7 and 8, FISHER STREET, LONDON, W.C.1.
Branch Offices: LEEF'S—1, Oxford Place. MANCHESTER—9, St. James' Square.
Scottish Agents: Blackie, Walker and Russell, Ltd., 30, Cordon Street, Glasgow.
EXTRAORDINARY DISCOVERY !!!

Aerial which needs no insulators, will increase efficiency by 50% and is cheaper than bare wire.

CLEVER ADAPTATION OF SCIENTIFIC FACT.

Wireless experts agree that the ether waves flow only on the surface or skin of the conductor which carries them. Therefore, aerials which consist of several small wires stranded together are more efficient than a single wire of thicker gauge.

The Best Conductors.

In the KITCHEN.

In the DINING-ROOM.

300 ft. 500 ft. 1,000 ft. 1 mile.
CARRIAGE PAID.

Money refunded if not entirely satisfactory. Prices for larger quantities upon application.

NEW LONDON ELECTRON WORKS, LTD.,

TELEPHONE: EAST 1821.
TELEGRAMS: “SEAKIN” LONDON.

The Secret of Electron Wire.

ELECTRON wire is that it consists of eight wires—each separate strand is scientifically coated with a skin of pure tin. Enthusiasts who are using Electron wire in all parts of England and America report wonderfully clear results with either crystal or valve sets. The high-frequency currents penetrate the protective coverings, all incoming signals being held. Suspend Electron wire where you will, lead direct to the set (no separate lead-in required), use Electron wire for the earth, and a greatly improved reception will be the result.

Extend your ‘Phones or loud-speaker to any part of the house or garden with Electron wire, which being insulated with vulcanised rubber, no further insulation is necessary. You may allow it to touch anything, anywhere, indoors or out-of-doors in perfect confidence. Electron wire has no equal at times the price.

THE CHEAPEST AERIAL and the Best in the World.

100 ft. 1/8 carriage paid.

If you cannot get it from your local dealer, send 1 8 direct to us, together WITH HIS NAME and ADDRESS, and we will send 100 ft. sufficient for a complete aerial, lead-in and earth.

Gambrell Bros., Ltd. 76, Victoria St., S.W.1.

Money refunded if not entirely satisfactory. Prices for larger quantities upon application.

NEW LONDON ELECTRON WORKS, LTD.,

TELEPHONE: EAST 1821.
TELEGRAMS: “SEAKIN,” LONDON.

TO REMIND YOU

that the “Efficiency Inductance” is still the best on the market. Compare the list below with those published for other coils.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coil</th>
<th>Wavelength range shunted with .001 capacity condenser</th>
<th>Self-capacity in Microfarads</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>75 to 330</td>
<td>.00006</td>
<td>5/9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>120 to 725</td>
<td>.00009</td>
<td>5/9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>200 to 855</td>
<td>.00006</td>
<td>6/9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>285 to 1200</td>
<td>.00006</td>
<td>6/9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>400 to 1700</td>
<td>.00006</td>
<td>8/9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>600 to 2875</td>
<td>.00006</td>
<td>9/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>1040 to 4790</td>
<td>.00009</td>
<td>10/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>1575 to 6800</td>
<td>.00011</td>
<td>12/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>2250 to 9300</td>
<td>.00014</td>
<td>14/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j</td>
<td>3435 to 14500</td>
<td>.00017</td>
<td>16/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>5600 to 25000</td>
<td>.00021</td>
<td>19/-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In replying to advertisers, use COUPON on last page.

GENT & Co., Ltd., FARADAY LEICESTER.

Money refunded if not entirely satisfactory. Prices for larger quantities upon application.

NEW LONDON ELECTRON WORKS, LTD.,

TELEPHONE: EAST 1821.
TELEGRAMS: “SEAKIN,” LONDON.

March, 1924

In replying to advertisers, use COUPON on last page.

THE “Tangent” Head Phone 25/-

A Head Phone with tradition behind it.

Established in 1872, Gents’ have manufactured every kind of Phone for every kind of purpose for the last 30 years. This fact has, undoubtedly, a bearing on the great and ever-increasing popularity of the “TANGENT” Head Phone.

Supreme Efficiency, combined with Comfort to the Wearer, are the outstanding Features of this Phone, 4000 ohm resistance. Suitable for Crystal or Valve Sets.

Ask your dealer; if in difficulty, write us to name nearest stockist.

GENT & Co., Ltd., FARADAY LEICESTER.
There must be a number of users of crystal sets who have thought about adding a valve to their set to obtain louder signals, and then wondered how to do it. The simplest way is to add the valve as a note magnifier, and the set to be described will be quite suitable for addition to any crystal set, while two of the amplifiers will give excellent loudspeaker results up to 10-15 miles from a broadcasting station. The finished amplifier is seen in the photograph, Fig. 1, and it will be seen that the set is of very simple design, so that no difficulty should be experienced in the construction, even by a novice.

Materials required:
- 1 L.F. transformer of any good make.
- 1 filament resistance.
- 1 valve holder.
- 8 terminals.
- 1 valve.
- 1 piece of ebonite 7 1/2 in. x 6 1/4 in. x 3/8 in.

The components actually used included an Igranic L.F. transformer and a "Microstat" filament.
Fig. 4.—The panel lay-out.

Any good make of transformer and resistance may be used, but it is as well to remember that a resistance of the compressed carbon type, such as the one mentioned, is equally suitable for either dull emitter or high temperature valves; thus if such a resistance be fitted, either type of valve may be used at will, without any alteration to the set.

The panel should be of ebonite, but wood may be used if desired, provided it is thoroughly dried before use. Again, all terminals should be mounted on ebonite strips, or bushed with ebonite tube where they pass through the wood, with ebonite washers under the terminal head and nut. The positions of the terminals are given in Fig. 4. The valve holder should be mounted on ebonite, and a hole cut in the panel to receive it.

The underside of the panel is seen in Fig. 6, and the wiring can be easily followed. Use 16 S.W.G. wire for the connections, bending each piece to shape, and then fitting it into place. The transformer is secured to the panel, if of wood, by ordinary screws, but if the panel be of ebonite, 1 of s must be drilled and bolts...
is essentially light and careless. The spirit of it is lost if one has to go abroad to find it. But in these winter evenings a little music and the humorous tale go well at home. Let words and music ring out clearly through a Fellows Loud Speaker.

The Fellows Junior Loud Speaker is remarkable for its good tone and its extraordinarily reasonable price.

Fellows Magneto Co., Ltd.
Park Royal, N.W. 10. Phone: Willesden 1561

**FELLOWS Loud Speakers**

**PRICE:**

£1:17:6

Stock Models wound to 2,000 ohms; other resistances to order.

**Brandes**

Mother, with much of her time occupied in a domestic sphere, finds Wireless a welcome diversion. Brandes bring a wealth of information on current topics, fashion notes, music and plays, with the wonderful tone qualities always found in the "Matched Tone" feature.

**PRICE 25/-**

British Manufacture (B.B.C. stamped) and conform to all new licensing regulations.

BRANDES, LIMITED

Walmar House, 296, Regent Street W.1
Phone: Langham 1525. Trade Enquiries Invited.

Matched Tone TRADE MARK

Radio Headphones

In replying to advertisers, use COUPON on last page
What do you want to know? —there's a Radio Press Book to help you.

WHETHER you are erecting an Aerial, building a Set, or endeavouring to find out how one works, there is a wide choice of Radio Press Books ready to help you.

Don't attempt to struggle along in the dark by yourself, but make use of the assistance freely offered you by the authors of these Books. Remember each is written by an expert in his own particular branch of Radio and every author is a man of note.

All Books obtainable from any Bookseller, or in case of difficulty any Book will be supplied (postage 2d. extra) by Publishers direct.

Radio Press Ltd.,
Devereux Court, STRAND, W.C. 2.
Adding One or Two Valves to a Crystal Set.

(Continued from page 546.)

Terminal O.P. to input terminal O.
Terminal I.P. to input terminal I.

We may now turn to the containing box, seen in Fig. 7, for which we shall require the following pieces of wood, $\frac{3}{4}$ in. thick:

- 2 - 7 in. x 5 in. x $\frac{3}{4}$ in. for the sides.
- 2 - 5 in. x 5 in. x $\frac{3}{4}$ in. for the ends.
- 1 - 7 in. x 6 in. x $\frac{3}{4}$ in. for the base.

These should be planed off smooth and finished with sandpaper, after which they should be carefully glued together and secured by means of small brads. The whole may then be stained and polished, and then set aside for a while to dry thoroughly, after which the panel may be secured to the box by four screws, one at each corner.

To connect the amplifier to an existing crystal set the telephone terminals of the crystal are connected to the input (O. and I.) terminals of the amplifier. High-tension battery and accumulator are joined up to the terminals indicated in Fig. 4, while the phones are connected to the two terminals in the front of the amplifier panel. Fig. 5 shows how this amplifier unit is connected to the crystal set in the previous article, and Fig. 8 gives the circuit diagram. Sixty volts is a good value for the H.T. battery, while a 6v. accumulator will serve to heat the filament of an ordinary valve; if a dull emitter be employed, however, a dry cell may be substituted for the accumulator.

Fig. 10 shows how two of these amplifier units may be connected to the previously described crystal set. The telephone terminals of the first amplifier are connected to the input terminals of the second amplifier, the top phone terminal going to the input terminal marked O. Corresponding battery terminals on each set are then connected together, e.g., H.T. + to H.T. +, L.T. - to L.T. -, etc. The loud-speaker then goes to the telephone terminals on the last amplifier.

Fig. 11 gives the theoretical circuit diagram of this.
The Cam-Type Variable Condenser
A Simple and Efficient Device Made from Oddments.

The following description of a cheap variable condenser may prove interesting to the constructor. A study of the photographs will give a clear idea of the design of the condenser, and when made up it is a very useful device.

The baseboard, the dimensions of which are 5 in. by 2 in. by \( \frac{1}{2} \) in., has a piece of wood 2 in. by 3 in. by \( \frac{1}{4} \) in. fastened in the centre of one of the longer sides to carry the spindle and scale. Fasten down on to the baseboard a piece of springy copper foil, 2\( \frac{1}{2} \) in. by 1 in., with a lug \( \frac{1}{4} \) in. long from the centre of the shorter side, Fig. 1. Screw a woodscrew terminal through this lug into the wood, making sure of a good contact between the foil and the terminal. Now cut another piece of copper foil, F2, 3 in. by 1\( \frac{1}{2} \) in., with a \( \frac{1}{2} \) in. lug as before, and fasten it securely to a piece of thin wood, 2 in. by 1\( \frac{1}{2} \) in., the wood being flush with the end of the foil farthest from the lug. Screw another terminal through this lug into the baseboard at the end opposite the first terminal, and hold this foil down by two small screws in the corners nearest its terminal. There should be half an inch between these screws and the end of the first piece of foil. A piece of mica, 3\( \frac{3}{8} \) in. by 1 in., is placed between the foils and fastened to the wood at the corners.
Complete with all accessories, only, British Broadcasting Fees, Complete with Double Head Receivers, 6 volt 4 amp. Accumulator, Switch for High and Low-Tension Circuits, 3 Igranic Honeycomb Coils, etc. Holders, Filament Resistances, Condensers for Tuning Aerial and Anode Circuits; Knife only wires on view are the Aerial and Earth. The Low-Tension and High-Tension Batteries can be fitted inside the Cabinet, and the Stations.

Designed for receiving on any Wavelength. The Two-Valve Set illustrated, under “SONOLA” 4-VALVE SET, Including Marconi Patent Royalties and British Broadcasting Fee.

£19 5s., Highly selective. £14 10£, Simplicity in Tuning.

£20 3s. 6d., Excellent results over a radius of 25 miles.

£12 15s., Price 30/-.

£9 9s., 1/2 -watt Siemens Crystal Detector. Gives full volume of signals. Panel only, £14 10s., including Marconi Patent Royalties and British Broadcasting Fee.

£11 11s., Complete with all accessories, £20 3s. 6d. Marconi Patent Royalties and B.B.C. Fees included.

£7 1s. 6d., “SONOLA” 4-VALVE SET, receives all Stations on Loud-Speakers, Panel only, Patent Royalties and British Broadcasting Fees. Complete with all accessories, £12 15s., including Marconi Patent Royalties and B.B.C. Fees included.

£13 15s., “SONOLA” 3-VALVE SET, similar design. Gives louder volume of signals. Panel only, £14 10s., including Marconi Patent Royalties and British Broadcasting Fee.

£11 11s., “SONOLA” CABINET CRYSTAL SET. License No. 315. — High-Grade Set mounted on substantial Ebonite Panel and enclosed in highly-polished hardwood Cabinet. Fitted with Variometer Tuner, covering entire broadcasting range, and Dust-proof Crystal Detector. Gives excellent results over a radius of 25 miles. Price 36/-.

We also supply the above set in polished case without fall-down lid. £14 15s. 6d. Plus B.B.C. Fee, 1/- extra.


These Lines are stocked by All

M O D E R N  W I R E L E S S

March, 1924

Next the cam must be made, from 1/2 in. wood, to the dimensions of Fig. 3; this can best be done with a fretsaw, after tracing the shape on to the wood. Now drill a 2 B.A. clearance hole through the upright piece, 1/2 in. from the bottom, and also through the centre of the cam.

Fit a knob, pointer and collar to a piece of 2 B.A. screwed rod, 2 in. long, and pass the rod through the upright piece. Place on a washer, spring-washer, and two 2 B.A. nuts, locking the latter together. The cam is next placed in position, and a final 2 B.A. nut to secure the cam to the rod. An ivorine scale may be fixed to the front of the upright piece, completing the condenser, the maximum capacity of which will be about 0.00025 mfd.

Rear view showing Cam.

A Radio Dance at Port Sunlight.

T he members of the Port Sunlight Radio Club, who possess a multivalve receiving set using 8 valves, made special arrangements on Wednesday evening, February 6th, to hold an experimental dance. The music was provided through the air by the Manchester Broadcasting Station and transmitted to a series of loud-speakers fixed in a central position in one of the halls of the Staff Training College at Port Sunlight. About a hundred members and friends were present and they had a most successful evening, dancing right through the programme, and enjoying also the two addresses which were included in the wireless dispatches. The music came through with wonderful clearness absolutely free from "interference" and was of ample volume to fill the hall, although the apparatus was worked at its minimum strength.

At the conclusion of the dance, Manchester sent "Greeting to the Port Sunlight Club and best wishes for the success of the Radio dance you have arranged for this evening."

So successful was the experiment of "Wireless dancing" that the Committee of the Club have decided to arrange an open dance in one of the larger halls in Port Sunlight, having proved that the apparatus as fixed gave ample volume for even the biggest hall in the place.

Address all communications to Head Office & Works: High-Class Radio and Electrical Store, Pendleton, Manchester.

Write direct if unobtainable.


The Interference Problem in Radio

By E. F. McDonald, Jr., President of the National Association of Broadcasters (U.S.A.)

This article, from an American contributor, indicating the position of affairs in the United States, has a distinct bearing on the problems on this side of the water.

In analysing the radio interference situation at the present time, it should always be remembered that while broadcasting is of paramount importance to billions of people throughout the country, there are other phases of the radio industry which must be considered and upon which depends much of the commerce of the world. Transatlantic, and ship-to-shore radio traffic are of vital importance. The work of the serious radio experimenter is also of the highest value in furthering the advancement of the radio art. In order that the broadcast listener may get the most out of his radio receiver, a thorough knowledge of the causes of the interference which he occasionally experiences, together with the various means available for their reduction or elimination, is essential.

Types of Interference

There are, of course, various types of interference occasioned by different causes. The two most annoying at the present time are telegraph code interferences from shore stations working on low wavelengths of around 450 metres, and the re-radiation of radio receivers of improper design or improperly operated by unskilled users. It is to the interest of all participating in the radio industry to assist in correcting these conditions as well as the other causes of interference.

The National Association of Broadcasters has been in conference with the Hon. Herbert Hoover, Secretary of Commerce, on the subject of ship interference, and through his efforts and cooperation are arranging for international regulations providing for the carrying on of ship-to-shore traffic on wavelengths outside the broadcasting band. This article, therefore, treats only with the interference created by re-radiation from radio receivers.

A Common Fallacy

It is a popular fallacy that all that is necessary to put a stop to any undesirable condition is the passing of legislation. Unfortunately this idea has occasionally taken root and grown into something that constitutes a real menace at the heart of our American civilization. There is nothing more detrimental to the moral of a nation than the adoption of legislation which is obviously impossible of enforcement, and which, through the ease with which it may be ignored, teaches wholesale disregard only for the law but for the authorities that make it.

Ironclad Laws

We have, at the present time, a startling example of an "ironclad" law which, so far at least, it has been impossible to enforce, and which has probably worked a greater evil than that which it was designed to eliminate—the Prohibition Amendment. During the war the Navy Department undertook, through its Intelligence Service, to prohibit the use of transmitting and receiving apparatus throughout the country. The prohibition on transmitting was comparatively easy to enforce, but although every effort was made to eliminate reception, in the final analysis it came down simply and squarely to reliance on the loyalty and patriotism of the individuals which go to make up our great nation. Obviously the individuals who really desired to use radio for ulterior purposes had no such sense of loyalty, and, as a consequence, to a great extent all that was accomplished was the prohibition of the use of radio receivers in the hands of those who would not use them in any case to the disadvantage of the country, whereas it was practically impossible to stop the use of such apparatus in the hands of those intent on serving their own ends.

Reaction Sets

For these reasons the adoption of legislation prohibiting the use of receivers which feed back energy into the antenna is obviously absurd. The adoption of an Act of this kind would be comparatively easy, but the enforcement would require a greater force of officers and special agents than we have at the present time attempting to enforce prohibition. Certainly our Government cannot afford such an expenditure, even if it were possible completely to eliminate radio feed-backs by such means. It should be remembered that in the first place the location of the offending receivers which feed back into antennas would be comparatively difficult, and even if this were accomplished it would be a simple matter for the user of a set of this kind to disconnect the tickler coil, or whatever means was used to feed-back the energy, while the inspector was present, and attach it the moment he left. The enforcement of any such Act would also be rendered extremely difficult because of the statutes prohibiting the entrance of private dwellings without proper search warrants.

What can be done?

Granting that the feed-back from radio receivers of improper design is harmful, and that preventive legislation, if not impossible, at least is impracticable, what is to be done?

Obviously the solution to the problem is constructive action on the part of the radio manufacturer. At the present time the laboratories of eight of the largest manufacturers of receiving apparatus are at work day and night on the production of a simple device to be connected ahead of receivers feeding back which will not allow the passing of this energy out to the antenna. Such a device, when developed and perfected, will be put on the market by the manufacturers according to an agreement among them at practically actual cost, so that the users of all types of sets will have the benefit of this device without undue expense. It is not fair or reasonable to expect the users of feed-back receivers to scrap and throw away apparatus representing the investment of many hundreds of thousands of dollars when, by the addition of some simple device, the harmful re-radiation can be entirely removed and reception improved.

(Continued on page 553.)
Constructional Chats

By Philip R. Coursey, B.Sc.

No. 5

On the Use of Grid Leaks.

Grid leak resistances form an essential part of many radio receiving circuits using thermionic valves. In particular a grid leak is very commonly employed when the valve is used as detector, the leak resistance being connected either across the condenser which is inserted in the wire connecting to the grid of the valve, or connected directly between the grid and the filament of the valve.

The function of this grid leak resistance is to provide a path through which the electrons which collect upon the grid of the valve can leak away back again to the filament. Hence it follows that the value of this leak resistance is not particularly important within comparatively wide limits. If the leak has too low a resistance it will impair the proper functioning of the valve, while if it is too high the use of reaction becomes difficult.

In many receivers the use of resistances of higher value than the conventional 2 megohms often leads to slightly improved results, and leaks of 3 or 4 megohms resistance may be tried with advantage.

The experimenter using very short wavelengths is also specially recommended to try values other than the normal one, in particular in these cases a lower resistance value (of about 1 megohm or slightly less) often leads to improved results and easier control of the receiver.

The Dubilier Condenser Co. (1921), Ltd.

Dept. D

Ducon Works, Goldhawk Road, London, W.12.

Telephone: Hammersmith 1084

Telegrams: Hivoltcon, Phone, London.

(D.P.S. 50)
**A new system simplifies the home construction of this fine Reflex Set.**

While to many enthusiasts who already have some knowledge of Radio the constructional articles in *Modern Wireless* and *Wireless Weekly* are quite sufficient, yet to some beginners and others the elementary details of construction may have been omitted. Obviously exigencies of space in a magazine often render it necessary for an article to be kept brief.

In order to assist the novice and the man who has never built a Set before, however, we have produced a special Series of Envelopes, each dealing with one particular type of Set in a most comprehensive manner.

The first one of the series is devoted to building up the S.T.100 shown above and contains blue prints, wiring diagrams, illustrations of finished instruments taken in various positions, complete working instructions, etc., etc. Absolutely every possible assistance is given so that the novice can follow the instructions and build a first-class Set without possibility of error.

---

**S.T.100**

Although it is less than six months since the S.T.100 was introduced to the public through the pages of *Modern Wireless*, yet scores of thousands of Receiving Sets incorporating it are giving complete satisfaction in all parts of the country. For a general purpose, economical Set the S.T.100 would be hard to beat. On an average Aerial all B.B.C. stations can be heard at good strength, while it has a Loud-Speaker range of 30 to 40 miles.

It is particularly economical because it only uses two Valves (a Crystal acting as Rectifier), yet immense amplification is obtained because the first valve acts as a high-frequency and low-frequency amplifier simultaneously.

To build such a Set is within the reach of anyone, the following being practically the only components required: Two variable condensers, two valve-holders, two rheostats, one fixed resistance, one coil-holder, one crystal detector, the necessary terminals, panel and cabinet.

**Why not rebuild your present Set into an S.T.100?**

---

**Radio Press, LTD., Devereux Court, Strand, W.C.2.**

**Radio Press Envelope No.1**

---

*In replying to advertisers, use COUPON on last page*
The public will not be hard to persuade to use a device which will cost little and which will not only through reciprocity eventually eliminate all feed-back howls, but will also improve reception and increase the selectivity of a receiver with which it is used.

It is often said that one of the most interesting phases of radio to the novice is its possibility of the large manufacturers of radio apparatus earnestly working on the problem, not much time will elapse before there is available a universal radiation preventer which will be adaptable to all types of receivers, and will not only end the present annoyance, but, through uniform retail price and its advantages from the selectivity standpoint, will be desirable for general public use.

There is undoubtedly considerable room for improvement in the existing types of plungers which are at present on the market. They possess several weak points, mainly the one variable form of contact which they make up the coil. The type of plunger here described diagrammatically is well worth trying and will be found much more efficient than the old forms.

This plunger is quite simple for the handy man to make. We first require a block of ebonite for the slider. A piece of springy brass is then screwed on to the underside and shaped, as shown. The top of the slider is drilled and tapped, and the screw with the ebonite cap fixed on is inserted from the inside. Having screwed this in, drill the ebonite knob to suit the screw, and when fixed pin through. By screwing in one direction, the slider is forced upwards until it is released from the coil, and can be moved backwards or forwards quickly to the desired point. By screwing in the other direction the slider is forced downwards until any degree of contact is obtained, it being possible to vary the pressure by the aid of the springy brass.

H. B.

**COMPONENTS OF PROVED MERIT**

FOR THE HOME CONSTRUCTOR

**Send sixpence in stamps for full list of Components.**

Knobs with EXTENSION HANDLES; Standard Condenser or Filament Resistance knob with ebonite handle and pointer. 1/6.

GRID LEAK OR ANODE RESISTANCE and clips. Standard M.H. Tubular type, all values. Grid Leak, 1/-. Anode Resistance, 1/3.

Send for list of Shophoiled goods at reduced prices. Genuine Bargains of high-class apparatus.
A Useful Variable Condenser of Novel Design

The capacity of a variable condenser can be multiplied by adding in parallel fixed condensers of suitable capacities, and a combination of a fixed and a variable condenser of equal capacities can be successfully used to get any capacity, provided its value does not exceed the total capacity of both condensers.

The above principle gives rise to this variable condenser, which consists of a moving blade condenser of about 0.001 μF. capacity and five fixed condensers of nearly the same capacity. The variable part has four moving blades of standard size, separated by 3/4 in. washers, thus giving a capacity of about 0.001 μF., the fixed condensers being simply rectangular pieces of brass foil, of suitable size, and separated by ebonite sheets, 1/2 in. thick. A cylindrical brass piece of a suitable shape, mounted on an ebonite cylinder, clearly shown in the photograph, automatically makes contact with the springs soldered to the fixed condensers, a pointer attached to the cylinder moves on a circular scale, marked 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 0, and denotes the number of condensers in parallel with the variable part.

For capacities up to 0.001 μF., the variable condenser is only used, while for greater capacities the required number of fixed condensers can be put in parallel with it and the finer adjustment is made by turning the moving blades. The whole arrangement forms a compact variable condenser that can easily be fitted in a cabinet 2½ in. deep, 3½ in. wide and 3½ in. long, and the fact that the real variable part has a low capacity of 0.001 μF. makes the whole apparatus capable of fine adjustments.

M. J. C.

Sawing Ebonite

No doubt there are quite a number of amateurs who have found considerable difficulty in sawing ebonite perfectly straight. It is really a very simple matter when the proper tools and the proper methods are used. An amateur has been known to clamp a 6-in. steel rule in a ordinary hack-saw with the blade fairly tight. Make a start for the saw with a file, and do not forget to allow for the thickness of the cut. When sawing, do not saw so that the saw is cutting through the thickness of the ebonite, but make it cut the length of the panel, as shown in the sketch. In this manner the saw will guide itself, and the result will be a straight and even cut. It will be necessary to trim up the edge very slightly with a file, and the edge will be found quite level, thus saving a lot of time trueing-up.

J. G. B.
MARCH, 1924

BEWARE OF WORTHLESS IMITATIONS, SEE THE
TRADE MARK WATMEL ON EVERY GRID LEAK.

WATMEL VARIABLE GRID LEAK
(Trade Mark Cagg)

GRID LEAK
-5 to +5 meegohms 2/6.

ANODE RESISTANCE
50,000 to 200,000 ohms 3/6.

Constantly Variable.
Silent in operation.
Constant in any temperature.
Dust and Damp proof.
Each tested and guaranteed.
Neat and well made.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE FOLDER.

WATMEL WIRELESS CO.,
1a Edgware Road, Marble Arch, W.2. Tel.: 4578, Paddington.

I.R.M.

A customer using this receiver writes:

Kirkcudbright, 12 Feb., 1924.

"I can receive on a Sterling Loud Speaker with fair strength from all the B.B.C. Stations. It pleases me to be the owner of such a fine set!"

The I.R.M. 3-Valve Set.

Same in size and appearance as the 3 valve set.

The "Service" Radio Unit System has been evolved to enable you to improve your receiving apparatus with a minimum of additional expense and trouble.

BUY "SERVICE" UNITS AND GET BEST RESULTS AT LEAST COST.

The "Service" High Frequency Units, using the famous Lissen Super Regenerative Reactance, prove positively that the best possible results can be obtained in this way. No loss of energy. Full amplification of distant signals. These Units do give the extra efficiency so vital on long distance work. Only the very best components all through.

Customers who have read our 24 page book and who have also obtained our 20 page "Service" Book will find all about it and will be able to choose their own equipment and make the best use of it.

"SERVICE" UNITS: 4/6, 3/6, 2/6, 1/6, 1/12, 1/24.

Send for your "Service" Book and the "Service" Book will tell you all about it.

THE SERVICE CO., LTD.
292, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1

A. MUNDAY, LTD.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,
59, WATLING STREET,

"Service" Units: 4/6, 3/6, 2/6, 1/6, 1/12, 1/24.

STERLING, BROWN'S, SIEMENS HEADPHONE
4,000 and 8,000 ohms headphones in stock.

ALL LOUD SPEAKERS

AMPLIFIERS, etc.
R.I., GRANIC, BURNDEN, Lissen and Polar Parts in stock.

Condensers best quality

Send for Illustrated Lists.

INTERNATIONAL RADIO MANUFACTURERS, LTD.,
16, Palace House,
128, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.1

"ELKAY" WIRELESS CO.

BRITAIN'S LARGEST WIRELESS STORES
Everything from a Nut to a 10-Valve Set.

Send Stamp for Latest List. Telegrams: ELKAYSIRH, AVE, LONDON.

In replying to advertisers, use COUPON on last page
—no one taking a real interest in Radio can afford to be without Wireless Weekly.

The man who probes beneath the surface wanting to know how his Set works—the man who feels that the more he learns about Radio the greater the enjoyment he'll get from Broadcasting—the man of moderate means who wants to build the best possible Set that his slender purse will permit—these are the regular readers of Wireless Weekly.

SPECIAL ARTICLES :
A special feature of great interest is a regular talk every week on the Valve by John Scott-Taggart, F.Inst.P., the Editor and an authority on the Valve. These articles are essentially practical, and because they are invariably illustrated with diagrams are of great value to the beginner.

CURRENT NEWS :
Because Wireless Weekly is produced under most efficient publishing conditions, it is usually in the position to present to its readers the first details of all new inventions and discoveries in the Radio field. An independent news service gives the Broadcast listener a weekly causerie of the doings of the eight B.B.C. stations.

CONSTRUCTIONAL ARTICLES :
Probably the feature which has done more than anything else to create the vast circle of Wireless Weekly readers is its exceptional constructional articles. These range from the simplest crystal set to the most complex super-heterodyne Receiver. Among the last few issues will be found full details how to build the following tested instruments:
- A Practical Neutrodyne Receiver.
- A Separate Heterodyne.
- A Short-Wave Receiver.
- A Telephony Transmitter.
- A Power Amplifier.

Surely the Magazine capable of dealing authoritatively with such a wide range of subjects is particularly cheap at sixpence!

NOW ON SALE.

Wireless Sets for Home Constructors

By E. REDPATH,
Assistant Editor of "Modern Wireless" & "Wireless Weekly."

The latest addition to the Radio Press Series of Constructional Books. Contains designs for a number of Receiving Sets of proved efficiency. The author has had considerable experience in designing Sets suitable for the average enthusiast to make up, and this Book is the direct outcome of experiments carried out during the past few months.

Every instrument is well within the ability of the man who can handle the ordinary household tools, and full particulars are given for making even the components required. The scope of this Book includes Crystal and Valve Receivers with a range from 25 miles up to 3,000 miles on telephony.

Follow the Instructions and Success is Certain

In replying to advertisers, use COUPON on last page.
Tuning Coils
and how to wind them.
By G. P. Kendall, B.Sc.

There is probably no single component in any Receiving Set able to exert so much influence as an Inductance Coil. A highly efficient Coil (or Coils) will often make all the difference between mediocre results and really good loud reception.

Even if you feel that your present Set is giving tolerably good results, the chances are that it will be worth your while—presuming that you are using plug-in coils—for short-wave lengths to use a set of home-made basket coils. Such coils as these have particularly low self-capacity.

This new Book by G. P. Kendall, B.Sc. (staff editor) contains concise details for making every type of Coil used in Wireless to-day. Further, the advantages and disadvantages of each type are discussed in such a manner that the reader is able to make an immediate decision as to the actual coils suitable for his requirements.

All necessary data, such as diameter of tubes, gauge of wire, number of turns, etc., are given—the results of the author’s own experiments.

No experimenter can afford to be without such a comprehensive guide as this.

1/6

Published by
Radio Press, Ltd.,
Dover House Court, Strand, W.C.1.

Sold by all Booksellers, or send Post Free direct, 1/6.

In replying to advertisers, use COUPON on last page.
Once again the Crystal Receiver is having the attention of experimenters. The last twelve months have proved to a very large number of Crystal enthusiasts that correct design makes a tremendous difference in results. Given favourable conditions a really good Crystal Set in the hands of a man who understands it, reception over a range of 100 miles is not at all uncommon. Assuredly even more remarkable progress is certain during the next few months.

If you have a Crystal Set already you will find that The Construction of Crystal Receivers will show you many ways in which you can improve it at small cost. On the other hand, if you are going to build one, you will find a choice of several different designs to select from.

The experimenter will appreciate the section devoted to a description of the famous Mark III Tuner, and its capabilities. Even the man with a Valve Set would find it very useful—provided he lives within reasonable distance from a B.B.C. station—to have a good Crystal Set for emergency use against his batteries running down.

Published by
Radio Press, Ltd.,
Devereux Court, Strand, W.C. 2.

Sold by all
Booksellers or
sent 1/8, post free.

There's an exceptional field for experiment in the Crystal Receiver.

In replying to advertisers, use COUPON on last page
Radio Valves
and how to use them
By John Scott-Taggart, F.Inst.P.

To a very large number of Wireless enthusiasts the Valve is still enveloped in mystery. This lack of knowledge may be due in part to the fact that many books on the Valve are apt to presume that the reader has a good groundwork in electricity and wireless in the first place.

It is to remedy this that Mr. Scott-Taggart has prepared his new Book "Radio Valves and How to Use Them." As Editor of "Modern Wireless," he has come into close contact with a very large number of wireless enthusiasts who are particularly good on the construction of Sets, but who are not too well versed on the theoretical side.

Every question that you could ask about the Valve is answered in this Book—and answered in a most helpful and convincing manner with many diagrams.

To understand the working of your Valves is to be in a position to get the best possible results from them, and ultimately greater pleasure from Broadcasting. Surely half-a-crown is little enough to pay for such invaluable assistance?

Radio Press Series Number 12.

Sold by all Booksellers or sent, post free, 2/6.

Published by Radio Press Ltd., Devereux Court, Strand, W.C.2.

If it's a Radio Press Book—you can depend upon it
The new Book of S.T. Circuits

By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.Inst.P.

EVERYONE needs this handsome volume of new S.T. Circuits. The fame of S.T. 100, the dual amplification Circuit using but two Valves yet giving the signal strength of at least four, has spread throughout the country. Many thousands of Wireless enthusiasts are using this Circuit with every success.

Other S.T. Circuits equally as useful and likely to become quite as well known are given for the first time in "More Practical Valve Circuits," by the Editor of MODERN WIRELESS.

"More Practical Valve Circuits" contains the fullest data for over 80 different types of Circuits, including all recent discoveries, such as the Armstrong and the Flewelling. Not merely are Circuit diagrams given with the greatest exactitude, but sufficient details as to condenser and resistance values, etc., as will enable the experimenter to build up any Receiving Set without further help.

3/6

Bound in full cloth.

No matter how much or how little experience you may have had in Wireless, the moment you decide to build your own Set you should buy a copy of this book and make quite sure that you are starting with a good practicable and efficient Circuit. Its cost will be saved many times over in time and materials.

RADIO PRESS, Ltd., Devereux Court, STRAND, W.C. 2.

In replying to advertisers, use COUPON on last page
— the most popular little Radio Book ever written!

New Revised Edition now on sale.

Have you a friend who is anxious to take up Wireless—if so, here is a Book you can recommend

As a wireless enthusiast yourself, no doubt a number of your friends seek information from you when they take up wireless.

Why not recommend them to buy "Wireless for All," an excellent book written by John Scott-Taggart, F.Inst.P. (Editor of MODERN WIRELESS), so that they will be able to obtain a thorough insight into wireless quickly?

"Wireless for All" is written for the absolute beginner—for the man, in fact, who does not know the difference between an aerial or an earth, a valve or a crystal. It is therefore strictly non-technical in its scope. The immense popularity enjoyed by this book may be gauged by the fact that more than 100,000 copies have been sold to date, and booksellers report that it is still in very great demand.

Radio Press Limited,
Devereux Court, Strand, W.C.2.
THE splendid 4-Valve Set, designed by Percy W. Harris and shown above, can be made by anyone familiar with the ordinary household tools and able to follow simple and concise instructions.

It contains one H.F. Valve and one Detector followed by two Note Magnifiers. By an ingenious and simple method of switching any combination of Valves from one to four can be used at will. Reaction is used on to the tuned anode coil while a potentiometer makes the Set very stable and really easy to tune.

Its capabilities will, of course, vary under local conditions, but it will undoubtedly pick up all B.B.C. stations and most of the Continental ones; while, if conditions are favourable, several of the American stations can be heard at good strength.

Full instructions showing how to build this "family" Receiver, together with blue prints, wiring diagrams and instructions for working it will be found in *Radio Press Envelope No. 2* (No. 1 deals with the S.F.C. Set) obtainable at any Bookseller at 26. 6d., or from Radio Press Ltd., the Publishers of the Magazine, for 25. 6d. post free.
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Radio Co.</td>
<td>492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Wireless, Ltd.</td>
<td>506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gent &amp; Co.</td>
<td>544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gran-Goldman Service</td>
<td>491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Griffin, E.</td>
<td>486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hobday Bros.</td>
<td>486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H.T.C. Elec. Co.</td>
<td>506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Igranie Co., Ltd.</td>
<td>417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Radio Mfrs., Ltd.</td>
<td>557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson Bros.</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joanes, W.</td>
<td>530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laker Co.</td>
<td>533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lissier Co.</td>
<td>479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McMichael (L.), Ltd.</td>
<td>553</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metropolitan-Vickers Elec. Co., Ltd.</td>
<td>538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.L. Magneto Syndicate</td>
<td>491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mullard Radio Valve Co., Ltd.</td>
<td>533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Munday (A.) &amp; Co.</td>
<td>557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New London Electron Works</td>
<td>544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Communication Co., Ltd.</td>
<td>525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Instruments, Ltd.</td>
<td>537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Stock, Ltd.</td>
<td>490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rayburns, Ltd.</td>
<td>537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raymond (K.)</td>
<td>526-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roberts (A.) &amp; Co.</td>
<td>581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robinson, Lionel, &amp; Co.</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Co., Ltd.</td>
<td>557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvertown Co</td>
<td>495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simpson &amp; Blythe</td>
<td>486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith &amp; Ellis</td>
<td>486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sterling Telephone Co., Ltd.</td>
<td>553</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward &amp; Goldstone, Ltd.</td>
<td>551</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wattnel Wireless Co.</td>
<td>557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilkinson Motor Co.</td>
<td>480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodhall-Wireless Mfg. Co.</td>
<td>485</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**USE THIS COUPON**

in writing to advertisers in "Modern Wireless." 

CUT HERE

In connection with your announcement in MODERN WIRELESS, please supply me with:

Enclosed please find remittance of .......................... (Leave blank if not an order)

If an open envelope is used in applying for catalogues a half-penny stamp will cover postage.
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Date ...)
Behind the Scenes of the B.B.C.

Many times, as you sat and listened to Broadcasting, you must have wondered what goes on in front of the microphone. How concerts are broadcast, what the Studio looks like, how the transmitting gear is actually operated, and so on—the whole business of Broadcasting has intrigued your curiosity.

To give you a better insight into this absorbing subject, therefore, we have prepared a special “Broadcast Listeners” Year Book. This Book is quite different from the usual Radio Annuals because it is strictly non-technical.

The full list of contents is shown here, but it can only give you but a slight idea of its scope. If you really appreciate Broadcasting, then you’ll say that this is the most interesting book on the subject you have ever read.

As only a comparatively small edition has been printed you are advised to make early application to your Bookseller or send 1/8 direct to us.
It is recognised that an L. F. Transformer gives higher amplification than any other form of L. F. Intervalve coupling; it is therefore essential that the best transformer only should be used. This is less important where a single stage is employed but absolutely vital if more than one stage is used. Perfect results with an R. I. Transformer are certain. Wireless dealers realise this and therefore recommend the R. I. Transformer, when they want their customers to be satisfied.

R. I. TRANSFORMER ADVANTAGES:
- Its unique system of winding.
- Its extremely large copper and iron area.
- Its enormous amplification.
- Its freedom from distortion.
- Its capability of taking high voltages.
- Its robustness and his absence of internal noises.

Get an R. I. for your set to-day and you will find that it will increase the efficiency of your circuit.

RADIO INSTRUMENTS LTD.
Managing Director: J. JOSEPH, M.I.E.E.
Chief Designer: W. A. APPLETON, M.B.E., M.I.R.E., late Admiralty Technical Research Officers
Works, Offices and Showrooms:
12, HYDE STREET, NEW OXFORD STREET, W.C.1.
Telephone: Regent 6214-6215-6216.
Telegrams: "Instradio, London."